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this page intentionally left blank
or better let us say
this page intentionally left un-blank
by virtue of left intentionally blank
but not fully blank, blank frightened of itself
and assuring the reader hurriedly
that there is something beyond
the blank page;
there is something further on,
there is something else
after this blankness of a page
intentionally left as is,
at least initially;
although what do they matter, the author’s intentions,
anyway?
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this page is intentionally left black
not that there is a lot to see yet,
but should I leave a page black,
why should it be not this page, left?
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by the end of this succession of texts I want
you to be thoroughly in love with me
and you were hot.
and you were hurt.
and
finally I can’t write. but I still could write about my inability to write. I could be truly
eloquent speaking about writer’s block, if needed. not as eloquent as W.G. Sebald, who made
Austerlitz to mar page after page in description of this peculiar sort of numbness, only known
to writers (and absolutely maddening), but in my own way. W.G. Sebald is dead, after all, and
someone needs to write on how difficult–bordering with impossibility–it is to write, every
God’s new day.
almost everything becomes safe to say if you dress it in fine words. everything becomes
acceptable and has a right to sound. a great glossing power of words.
while I live through a heartbreak in English, I am laughing in Russian and vice versa. pale
writer. helpless wriggler.
male body is a wonder.
augury by obscure texts, new forms of prophecy in the age of digital reproduction
what do Americans even mean when they say “no pressure.” no pressure? ah ok well thank you.
I am going to write without many of capital letters from now on for a while, I’ll see how long it’ll
last. everyone should engage into this questionable practice at least once during their life time,
and I had never. the exception is for “I,” of course; there is no way I could commit such a
terrible crime against the geometrically strict English grammar as to type “i.”
once the sadist and the feminist met. she said, hello, and the mirror was broken
delightful
shards burst in all directions, oh I love it.
when in doubt, leave without answer.
should not I abolish punctuation as well? hmm decisions, decisions.
photographs are indeed brilliant windows into lost worlds. when you see a photograph in the
interior, you are drawn to it as if by a magnet–aren’t you? a photograph could be a center of
meandering attention, photograph flickers–it is here and it is not, it is ever-present on the
periphery of your vision. to see a photograph again is to recollect–but what?
after years of writing in English I started making spelling mistakes in Russian that a six-grader
won’t make. six-winged six-grader
I do indeed wish I could live several years in a male body. oh wouldn’t it be splendid. or a day.
afterwards I’d write a book.
impatiently awaiting.
trying to attain the unattainable in its hopelessness might rival only trying to obtain the
unobtainable. and I am a master in both. how swell.
“your enigmatic one-liners”)))
I take it many people decide to not use Capital Letters because they no longer believe in the
Importance of Things. they want their writing as casual as possible, and would use the smallest
letters at their disposal. it should produce the impression of immediacy.
but what if technology, like my phone, for instance, capitalizes letters with which the sentence
begins? in this case casualness is achieved by paying attention to letters which are capitalized
automatically. seems to be rather a high price for casualness, is it not? but another annoying
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paradox
I am talking to myself in an empty room. only, this room is yours.
it does not take a manipulator for a manipulation to happen, it does not take a rapist for a rape
to happen. the world is dark. feminist view on the world is pretty dark, somewhat dark; pretty
dark and pessimistic. it’s adequate.
not verbatim but
once upon a time
I forwent sleep, I do not need it any more. a woman sleeps with monsters which lurk in her bed,
huge and small, furry and sleek. she puts a paw of one of them under her cheek, and if she does
not, she could not fall asleep. she sleeps amid the swarm of fears and agitation, and her
quietude is frightening.
does it make sense? it does
it does
I’ve never been so prolific as at the time when I claimed to have a so-called “writer’s block.”
stream of consciousness was his favorite genre to claim to be his favorite genre–he admired it
platonically; as a matter of fact, he never enjoyed reading it.

schemata
“magnificence conquers magnificence,” says e.e. cummings; majestic truly; a spectacle, a scale,
scope. “steel tornado,” you said, referring to the argument. the whirlpool. it was unfurling,
blades were rotating so quickly.
you cannot write when you are happy or you cannot write when you are unhappy? those who
cannot this or cannot that, are two dissimilar brands of non-writers.
I am sitting in a chair listening to noises that the escalator swiftly produces. light frufru. not to
be confused with Furfur, a demon, the earl of evil with the torso and head of a deer, wings of
archeoptheryx, and human hands. every demon should have something human in them, lest
humans won’t be able to imagine them.
lo and behold
lo and lo
long and slow (or slow and long)
I was explaining how I’d undress you, a button after a button, without ceasing for a moment
kissing you, feeding on your mouth. and how I would caress you with the tips of my fingers, and
beg you. I would be: very eloquent, unassuming, and persuasive. I would persuade you to give
me your soul, your childhood memories, your adult dreams, and forgo your deathbed yielding
it to me. you’d think about me the last seconds of your life.
as I was trying desperately to charm you, I was myself in danger of being electrocuted and
liquefied, sinking through the fabric of that chair like boiling mercury. your writing should be
liberating for all the reading beings.
electronic kisses.
robotic kisses.
my exuberance knows no limits. I’m about twice more overwhelming than is needed or could
be reasonably expected to be tolerated.
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let’s talk about lips for a second; what are they? and why lips? “don’t darling me,“ “don’t
sweetheart me.” baby, it hurt. did it? well, I am glad it did.
pining away, drooping, collapsing, languishing, having overtaxed oneself, reeling in vexation. if
there should be a suprahuman, she’d be a cyborg. she’d have vagina dentata. she’d inspire fear
perpetually overridden by desire. she’d snatch husbands away from their mothers. she’s Shiva.
under her skirt there is a bald sleek withering tail and a strap on. she is a terror. she has such
noble elongated face with tender eyes. she is well versed in the arts of origami, making tea, and
pleasant conversation. it is easy to bring her to an orgasm.
the sphinx of my syntax bit its own tail and choked on it.
humans, ostriches, oysters, and orchids have clitorises, or, as I would have named this curious
member–the origami of the world–in the Latin manner, clitori. in fact, only two species among
the named above do possess clitori, but others might be mentioned here parenthetically by way
of expressing my love to alliteration.
the sphinx was asphyxiated by the phlogiston, the heavy clouds of which the combustion of
park leaves exuded in the moist air. to resurrect the poor animal with sapphire eyes one would
have to perform a complex surgery. call doctor Aybolit, he alone could help, if this is not too late
at all. maybe he’d manage to attach the second head–and which head would it be, human?–to
the sphinx’s body, as Soviet scientist Vladimir Demikhov did in the 1950s, evoking to life that
poor creature, an unfortunate monstrosity, the two-headed dog, blinking and dying.
blinking with blue and violet hues, the body of electronic lover materialized on her bed. sleep
be damned. if I ever have to use eyeliner, it’ll be for the sake of creation of the mask behind
which it is entertaining to listen to sardonic expletives. I dis-attached his twisted cord and he
went blank. the room remained. but it trembled as if about to switch off too.
have you ever tried to write your prose like you write your poetry?–I asked.– what’s that?–I
asked have you ever tried to write your prose like you write poetry.–and how do I write
poetry?–well, with all those bricolages, assemblages, and echoes that you make and mirrors
that you set to reflect one another, when you use the words reverberation and invertebrate in
one sentence, have you tried anything like that?–well, I have not, but this is not the only thing I
have not tried, they answered and looked at me and moistened their lips with the tip of their
bisected tong. uh-oh, to quote Ella (you should see Ella uh-ohing).
a double-edge stainless blade should be my favorite writing instrument.
I was still in that chair. countess Volkonskaya gave the birth to her eldest son in a chair. women
delivered babies while sitting.
I was irreparably informed that one of the four e.e. cummings’ manuscripts (typescripts)
of Tulips and Chimneys is in Austin, since then I fell asleep and woke up in another city. I would
only have to look at your face to be in complete ecstasy, because I know what kind of insatiable
hunger I’d see there , what passion, and what devotion.
you’d be delighted.
you’d like my waist, it’s very thin.
you’d like my skin, it’s very smooth.
silk. I have impeccable skin, it glows in the dark. faultless. as a lucid porcelain. transparent. I’m
telling you you’d like me, throw away that belt. you’d never forget a single still. everything will
be forever in your memory. you’ll be dying and you’ll see me. it’s death one rivals. you’ll be
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overwhelmed with viscerality of this experience
and my beauty.
not a glimpse without being reminded of all the masterpieces that humanity managed to
produce. renaissance, art nouveau, the song of songs–not a single instance of opening eyes
without catching unwillingly the eternal photography. my hair is of a fantastic color, you’d
write ten pages and you still won’t describe it, did you know? its color is different all the time,
in different light. you’d not be able to take your eyes from it.
baby, are you blushing?

little trumpets

words wound swiftly, with irreversible precision. all her eroticism, lofty as an aeroplane, was
abysmally predicated on autoritarian autoeroticism and narcissism, perhaps aesthetically
pleasing. farewell, grammar structures. Russian writer Limonov cried in New York, burying his
face in the panties of his life’s love, a laced shadow of fabric, all soaked in seminal fluid of
others.* Lithe electroluminescent body of my Lilith, the lily of the valley, uncanny lover,
mysterious horror embodied.
paragraphs, too, are shed like leaves
they had a daughter, called Zoe, who from the earliest age her parents turned into an art
project. a three-year girl in tremendous power of her future femininity, a dead daffodil doll,
black-and-white photographs, like silver fishes in dark water, lithography, daggers of
daguerreotypes. so horrendous. you could see in little fingers.
you could have your hair done. you could have you nails done. a lot of things to do in this tiny
town. good Lord, Texas monstrosities, jewelry with blue stones, turquoise, copper aluminum
phosphate, a result of fusion of elements–underground, I presume–wrought into accessories
wearing which one should have a chest wide as longhorn’s, not an inch less. ‘tis the season all of
a sudden,
lights, decorations, and I am suddenly
very fragile, I may disperse
if you touch me with your finger;
I’ll fall and shutter, billion glass shards. shoes, a dress wrapped in cellophane. mannequins are
fascinating, aren’t they, prostheses of fashion, anthropoid forms. a black male mannequin with
a headless white female mannequin would have looked great were it not for cellophane, it was
morbid; but I still liked shoes quite a bit, black and red, they caught the eye. he lit his cigarettes
from the burning bush. particularly a moment when her lover tied her legs with a leather belt.
and then her waist with a wider leather belt, so tight it was hard for her to breathe. she said, he
did it without interrupting the light, civil talk. and a word in poem sounds as if it is beyond
itself; victim, like dictum, verbatim. such is the nature of poetry, to disrupt words.
lioness
loneliness suits you, mute Sappho,
denuded, benumbed
I shall never nudge her out of her shell
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suits but
you’re

unsafe

nonvocal. excruciatingly liberating. I always knew that Trump was but a homunculus grown in
a retort by the Russian secret intelligence service. we are famous for inventing monsters and
unleashing them onto the unsuspecting world.
should you inhale honey,
your alveoli burst.
homunculus was a homeomerian human being: in each sperm cell, one fully formed human was
supposed to curl, their backbone arching–a theory promising as much as quickly it was
discarded. but if it was so, then the man would truly be a seed, and a woman but a soil.
homeomerias, according to Anoxagoras, are infinitesimal objects which form bigger objects.
each object in the universe has inclusions of many, if not all, small objects. wild idea. I can
appreciate it. the cup is only a cup because homeomerias of cup are prevalent in it.
messages are jellyfish, not even jellyfish but charts, delineation with a plain pencil: this is what
form it took when it was alive, expired now. you were teasing me with the idea of charts and
periodic tables, taxonomies, classifications, measurements: what distinguishes a light kiss from
deep; a good lover from mediocre; ocher from scarlet; absence from presence; is it a length of
the wave, a frequency of vibration, a force of pressure, or the intensity of light? does the dark, it
was nagging over the human medieval minds, has its own substance or it is simply the lack of
light? could translucency of verse be harmonized in mathematical formulas? for the ideal eye to
see it better
I am playing Russian roulette all the time. and, yes, did I wish I knew names of flowers in
English, those which only adorn the North America, and those which I knew before.
oh yes,
daisies,
but it could not be the end of it. lupine, lapis lazuli, pining, zeus’s mauve, cinderella’s slipper,
soporific melissa, pink zigzag, cuckoo’s tears, what else? I have to invent them quickly, so that
the phrase won’t suffer, but I know nothing about flowers, again I forget, datura!
it took effort
and to think that equivocate is actually a verb. equestrian equinox of the word. first time I bathe
in English maybe. frolicking red fishes. pisces.
lupine usurps
the urban areas
phantasm of ruins
the octopus of ocular
moves in the air uncertainly,
tangles the dark apart,
tentacles shift,
prismatic lens,
a trembling focus
wreath of letters
shall I wear it?
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mysterious
amethyst. I want to put together all the words in existence, facet to facet, and see how they
would rotate, reflected by one another. what light they would produce, and how their reverse
sides will be illuminated, flaring, flashing, blinking, blinding. punctuation is the system of
restrictive rules and textbook examples worked into the way of speaking. I am thoroughly tired
of punctuation marks. very little could be as interesting as street is. he was so happy thanks to
her, he did not even want to hear her, lest she interrupts his happiness. he thought he’d rather
go somewhere, to be happy alone. to carry his happiness as a cup full to the brim. every
awkward move could make it spill. better to hold it with two hands. I wonder was my mother in
her 37 looking like I am now. I cannot remember exactly, and I do not have photographs here.
she was 25 in 1981. my friend told me today that she lived in Japan for a while, and kind of had
black hair, and her coworker called her Nagasaki. we should allow each other our little vices,
my dear, she said languidly, and I imagined a feather fan in her wrinkled clawed fist. it crawled
to her bed smiling respectfully but trying to hide its fangs. the strain which resulted from such
attempt, contorted its features.
narcissi’s trumpets,
little troubadours,
air troubled by turu-ru-ru,
each in their own right
beautiful,
eau de nil,
colorful mantles,
brown eyes,
green light
to love is to demand, and to not love, to not demand. why won’t you wear your mantle and your
crown? one should keep dignity, keep a noble balance. one should infinitely believe in oneself.
wrap yourself in a velvet mantle and wear it every day, with an air of neglectful elegance and
with the calm knowledge of your duty, as one would wear shackles of obeisance or the stamp of
utter shame. the mantle would stick in rotating doors, elevators, and entangle between legs of
chairs; many times it’d put you in awkward position, but you disentangle it gently, caring for
the fabric not to be damaged. I am waiting calmly for the world to tremble and yield. not asking
for anything that does not belong to me, only reasonable claims, only fulfillment of contract.
waiting in the car could be boring if I did not keep myself company. sarcastic sadist. manic
writing, marvelous, ultrasonic, writing that marvels at itself but does not do anything except for
awaiting its own collapse; what do I do with it and whether I should care?
the range of your desires is too grand, I admire but I could barely comply, in fact I could barely
stand hearing about them.
christina advised us that ugly christmas sweaters are encouraged, and that she’ll be drinking
hot wine, and cut snowflakes out of colorful noisy paper, such was her plan for the day.
____________________________
* Limonov. writer, famous for his book “This is I, Edichka”; used to be an emigrant in the US and
attempted a political career in Russia after. of course, his political career did not go well. he had
two other memorable episodes in his book. one, in which he rejects all “no” of a female lover
who never orgasmed, and brings her to violent release. and the second, he meets a black man
and instantaneously becomes his lover, performing a fellatio on him. that was it. on every
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meeting ever since, he was asked if this is true that he sucked on the dick of the nigger. still he
organized a party of young pro-socialist revolutionaries. sat in prison. had first kids in his
fifties. disliked them. ran for presidency. wasn’t admitted under a flimsy pretext. he is now proPutin Russian nationalist. from what I heard–I quit following his trajectory–supported the
Russian reclamation (annexation you’d prefer) of Crimea, supported Donetsk People’s Republic
and Luhansk People’s Republic (new states, governed by Ukrainian pro-Russian separatists.
they emerged around 2015, and probably exist only on the maps that they drew themselves).

pretend orgasm

yay for the regal gargoyle. language, wrestle. I finally allowed myself to write prose of a poet. I
continue continuing. continuity, nuisance. I feel like each letter has acquired the heaviness and
irreversibility of a bullet. maybe better: you are the one to be forgotten–not I. what a vault. a
skeleton behind the sliding door of the wardrobe, diaphanous, lacy; transparent chest full of
primordial ribs, elegant hip bones. I should wear it one triumphant day. slow elephants would
enter the town through the arch, and, everyone, bow.
fear, but what is that to fear
in this world, blurred blueberry, belated butterfly?
if one traced butterflies that Nabokov chased, how many species are still in existence, I
wonder? and what does it tell us about the anthropocene and stuff? extravagant vagabond,
nemorivagant necromancer, noctambulist, sleepwalker, stumbler, he had absolutely no
purpose to his meanderings. not even butterflies. arboreta. the great war of colors. final fight.
decisive battle. splash of red. I always imagined that milkshakes should be drank slurpingly; it’s
only too reasonable; lyrics. it escapes before I pinned it down, before I attached it by the
complex needles of letters to its place on velvet. I am catching the rainbow bubble with the
woolen glove, hoping to preserve it forever. I am about to mummify form. I am trying to
desiccate the delicate shadow, dissect the gossamer, analyze the beam. and I have but a
fragment of foam in my palm. an excerpt, an interrupted quotation from patched earth. when I
was an asceticist, abstaining rigorously from simplest pleasures, I led most austere life,
depriving myself from food for reasons far too prideful to utter, but not for a split second did I
cease to be an aesthete, and, as such, was tormented with horrors spectacularly exceeding the
ordinary. “my weapons grow more powerful as I fight,” an innocent child claimed, playing
Minecraft, and you serenely responded: “same,” well, I could not doubt.I wish I could have you
though.
parole and langue,
role, lung, liquid,
liquor of woe,
bitter transient
(aborted)
I met Mandelstam at the street, recognized him from the back. I don’t know how, I’ve never
seen his ears from the back. “I am so glad that you are alive, Osip Emylievich!” I wanted to
exclaim, but reconsidered. it’d be tactless. impolite, too, he might dislike recalling, recoil.
diminution, demise. she was standing so not close to him. the distance was almost palpable.
and I was wondering what’d look like, what it must be like, to stand so close to you as she was
standing to him, to see the quick movements of your eyes, and keep a distance. how often do
you talk to (ever so close) to others, on a distance exactly appropriate for a public
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conversation? (at least a meter and a half, I suppose). it was almost a voyeuristic pleasure, if it
was a pleasure at all.
sweet roots of delirium,
lyre-tailed night honeybird
celestial cereal

(I said saturn),

the balcony awaits the promenaders
ice cream with martian pistachio,
all red,
all rusty, and having the tomato taste of blood.
composed assailant. blind assassin (Atwood). easy winner. the winner who could not care less
to win and accepts the victory without a blink. I do have, for a curious pet, a feeling “it has just
been there, I just need to recollect it to capture.”
and who are you?
and should you be asked, don’t answer.
I’d put you to bed. I would work in the next room. reading or writing, or both. the light of the
lamp is bright. it clears itself a path below the closed door. you know what I’d do; although the
light is shielded by the shade, I’ll hang a blanket between the lamp and the door. should you try
to open your eyes, the woolen fringe, superimposed with your lashes, won’t let you, and you’d
fall asleep deeper. I saw a yellow snake and mistook it for a rope. if I grew inside of these
horrors, I’d soon be soliciting more and more, it’s a slippery slope.
words are an (emerald) glove too tight, and continuing shrinking and shriveling, to my utter
amazement
words don’t fit what I am trying to make them fit, they do not refuse and bend out and that’s
not exactly a defiance; they simply physically cannot, poor fishes.
“words too big for my mouth.” I’d pick a font color for your words, perhaps a font too–
elongated, elegant letters–this is going to be a colorful text, but the time I am done it’d be a
firework obsidian.*
yes, a daze
daisy
dazzling daisy, itself bedazzled. writing is the ouroboros that opens its mouth and begins
quoting itself from the end, but it is worth noting that the mineral is fragile not like the flower
is said to be fragile; while glass fused in the highest temperatures of the volcano regurgitating,
melts and cools down to a rock, flower is a thing tender and resilient–resilient but tender, or
tender but resilient. flower’s fragility is a myth. observe a dandy of a dandelion, tearing apart
asphalt and basalt. cares it to wither? you may pluck it, yes. conspiracy of mirrors. mirrors
conspire. they think about the world revolution. the world where there will be no me, where I
no longer exist, where I am no longer. but the pretend orgasm is the sentence to the world. soul
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to soul for nine years, one evening she told him that for nine years she had been lying and in
those nine years never once did she have an orgasm with him, none, nihil, she. did. not. have
any of those orgasms she performed for him, wha? whatayoueven. he was killed on the spot,
and in the brutal manner. murdered. blood evaporated in a wince, psst.
velvet
|
velvet glove
glove lover
|
lover slow
slow vocal
|
vocal lover
lover**
e.e. cummings did not insert a space after comma,nor before or after the closing(or
opening)parentheses. punctuation is sometimes enough to execute. it’s hard to manage
convoluted, twisted flow of speech when it flows through you. you are a mediator constantly
vexed and agitated, a vibrating string, a synchronous interpreter getting overwhelmed by the
void streaming itself through your throat. this is only one part however, the other part being,
it’s been a while since I started, and, like in a computer game, one learns to dodge tangential
threats and pick erratic findings. I liked her face covered in soft dark down. it was with a mix of
deep sympathy and profound embarrassment that I noticed there were efforts to eliminate the
hair above the upper lip, and once I noticed I could not divert my sight with anything else, my
eyes returned and returned and returned. I believe in revolving doors. I was looking at the face
of my friend standing so close to me, and I was wondering what it’d be like to look at your face.
I studied his lips for a while. his eyes. I can’t say that I noticed anything though that could have
helped me, or observed something striking. my imagination was not capacious enough to
visualize you. it failed completely and utterly. I don’t know at whom I was looking. into myself?
the face completely foreign. he noticed I look at him or through him, because he tried to catch
my sight. he told me he is taking three books for a winter trip, and one of them is my book of
poetry, and that he and Alice are planning to go for one year to India starting with summer. I
looked at Alice who was standing across the room talking to Joshua, and I said, I envy you. why?
such a stage in life. I returned to his face in bewilderment, and saw his teeth for the first time,
even, sharp.
your specter keeps me awake at night. a transparent lover in the gloomy dreamworld, behind a
light curtain of rain.
I texted him as little as “I wish you were here,” and in a couple of days he arrived to Simferopol,
I met him on the platform. I was late. I ran. chestnuts that I collected earlier that day, jumped
out of my pockets, and I had no time to pick them again.it was all as if my young parents met,
never before or after I had this impression of myself reenacting my mother, why? hard to tell,
was it because the sea was there? but again, the city where my parents met, stood not on the
sea but on the river.
in the high grass on the hill, on ancient ruins, above the sea, he told me he would never be my
friend, and I asked, astounded, who would he be. he said: “I will be your husband.” by the time,
we knew each other several days. I was impressed.we returned to Moscow sharing a train
compartment with two beds, the doors in the East European trains have no glasses. on the
Ukraine–Russian border the female patrol officer studied several minutes our passports, and
after she left he asked: “Have you noticed for how long she lingered over the pages where our
marriage stamps should have been?” and smiled with that cayman smile. “did she? I haven’t.” it
was the night, and the train rolled on its track, thumping on the rails, several metal or plastic
details in the old decrepid compartment were rattling, sighs and helpless fragments of words
were drowning in that noise, several rhythms were superimposed, lulling, cradlesong rhythms,
as well as the hummer rhythms, those of delivering repeated, heavy blows.
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smitten borders can’t be reestablished. but border is also a continuity–not a line. I hope you do
not mistake me for your inner woman, because I am not she. if I was talking to you as a woman,
myself a man, you would crush my masculinity to the null. you would annul it, undo it, invalid
it–don’t do it–ennui. she is beautiful though, I cannot stop thinking about her. I imagine she has
dark hair. that day, standing there against the white wall, you were like a drawing, so bright. a
hieroglyph painted with a quick brush. a hieroglyph of beauty and desire embodied. you had a
violet ray of light playing in your hair. and all I knew at the moment is that I want to pin your
hands against the wall above your head and kiss you.
I cut snowflakes at the snowflake party. I called it a snowflake party but Christina called it
Christmas workshop, apparently it’s a tradition in Norway, to gather and create decorations.
the table was full of acorns and colorful paper and fir tree cones and glass balls and glitter and
bottles with paint and threads and felt and in the vase there were home-baked cookies. I took
thin wrapping paper and scissors, and Sameena, who is from Pakistan–she came for her oneyear Masters program–asked why do I make snowflakes like that (instead of?). in Texas she
was never privy to see snowflakes either. “they are crystals of water.” I showed her macro
photographs of snowflakes on my phone. this child of 27 years saw them for the first time. she
quickly lost interest.
it should a language be what is brought to the threshold of shuttering and pushed beyond the
border of collapse and orgasm, shuttered and brought to the edge of impossibility of speech,
beyond which always the new speech miraculously emerges and unfolds in spirals, coiling and
recoiling at itself, and hectically and frenetically trying to observe its smoothness and
seamlessness, but failing, but then in the very fail remaining the speech of the impossibility it is.
if I knew myself ten years ago, I’d be tempted to offer myself some advice and guidance, but I
am sure I knew back then that were I to meet myself as I was to be in ten years, I would refrain
and not annoy myself with unsolicited advice. writing is a form of violence.his undeniable
elegance has not been charmed by anything, or wanted to look as if it has never, and for a long
time, too, and maybe never. he was working in a room in the center of Moscow, a head of a
literary journal, the room was smoked in constantly, the acrid odor of tobacco was emitted by
everything–curtains, chairs, books, manuscripts of authors lucky and unlucky alike. I don’t
think he knew just how ethnographic he was (and is, for ten years has passed and he’s still
there, every day to his work, which starts with the computer being turned on and slowly
working to frenzy–these old computers are like that), in the ancient center of Moscow, in the
freeze of December, in glass of ice, like a bug in translucent white amber of winter.luckily I
don’t have an obligation to be clear.“premonitions” in my mailbox turned out to be mere
“promotions.”as I recalled the very next day, it was registered on the edge of consciousness that
I am losing my earring (a small diamond and a gray pearl), I knew the earring was unlocked, I
half-spotted it falling on the ground, but I waved this awareness away, I did not pay full
attention. would you like to see me on my knees? look at you, you would not like me to lower
on my knees? how should I apologize to her, should I say I am consumed by guilt? surely not.
I’ll be gallant
supremely polite
chillingly considerate
a garland of snowy flowers on your hair
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a pin of ice
a tiny shard in heart
if this is the truth that the woman recreates the man out of nonexistence with her illuminating
gaze, then, were I a man, and you, woman, I’d be a goner ever since I met you, poplar fluff,
despite all my assertiveness, patience, and power, and tenderly-pink fluff, at that–because
never before had I met, and certainly never after would I meet, a woman who made me feel so
much of a man.
virality, resurfacing through contexts and layers–this is how the meme is spread and epidemics
erupts–a form, not even navigating but frenziedly piercing through discourses–it is a dream of
fame in the modernity, nameless fame, fame of anonymity, pure enjoyment of launching an
avalanche, Foucault would have been delighted to observe, and certainly become the author of
many. virulent disease. I am afraid that as I man I would not be sensitive. I like the word
“murmur,” “remember the murmur you once were,” before passion “tyrannized” you, a great
verb in the context, and now you are forever a “soporific ruin” and are bound to remain
“empty” (Eleanor Gray***), but as she says so and believes it, you know it’s not exactly true,
tomorrow there will be life loitering in those ruins and blindly organizing the space for creative
exploration of productive self-destruction.
the epitome of arousal,
a rose or
al atlal
a story
anyhow
a dome constructed out of
porous
stone
so light
so pink
and were I to construct
an agglomeration of
ephemera
adorned with chimeræ
ephemeridæ
aurora borealis
I surely would
see in glasses of letters
the ornaments I never saw
beforehand
and out of the standard poor
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requisite of
detritus
decay
debris
demise
I’d hybrid a wonderful hypnotic
hexagonal
structure of–
what,
woe?
probably vulnerability when it is displayed is just another form of assertiveness, only the next
level of assertiveness. I can handle assertiveness but I have difficulties handling vulnerability. if
I were a man I would be manifestly vulnerable, beyond belief fragile, I’d wear a flower crown
on my head, it’d make me undefeatable and indefatigable. this silver bracelet was given to me
by Belka, and I have it for about half a year now, its provenance is a flee market of Antwerp or
Amsterdam, I can’t remember–Hamburg?–it dingles tenderly, as is good bracelets’ wont,
displaying in a row:
1) a deer with a fir tree;
2) a squirrel cracking a nut;
3) a girl with, I assume, a toy (a stick?);
4) a bird on the blossoming branch;
5) an agave-like plant;
6) a boy with a balloon;
7) a crane looking at the Mogen David growing as a flower;
8) a rabbit;
9) and a duck.
I did not take a second to look at–not to mention name–all the pictures,
but now I did.
poetry has only one function but performs it exceptionally well: it makes one to fall in love with
the poet, magnificently and miserably.
pomegranate,
omega, oregano,
beta.
I dreamed about having you and a woman at the same time. it was very fleeting, a fragment. I
insisted on you kissing her. I was tempted to hit her immediately thereafter, but I missed the
decisive moment. she was sucking on my nipples while you were taking me. I woke up asking
myself what was it, and also, why did it end so abruptly. merciless abruptness. here’s a
challenge: to write a sentence which has no sense, agrammatical, of course, for if you observe
grammar rules, the sentence inevitably makes some sort of twisted sense. it is painful to write
without grammar. I derive a pleasure from the thought of writing a thousand pages about
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nothing but how difficult it is to write. in the morning I collect myself from the density of
objects. I am an agglomeration.
landscape.
what kind of masquerade?
erase your mascara
arresting. violent outburst of language. dandelions jettison their parachutes, each with a spy on
a mission. disruptors, agents of degradation, populating the ruined buildings, blurring the
distinction between the inside and the outside. replete with deficiencies. the only persistence is
the monotony of shifting: shift–shift–shift, which indeed reminds one of ruining sand (or else,
ice). my poor palm is still sore from the handshaking with this frail guy, he looked so thin,
emaciated, his young sylphlike limbs are iron. happy, unaware of itself force. perhaps I was like
that, we don’t know anything about ourselves, we learn too late. look, if he held me, it’d be a
pleasure. such a relief to get out of constrictive disciplinary space. sophomore, surely.
“curriculum for miraculous sophomore” (Wallace Stevens). I miss samovars, I do. we had a
samovar, an electric samovar, a fake samovar–still, a samovar. one was reflected by its intricate
surface (for the surface was not simply convex, but ornamented) as in a contorted mirror.
samovar reigned over the table. it was a regal object, had the tsars-times provenance, and, I
think now, already hinted at its soon-to-happen obsolescence. evenings included the samovar.
the samovar warmed family gatherings. it was an object marked as an attribute of
provincialism and rurality back then already. it’s so easy to live in Austin, no wrestling with a
coat many times a day, no zipping and unzipping of boots. J.K. Rowling describes Hermione’s
voice as “bossy.” poplar fluff flowing from aeolian lips. I opened the car trunk and a bunch of
those papers I have to grade flew into my face like a sentence, a street insult. moss, mold,
mildew. mildly annoyed at the sight of decrepitude, she wondered if degenerative aging is
something she would–she would–never mind she did not wonder.
try to conquer a cruel coquette
decrepitude
I shall not attempt a conquer
a concubine of the voiceless void
vanglorious
a fetus of lore
thin miniature
full of allure
lapis lazuli
lull into decrepitude
gilded
seduce into ruin
pure, unadulterated lust
hers lustrous hair
hers luscious lips
a voluptuous curve of her body languidly reclining, irreversibly informed me on everything I
did not want to hear about. satin
here we go, I already suffer for you.
building on John Carroll, one might claim that Santa Claus is defined by the belief in and denial
of his existence. always between two poles, too good to be true and indeed untrue but still
good. the city is illuminated, it lacks only snow to believe in winter. in the beautiful rainbow
nuclear winter we trust, ourselves hardly existing between being the deceived and the
deceivers. “a nuclear anemone,” Ryan Wilbur said. as a nuclear anemone, a fragment of fire, and
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shaking shrub, I claim–et cetera, et cetera. “Speech is irreversible; that is its fatality.” Roland
Barthes. that what is written with a feather, will not be cut off with an ax. (Russian
proverb.)**** speaking about inversions (if I read the line correctly, “Love, you ever want me,
don’t” (Louise Glück), it might also be a task to rearrange word order in a sentence for it still to
sound more like e.e. cummings and less like Yoda, if one is so inclined. formal exercises, there is
a joy in them. what kills me–and this is not related–is the alternation between capital and small
letters
in the beginning of
the poetic line. Depending on
where the dot lands.
Is it not a crime, graphically? Brutal.
And to think about it,
such barbarous politics of capitalization is now largely accepted as default in English-language
poetry (popularized by who, Bukowski?). shame.
I’d love to shock you out of your nonexistence. presumptuous, yes. he took her endlessly
apologizing.
_______________________

*“obsidian is very hard and brittle, and it fractures to give very sharp edges.” (scholastic’s
catalog of rocks, minerals, and gems.)
**a periodic table of sorts. can’t decide which version. maybe I don’t have to decide.
*** Eleanor Gray is a poet whose spectacular unfolding I am, amongst others, privileged to
witness, and I am going to be the one to believe in her while blending respectfully into the
backdrop.
****“quill pen” is “pero” (“feather”) in Russian, so.

feasting on ruins

a feminist is a dragon. traduced. marble materiality and melancholy. not to disparage J.K.
Rowling, not at all–in addition to all her graces, she is the only multimillionaire who became a
millionaire (I hear); she did not make her money to produce yet more money ad infinitum or
bury them in emeralds and palaces, but gave her tremendous assets consistently away, as a
benefactress and such, which is also admirable. I should not stop. to write prose which would
be compelling for those who produce the black-out poetry, but also prose out of which it is not
possible to produce the black-out poetry, for whatever is blacked out, blanked, marred out,
crossed over, or cut away in the text, makes the remainder suffer from unrestorable losses and
the result destitute in comparison. if Kali, Mahavidya she was (great visionary), divine
destroyer, sister and wife of Shiva, an actor blending in and out of the final reality, which is
Brahman, but which is also Atman, the goddess rolling the wheel of Samsara while fully aware
of its Maya nature, and so forth, her titles innumerable, painted her nails–
she’d have a number of different difficult choices to make every other day or so–
but since she apparently did not bother, she collected skulls, fought evil creatures, destroyed
worlds, slayed beasts, demons, and humans, drank blood, decapitated the unwise, in short, she
still kept herself busy. and, I presume, entertained. I would always seek you in others.
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your passion, and your desire, and your pleasure, and your displeasure, and your wanting to
stop, and your not stopping, and your stopping, and your courage, and your reluctance, and
your absence of hesitation, and your hesitation, all of it.
you’re passion, and you’re desire, and you’re pleasure, and you’re displeasure, and you’re wanting
to stop, and you’re not stopping, and you’re stopping, and you’re courage, and you’re reluctance,
and you’re absence of hesitation, and you’re hesitation, all of it.
I cannot read you calmly, and I want to read you, and I want to kiss you, and I want to keep
myself, and I want you, and I want to stop but I want you to continue, and I want to tell you that
I want you, and I want to refrain, and I do tell you that I want you, and you probably need to
sleep, and so do I.
you cannot read me calmly, and you want to read me, and you want to kiss me, and you want to
keep yourself, and you want me, and you want to stop but you want me to continue, and you want
to tell me that you want me, and you want to refrain, and you do tell me that you want me, and I
probably need to sleep, and so do you.
under which conditions cursive is read as a quotation? I belong to a class of readers who
read The Chicago Manual of Style* as a fascinating philosophical treatise (which it is). for in this
book the current (fallible) understanding is encompassed of how the noble, but also
bureaucratic, clear, but also convoluted, maniacally systematized, but also escaping itself,
numbered, but also evading the full enumeration, final, but also containing possibilities of
endless expansion, impeccable, but also replete with inconsistencies and imprecisions, text
functions, and how it doesn’t. it’s a grammar of sorts. metapragmatic metagrammar. (it is not
really, more like a comics of metapragmatic metagramma, but still fun to read.) and it is a
utopia of the city equal to the state, or the state embodied by the city. my madness is most
lucid. it superimposes moving chesslike arrangements. it’s sublime. “sunlight pours through
fractured roofs, creating complex, uneven geometrical patterns across floors.”
(Edensor, Industrial Ruins, 2005, 76). one should not take though cold, routine poetic
explorations for the messy hotness of madness. to bend the language out of its joints, vandalize
and bastardize it, is the sacred duty of the poet,
her pleasure,
her whim,
her province,
her only allegiance,
her gaiety,
her amusement and her felicity,
her natural right,
and finally her joke on you–cruel, heartless jest, a frail reader you are, but also
a soft, warm embrace, and a courteous, magnanimous–but also humble–promise of your own
grandeur,
it is an offer.
read therefore, while you are still alive.
is it not? I am so glad there is the reader who can enjoy me, blessed be their poor perverted
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soul–how much of text ore they worked through themselves, it is insane, and I stumbled on
every comma of it, and they know I did, and I know they did, that is how we recognize each
other in the numb, noisy crowd (to turn away from one another that very moment in angry
embarrassment, of course). golden age. golden apples in heavy branches,
leaning so low to the ground,
fruits start decaying missing the stage of ripening.
golden pheasants drink out of springs of crystal clear–
malachite–water.
innocense. no crime committed. no word ripping the heart out of alive chest, erupted.
no bullet sent.
no blood spilled.
no unwashable offenses thrown into faces.
no unpardonable insults uttert.
no “no” ignored.
no “yes” unheard.
the world.
in engless richness of the good. where the good never competes against itself
mistaking itself for its own shadow.
golden epoch. but the master has already selected the brush
with which he would pain divine suffering
looking at the face of the slave
who for such occasion
he bought
and chained.
adorned with flowers and caterpillars.
is it not? I think, too, that that’s very interesting (but perhaps difficult to read). vessel of endless
essence. a gasp? I’ve never seen these words put together before. endless writing brings
endless surprises. shadows.
ouroboric fractals fracture wherever
(I look)
written
maybe I want my words spoken. maybe I want my words in your mouth, reverberating through
your skull, you are a wondrous musical instrument, a tool–words resounding in your room.
parallelograms of words. maybe cubes.
or
ovoids.
that dangling, dazzling, dizzy comma was looking almost like a mistake. well done. and let me
quote it (if I may):
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,
you elaborate ceremonies, pageantry, horrendous desires, your mazes and puzzles, your
crosswords and impersonations, leave me stupefied in awe and admiration. the only
consolation is the heavy mirror in the golden frame, if I look in it long enough, I can see myself
devouring you. garden of grandeur, gradient of exhilaration. I never pause for a second, it’s a
perpetual falling into the endless Alice’s well, Jill came tumbling after, I see none into what I
might have released my claws should I wish to slow down–it might be a brilliant, sparking
trajectory across the whole horizon of night sky, for all I care, a crack of a whip and a snap of a
match embraced by fire, fury of a quick, ultrasonic movement, swirl of leaves and dead
butterflies behind, thrown into air and then slowly falling down, extraslow now, they could be
said to be–and unbearable slowness always yielded to me better–almost suspended in the
aether, were it not for the aether’s own fluidity (now viscous. how vicious). semicolon: does it
make you sound like a scholar? numbered fragments. the only way I would love to fall asleep is
from exhaustion, on the border of seeing blue-ray circles widening and narrowing in my
eyes. it’s quite an adventure to be Russian. to the gathering of mirrors our hero appeared
masquerading as himself. distracted by the counterproductive idea of having your tongue in my
mouth, overwhelmed by my utopian visions, I observed a swarm of green slender parakeets on
the lawn today, carelessly commingling and hobnobbing with grackles, birds of supreme
beauty and agility. parrot a grackle. in the dead streets of medieval London overtaken by
epidemics a gloomy figure of the beek-masked public servant was an omen of death. radiant
shadows lurking. feasting on ruins. yes, ma’am, how can I help you, my name is violin aeolus, I
have my request approved from the university to book tickets, where and when, to san fran–
são paulo?–no, san francisco–very well, ma’am, what is your name again, vanilla orchid, no,
victorina longhorn, how? wait, let me spell it for you, “v” as in “victorious,” “a” as in “America,”
“s” as in, oh god, what now, “susan.” “i” as in, help me, India? great, you know I never am ready
with lists like that, and I constantly am asked to come up with them, that’s fine, take your time,
except for the “l,” that is easy, as in “love,” “i” as in “India,” “n” as in “Navajo” then. “a” as in
“America.” yes. my second name, well. “o” as in “o.” as “o.” correct.
tobacco
smells like grass
like irisit is a sort of grass after all, so nothing strange about it, but the cigarettes producing
vapor instead of smoke, also smell of grass,they smell of plastic grass
they smell of Plexiglas
which has no smell for the reason of
smells and odors, aromas and perfume’s
redundancy
and perhaps the modern world does not have a legitimate place for aromatic substances to
exist; it is sanitized, it’s hygienic, policed into flatness and cleanness; it’s cleansed.
understandably. out of the last impressions, the smell of cut grass, was particularly strong,
almost solid–grass exuding the odor of fresh dying, beginning to wither, I imagine. I cleaned my
lenses. cut on both sides of the bridge above the grey lake,
the lake unreal
in its evenness,
as if rendered.
invisible collar.
lovely
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plywood
brass
tut-tut
I am / was
I cannot suffer for a long time, I forget, like I forget to eat. restless resettlement, from divan to
table to the floor; books, cups, papers, pencils are to follow. after the full circle, repeat. the
image should emerge unnamed but bright. I must write myself back into oblivion. “very
depressing.”–“it was only to cheer you up.” I’d like to hear speech that means nothing, performs
nothing, but nevertheless sounds, and all I hear is something that needs to be interpreted,
unfolds out of itself like an endless, multi-segmented telescope, at which point inevitably, such
is the power of language over me, I start seeing the fish, la fish, with bulging eyes, in the round
aquarium, jerking movements of its thin, veil-like tail, an unreadable–obviously, because it did
not meant to be read by humans–expression of its enigmatic astigmatic eyes. aborting
fragments before finishing them. mute, numb melancholy, faithful pet on the longest leash in
the universe, collar bedecked in fragments of emeralds and ice. no matter how far away I throw
the stick, and how badly I treat the animal, even kick its soft abdomen with heavy boots, it
always readily returns, dizzied, airy, its light legs almost dancing, ever more eager to play. it
stares into my eyes with a supreme devotion, expecting gratification. which it immediately
receives. for who can stand this sight of self-forgetting begging without rummaging in their
pockets and feeding the beast on crumbs of bread left from the last walk to the pond where
ducks and swans circled the black surface as if with disappearing chalk. I wished I were there
even though I was there, I visited the place; I did not wish to be there again, I merely wished I
was there then, maybe I wished it was I who was there. perhaps it is too much to wish for. oh
this is quite wonderful. putting two texts together and stepping onto unknown terrains, both.
and of course you are only a stalker if you wish to call yourself such, otherwise you are my
interlocutor. are they? I think it is safe to agree that humans are animals. it is strange to think
that students, writers on the American dream, the lofty dream of unlimited upward social
mobility, equal opportunity, and obtaining prosperity, young theorists whose works I am now
reading with a pink marker for the absence of red, are now falling asleep, one by one, like
resilient soldiers surrendering to the overbearing power of debilitating weakness, which floods
our bodies, in the same city where I am following their handwriting. a figure of a bull is on the
square in front of the alumni center, night silent stadium, dormant libraries, art building where
they had lectures, escalators stopped, Martin Luther King on the pedestal–thankfully no one
around to observe–is closing his bronze face with his bronze hands. and all the statues, and a
proud “truth shall set you free” carved in the tower’s facade for inexplicable reasons, the turtle
pond, Austin springs and silenced fountains, streets and skyscrapers, fancy suburban fences
and cactuses, everything is dissipating in silvery darkness. ok nvm we’re good. you tore the
fabric, buttons jumped all over the floor. the nutcracker for splitting pecans with a pecan-tree
handle. depopulated world is going always to be inhabited by shadows, and, some claim,
arachnoids. if she has equally thoughtful expression to her breasts as she has to her eyes, then
of course have her, I cannot possibly object. no pine intended. poets. they live in their own,
ethereal worlds, they are not like us, plain mortals. I’ve never paid attention but eating sushi
looks in fact like writing. there is this strange doubled stylus and a ceremony is going on. eating
sushi is indubitably an art. perhaps only eating insects is a higher form of selfexpression. orchids have questioning expression on their countenances. it is not advisable to
put orchids in the same room where you are sleeping, not merely because they are going to
suffocate you in their heavy aroma–are they really? aren’t they completely smelless, like
plastic?–but because they would exasperate you with their pointless, repeated, tricky,
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unbearable questions. is that not so? poetry is a mere thin disguise for blatant honesty that
makes it socially acceptable and “harmless.”
well
that
is yet to be learned.
finally I can do some reading for pleasure. disciplinary spaces, megaras of curricula, and threats
of deadlines only preclude the opportunity to do so, not facilitate in the least. he kissed the cold
tips of her fingers and disappeared, gravel murmured under tires, perhaps hooves? no, it’s too
much. by the five o'clock tea, a century slipped away. “that is what is required and is desirable,
to put everything in a much-needed perspective,” a white parrot with a curvy yellow tuft
screeched. in order to escape harming the precious bird if it opens its blunt beak again, I
covered the cage with a thick dark blanket.
I’ll collect my tears,
each a pale stain
in the miraculous realm
where vanishing competes
with fading out
and gradually wins
poems written on the margins of Tulips and Chimneys in a golden penthe wind is gone,
liquid
and ruining crown
oh again
of tree is
distilled
in the invisible retort,
a torn gown,
demolished palace,
evening aubergine
and all is green
all of a sudden
and all is still
making love to language. electrocute those verbs. would you like to see me suffering? crying?
shaking in fear? trying to wriggle myself out of pain? I have to write different things now, in
different manner. funny how even writings that have no limits–neither beginnings, nor
endings–end: they simply do as do loves (don’t they?). all this poor vocabulary of my favorite
poets. …empress Ekatherina had Count Grigory Orlov for the favorite, a favorite favorite, as it
were.
a senator, her adjutant, a Duke (knyaz), a general, etc.–bearer of many mellifluous titles she
lavished him with.
according to dirty rumors repeated in low-brow fiction on the times, she could not get off
otherwise than at the barn, watching studhorses.
jigai, female suicide in Japan, was meticulously regulated, there were treatises detailing how
the noble woman should slay herself, her legs were tied together with a rope, to ensure a
proper posture despite agony, and not a shadow of indecency. as the red stain was to widen,
and blood, overtake silk, her head was to drop as a cut flower, and she was to gracefully
collapse. even in painful death samurai’s wife was to be suave and svelte. a lady met her
prospective rapists, soldiers of the enemy army, sitting alone in the clean, empty room, her
back to the door, immobile as a statue, dead for several hours.
unsurprisingly,
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I am a Slytherine.
it amazes me when women are willing to suffer because it arouses men, not because they are
fond of pain. but I am wondering, is that inevitable? is that how it always is? do women get to
exercise agency at all? Wardlow in her book “Wayward Women” calls women’s agency
“negative” (because it’s most evident in the acts of self-destruction, such as looping their own
fingers or committing suicide), and also “encompassed” by men’s, and describes Huli women’s
resolving to prostitution as an act not unakin to civil disobedience, the act of exercising agency,
and reclaiming control over their own sexuality by refusal to bring brideswealth to their
families and thus “eating their own vagina,” that is to say, reclaiming their right to own their
bodies.but if one looks a bit further, to liberate one’s agency by prostitution is to exercise
agency through sexual interactions with mostly men yet again, how much of a woman’s
freedom is hinged on the men’s presence in this or that form? another morning when I failed to
wake up in and to your arms. nah poets should only be read after death. let them starve for
crumbs of appreciation while they are still lingering among the living, it’s only too
fair. “consensual nonconsent” is perhaps what many women agree to marrying, without
naming or discussing the concept. “we don’t have that many castles here in the U.S. oh my god
look at this ancient McDonald’s, friend.”
we did take it slow
slow enough
baby
excruciatingly slow
the woman in marriage consents to disavowing her consent (position known as “fulfillment of
spousal duty.”) meaning she has sex regardless of whether she wants it if and when her
husband wants.
your priceline itinerary for San Francisco
your priceless itinerary
I am aching for
your touch
misnomer
of sorts
sonic
fallacy
one of those English jokes when “ch” reads as [k] or [ch] depending on one knows not what.
a
lover
all
over
aloy
very
aloe
I err
ore
rye
ear
eye
or
yes
laboratory of word
os as ovals
versus
vs as gulls
mm,the text very nicely forms the letter “R.” mirrored Cyrillic “Я” in addition to its other
virtues. see how pleasant it is to write? everyone knows this sensation of icy flatness of mirror,
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its sleeky smoothness, its sudden coolness against which you immediately learn how hot your
alive mouth is, a red snail, and the mirror’s dissatisfying unresponsiveness, lustrous
indifference; is there a human who abstained from kissing themselves in the mirror? could you
claim you do not know what it’s like? throw your butterflies into perpetual winter and forgo
hope. metaphotography, as it were, documenting visual anthropology clandestine
processes. that’s the beginning of one’s undoing. I love how you inform me throughout the day
that your phone is about to die, one time it was a “razor-blade” line indicating the battery
charge, and not it’s a “sliver of red.” I can relate, my phone is instantaneously 86% charged (or
14% discharged) as soon as I look in the direction of its peaceful dormancy attached to the cord
in the early morning. to a holiday party where everyone was required to wear an ugly
Christmas sweater, S. went in a nice red sweater. I think she breaches trust.
if
I
ever
see
birds
flying
in the sky
in this weird
pattern
they
seem
to
like
to
create,
I
would
certainly
remember
this
poem
as if

–high
above
the
trees
below–
it
was
written
by you
yes, I am a special snowflake. she listed all her unhappened children on her instagram profile,
mother of Angela and Christoph, only one child, Joseph, survived, but she was pregnant and
hopeful again. a questioning expression of his penis. I imagine. and for me, tobacco smells like
my father and my grandfather. I saw tobacco growing, in hard late Soviet/early post-Soviet
years, deficit and prices prompted my grandfather to start cultivating a patch of tobacco in the
backyard of our Ukrainian house. it bloomed with small round yellow flowers. he dried its big
round leaves. I stole his tobacco, and smoked it in the valley. it was a terrible stuff, so harsh. I
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saw the magnificent sunflower and with horror observed how huge, adroit fingers of the deity–
sharp nails–extracted seeds out of geometrically perfect, rhombic joints, and drew their
capture high above the horizon, to the spheres where an impossible mouth dehisced, displaying
many teeth–each seed, a human being incapacitated in the sarcophagus of husk. kernels of life
eternal, light food for the demiurge. a grave to grave, closely adjusted, in even rows.
if you look at the face of sunflower, it has a certain rotation to its pattern, the sleeves of the
galaxy spiraling slightly in a swastika-like revolt.
perhaps pomegranate; half-translucent flesh of fetuses, skeleton shining through, each bursting
with what little volume of blood it has. detached from cord in that point where it connects to
the white flesh of the matrix.
a grave to the grave, celestial hunger
Eleanor the magician. “forlorn.” try to swallow. I continue to pine as if experiencing longing is
the soft center of my identity. I demand too much.
semipermeable
membrane
rm
mb
semiremembrance
semisemblance
disassemble
mumbling in the night
magma
stumbling upon consonants
and tearing asunder sonorous vowels
I do not mean to say anything, god forbid.
new empyrean of misery.
I am the empress
of the merry folk
with simmering stuff in their veins–
half-silver,
half-mercury.
I am the melancholic empress
of the celestial province.
I would hate to actually make sense.
I forgot what I wanted to say, thank god (again).
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a form of surrender
and superstition
both amorohous,
amorous forms
hypnotic.
alone ablaze, and
I have a wondrous word,
a lonely
star of a word:
abalone,
a gastrapode
in a pearly interior
of its shell.
he forlornly
and sternly
informed her
of sterility of form:
the form
is calamitous,
firm, fragile,
the stalactite
of limestone
is ruinous
and is about to
crush down,
and if he could, he would not have
much of a form himself, himself
adagio.
that’s so awesome you use this form.
I think in carousels.
unadulterated, pure
luxuria:a vice of lust
a genus of mollusk
a genius of husks and shadows–Prust,
no doubt, who elselook at her claws
her clothes
her shoulders, dusk
would powder them
in pink glitter,before the skull would show
its broad smile, falling to the grave and falling
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apart, asleep, and falling to the ground
and through ground, to the wet red lips of clay,
where the wriggling worm assaults the bravest of men.
will you be my demiurge?
p
l-l
ease.
______________
*sixteenth edition.

text with three epigraphs, two in the text, and
the third, quoted
chilly (disagreeably cold). she was a formidable dominatrix, wide shoulders, latex costume
making her look like a huge oblong fish, instruments not unakin to those you see at dentist’s.
people have different feels of words, but not as different, otherwise there will be no
understanding, and it, arguably, emerges from time to time. every native speaker would have a
small amount of saliva secreted in their mouth at the word “lemon,” and so on and so forth.
(they wrote poetry, allegedly.)
but how do I alleviate
your loneliness,
she is a lioness
with heavy paws, and doesn’t
think twice
about ripping limbs apart,
your heart extracting from your broken chest,
head, severing from your neck,
and cutting the backbone in two halves,
how
the word may have any origin, it does not preclude it from being part of the language where it
circulatespoetic words are, let me think,alabaster
decay
wind
door
golden
parrot
verdure
gaze
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mute
numb
pond
and so forth, that is at least the vocabulary one not unoften encounters in poetry
hypomnena if I spelled it right, I know two poets using it.
sometimes I think poets use the same language and there is only so much that could be dressed
in it. it is strange to think of words like vernacular or photosynthesis in a poetic text, although
perhaps this is what is most interesting or promising (maybe not).
yes, there is always this difference, a gap, between what I am and what I could have been, or could
be, I is but a promise, never a fact, perhaps recollection, an act of remembering, it is always
somewhere in the future that I am, and even after death it is still true, the infinite uncoiling of
myself, first for others, then for others and myself, and finally for others in my absence. I is
ungraspable, and this is the mentioned gap exactly where all the I actually happens
to exoticize by making it more European
I stumble
“chandelier” is perhaps the most poetic word in the entire English language. one who is Russian
becomes Russian in the very moment one fancies to get rid of ethnic background altogether–in
case of immigration, for instance. unapologetically Russian. grandmother’s garden is a trope
(recollecting Polenov); every Russian poet has to soak in nostalgia in the grandmother’s
garden, half-ruined, or in bloom, or both, and to asphyxiate her soul with regret and
irreversibility over a plate with raspberry or apricot jam with a wasp drowning in amber and
fire, and I completed my task. Kierkegaard is very slow, or very deliberate–they wrote like that
back then–but in his treatment of the dream and, and, what else, desire? there is some intricate
shadow of Barthes and Benjamin, a prophesy of that branches of social studies which are
dismissed as cultural and border on literary wayward explorations.
I do like to be in one room
with Christmas tree, decorated, lit,
shining in all the poor glory of its glass ornaments;
its inevitable dying, the aroma it exudes, are both endearing and disconcerting. it is unfortunate
we must slaughter those trees,
and–although not for this reason–
I have an artificial tree keeping me a late-night company–
but I can imagine its realness, its unbreakable will to die,
as well as I can sweetly regret
the inevitability of its dying.
the portrait of snowless winter. winter is majestic even if she is deprived of her power.
e.e. cummings has a poem about Christmas tree which starts:
little tree
little silent Christmas tree
you are so little
you are more like a flower
which is already heartbreaking, but he adds to it by asking: “were you very sorry to come
away?” [from the forest]–yes, I was very sorry, and I want to cry already, but he promises to
hug me (the little silent tree I am) “just as your mother would” (a little maple tree // is sucking
on its mother’s green udder, Sergei Yesenin uttered pensively in 1910,* which was in all
likelihood written earlier than e.e. cummings’s “little tree,” but from the point of view of
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aeternity remarkably close in time, Yesenin was another of cummings’s glorious
contemporaries), he promises to decorate me
every finger shall have its ring
and there won’t be a single place dark or unhappy
and display me
and how they’ll stare!
oh but you’ll be very proud
the reader at this point is completely broken; a devastating poem every poem should be.
“My mother
Used to do aerobics in our living room”
Lydia Armstrong
or, my mom, too: in the Soviet blind bulging screens all over the country–it was fashionable one
time–there were cheerful women, three in a room,
as a rule,
a leading figure was most active, adroit, with a body lithe
and easily
bending, and two on each side of her; they all wore neat sportive costumes, leggings, jersey leg
warmers, and elastic handbands;
they were frighteningly active, these and my mom was cheerful as they were, although she did
not wear any of that fancy-looking attributes of healthy life. it was a late-Soviet projection of
some remote reverberation of the American dream, those were suburban housewives, in all the
glory of their young active lives with little well-trimmed lawns, big houses, reliable husbands,
and kids they needed to drop to school in the shiny small colorful cars that looked like lady
bugs–back then I’m sure in was a requirement to dress appropriately for the house after the
session of physical activity, the celebration of the healthy living, was over–in something like
small dresses in polka dot. they reconfigured their hair into accurate dos,
no doubt.
the light was a rectangular projection on the floor.
why should human beings suffer so profoundly? what is this bastardized language you are
speaking. dropped the question mark because it is not really a question, but a contemptuous
statement. shadow self-portrait with a broken straw. Russian is my demonic demonym. what a
light burden to carry; am I not lucky? Nabokov took as an epigraph to The Gift, a quote from an
old textbook of grammar by P. Smirnovsky, a credo of sorts, something you can die with on
your bloodless lips. I’ve always wanted to realign it as a poem:
An oak is a tree.
A rose is a flower.
A deer is an animal.
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A sparrow is a bird.
Russia is our fatherland.
Death is inevitable.
grandmother’s garden. colorful light from stained-glass windows, low ceilings, frescos.
pond. marshmallows crying with marmalade tears. ice-cream spilled all over the place.
I’d like to circle your lips with my finger
to study
their delineation
I am sure it’ll be a pleasure to unbutton the upper button on your shirt
and look at your face
taking a pause
do you know artists are required to look at their picture throwing the glance on the whole
composition
rather than staring constantly into one dot,
the one to which they apply their brush
yes
very reasonable
and I would undo the next button
thus I will have enough of your bare skin
to slowly apply a deliberate kiss
on your neck
and then your chest
then I would look into your face again
on his grave he put a statue of himself hitting a golf ball.
snail souls,
souls of snails
mother of otherness, of doorways
mother that never loved me
Eleanor Gray
mother of otherness, of doorways,
mother of dolor, mother of sorrows,
mother of darkness, octopi, Aphrodite,
mother of glutinous ameboids,
mother of painkillers and anabolics,have some mercy on mehave some mercy on mercury and
silver,
do not let them corrupt and wither,
have some mercy, mother of roses, on rust,
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on the solid skies and the liquid crust
of the planets spiralling in your multiple arachnoid
faceted eyes.
the weather remains unreasonably… unseasonably warm. I am lucky I forget what I write. I am
not sure of my use of the word “asunder” but I opt to leave it as is for now. the amount of noise
to process is overwhelming.
chaos
hates you
its beasts
beg for crackers
my old (Orthodox) rosary beads made out of black thread, and a poem recorded by Leticia–
none did protect me. chaos hates you.
okay,
and
what do I do
with this fiendish
encyclopædia,
except for
endlessly
list my
wayward
findings,
perhaps I may
classify them
put them
into Linnaeus
of sorts
a, b, c, d them,
create charts,
periodic tables
where the light
and the tremble
of butterfly’s wings
would deftly coincide
in order to produce
the effect of
flowing tears
or unrestrained mirth
or else
or maybe
Baudelaire’s prose–I guess one could call his miniatures, poems in prose–is brimming with
strange visions, like a tiny masterpiece about men carrying chimæra, entitled “Every man his
chimæra,” which is quite gloriously unclear in English (is there is missing? does “every
man carry his chimæra”?): an unobservable grey valley is crossed by a chain of wayfarers with
chimæræ on their shoulders–nightmarish imagery–the fantastic beasts digging their claws in
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defenseless flesh–”her fabulous head reposed upon the brow of the man like one of those
horrible casques by which ancient warriors hoped to add to the terrors of the enemy.” the poet
asks this inexorable question of children, why?, but as the procession advances, his mind ceases
to bother itself: “irresistible Indifference soon threw herself upon me, nor was I more heavily
dejected thereby than they by their crushing Chimæras.”
what is that that I want by wanting you, exactly? winter break should be as long as the winter
itself. accept it humbly, as my next decree. winter break is long and enough to get thoroughly
bored.
Lights cover the earth
right up to the sky.
The sky is full of stars–
go, count the lot.
If I wasn’t
already a poet
I
would turn astronomer,
honest to God!
Mayakovsky walked streets composing his poems, “marched out” (vyshagival) his lines, and his
graphic form was something of a system of ladders (if you saw his page); he recreated Moscow
highways, wide and, at the time, empty. as Kerouac created an image of the American endless
road, typing on paper sheets, one glued to another, in the material recreation of the allegory of
such road, constructing a model of its endlessness and unceasability, its hypnotic selfcontinuation, with gas stations, dead deer and armadillos, towns in mountains and in deserts,
dust-covered stores with dry venison and rows of canned beer, pepsi cola, baseball cups, things
like that, oh I love its endlessness, its self-perpetuation, permanence, I think the American road
is the Egyptian pyramids of the modernity–they existed always.
poetry, magnificent babbling. Babylon of lallation and ululation, laments, prattling, murmur,
one word does not know the other, and so it goes. at some point it should slip into incoherence,
the ocean of unintelligibility, when, is unclear–always?–
unexpected encounter. konstantin vasilyev was not a particularly strong drawer but he did
glorify that Slavic coldness and greatness which was a matter of dreams of the Russian
destitute nationalists and esoteric fascists of the 1990s, and he was valued highly. I can’t get
enough of those little funny Christmas songs. all I want for Christmas is you, let it snow, let it
snow, let it snow on snowless Texas streets, have yourself a merry little Christmas, Rudolph the
red-nosed raindeer, jingle bells, and alike. Jingle bells is my favorite. I can listen to it many
times a day, and if I can’t, it does not matter.
wearing nothing
but tears
when “Harun Omar and Master Hafiz” (E.E. Cummings) praised their “dead beautiful ladies,”
which the Western poet endeavours to follow:“mine is a little lovelier
than any of those ladies were”–and what a wonderful little shift of accentuation, lo-ve-li-ER–
they were nonetheless praising the unfathomable greatness of the devine, the god, the creator
in his glory and power, of which female beauty was but an actualization and therewith an
application of the praise, physical manifestation beyond which the radiant reality lurked,
terrifying and awing; theirs, was a mysterious, metaphysical craft of poetic coding
(development and subversion) of Sufism.this is the motif most profoundly absent in E.E.
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Cummings’s “Puella Mea.” escape of trembling deity.
Soviet cartoons. snow maiden. you have to have a toy train, a mechanical wonder, going ‘round
and ‘round the Christmas tree on a crystal clear day, at least once in a lifetime; it’s a bare
minimum of what Buddha Maitreya plans to encounter in the world upon descending into
crude matter. T.S. Eliot and E.E. Cummings were contemporaries, but E.E. Cummings sounds as
if he lived a century at least after T.S. Eliot. perhaps two centuries. the room where the
“dreamy, unlit” (Benjamin, 1999, 458) ceiling, the floor, and all four walls are made of mirrors.
absolute laboratory. sterility of surfaces exceeding all imaginable. an ideal device for
conducting contemptuous studies of oneself and therefore mankind. I am my own bald rat,
seeking to hide from itself in the room of mirrors, the room of the totality of observation, the
space a model and a paragon of self-surveillance. changed several words, this is the unending
game of chess, one word adjusted, another asks to be, and so forth, evere-moving instability of
text.
winter morning is a religious mystery of plain things,
choreography of gesture, where every movement waits to repeat itself,
and while a stream of boiling water rushes into a cup,
the absence of snow is particularly evident.
whereas one is born naked,
dying is not unoften done fully clad.
this hysterics has to cease. T.S. Eliot has a beautiful poem called Hysterics. in it, the valet
repeats several times (perhaps ad infinitum): “if the lady and the gentleman wish to have tea in
the garden,” while the lady laughs unstoppably, throwing her head back, and the gentleman
watches, helplessly but not entirely helplessly.
a paladin, brave, golden-mouthed,
full of sweetest palaver
the lost world. I am overwhelmed with nostalgia. faces to never be seen again on this planet.
the future frantically constructed, collapsing dreams. helpless victim of one’s own blind
desires. any contemporary poet is better than any poet of the past.
oneiric
panerotic
I am a nerve
(the nerve to say I am),
a trembling rope,
a vibrating string, a stretched and twisted gut
to think of such tirelessness
I am an insomniac known on two continents. one of those continents is the continent of
peaceful sleep. another continent is the continent populated by peregrines, no one has ever
stayed in the same place while sleeping,
stumbling
noctumbulation is the only trade of those who live there (do they live? do they think they live?).
the discombobulated somnambulist, performing the daydreaming at night.
reverberating
membrane of
impermanence
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remembering enlaced
with misremembering
dismembered memory
recalcitrant sweet memory
he is a beggar all in gold
reciting a grand unfolding scroll
how do you like my newest ring–
a lucid emerald,
and fearful
exceeding all
eloquence?

tremulous
mute

when it came to materiality, she was always very adroit, organizing and reorganizing flows of
things, whereas I could only watch it from my divan in torpor, on the border of slipping into
cataleptic slumber. villa Nuova was always pink and in garlands of flowers, overwhelming
amount of pink, you could drown in pink and not notice, only afterwards learn you’ve drowned,
once released finally from the confinement and into the world which knew other–as a rule
subdued–colors. sweet terrors.
how dare you dare you dare you dare you
no better yet
how dare you
how dare you
how dare you
how dare you
how dare you
how dare you
yes, like that. it should be a parallelogram.
I have so many words, it’s frightening. cicatrix.
“not the cicada,” T.S. Eliot.
to recollect all words in existence and find its place for each. might be a vexing task. my favorite
sighting is elegance emerging out of chaos. all buttoned up.
not unlike
larvae,
which must metamorphose,
vomitous,
nauseatingformless form,
twisting into its final frame,
the anatomy
suitable for dying,
the demiurge
is becoming, would it not
become, a
demurring demiurge
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to lose virginity was like to admit a snake into your body. allow me to introduce. an entrance.
orifice. porta. why the language still frames it in terms of loss and not acquisition? what is there
to be gained through virginity?
splendor. sheer exactitude of your kisses. “rooms moan, plates sigh.” how much of my desire I
could possibly stomach? where is the end to my awe? I surrender. I beg you to permit me to
bring a great wave of overabundant world to your feet. the emerald weave, the turquoise wave,
the ultramarine wave, to sizzle and lick your toes, humbly dying, foam all over. oh my darling.
semen liquid is glacial, opaque, turbid. sigh for me. cry for me.

______________________
*”translation is mine,” he said and bowed slightly.

charts
the list of her scientific disinterests ran wide and was fairly well detailed for something that
fascinated her so little that she could not be bothered knowing about it at all; she was
disinterested in various topics in various ways, while maintaining the theoretical depths to her
profound ignorance fully supported by aptly forgotten ethnographic evidence or absence
thereof. a moire ribbon, sapphire, pearls, diamonds.
she paraded a twisted rope above the abyss, while balancing multitudinous objects on her
head–stiff neck, a high, starched collar–
a vase
a ball with a red and a blue stripe
a cone in glitter
an opaque cone
a translucent pyramid
a red octahedron,
ah
a
f
l
u
t
e
a balalaika
a toy elephant
AN ELEPHANT
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a caravan
of
two-humped camels
cle
cy
tri
a
and a
basket with freshly
done laundry
shan’t I have a glass of violet, velvet wine? asocial media. fish on the façade in Austin, a kind of
design you expect to see in Austin, a strange city it is, Esther’s Follies, the place is called, who
invents those titles, the people you see on the streets, no doubt, Austinites, as it were. pollen,
pollen and dust, particles of dust are beautiful and horrifying, they are worlds, and there are
gigantic monsters in the miniature, infinitesimal–infinitely small–monsters and their segments
and sediments, excreta, complex structures. the topography of Austin and its premises is highly
enigmatic, convoluted; West Lake Hills is considered to be a town, but it is also a suburban
gloomy neighborhood of Austin, infinitely rich in comparison to the majority of places on this
planet; the car in the valley of roads caught my eye, it was a moment, now it is gone and is
nowhere to be encountered.
this city is so
so
so
very young
Austin has an exceptionally boring poetic map. I used to go to poetic gatherings. I was so
overwhelmed with a pity for myself there. sometimes you spend an evening wishing you were
just about anywhere else. it was a singular experience to be repeated over and over again, no
matter the venue or the company.
dust is a lens which allows to see clearer, Joris-Karl Huysmans wrote, blurred myopic vision is
another salvation that envelops objects in merciful and mirthful mist, a filter of sorts which
makes the world tolerable, delineations, soft, colors, merging, shapes, uncertain. chapter
sixteenth: countess Obolenskaya decides to drink a
cup
of cocoa
was that dress* black and blue or white and gold? and, inordinately pleased with the
rearrangement of flowers in vases on the table, she descended, humming, to the garden
oh it’s quite a gruesome story, traditionally considered to be a tale of a happy union for life in
Russia. a hagiography, written by monk Hermolaios-Erasmus, also known as Hermolaios
Pregreshniy (the Sinner or the Most Sinful) in the sixteenth century.
prince Paul is in a great sorrows because a flying fiery serpent, disguising itself as the prince,
appears to his wife in his absence. dragon I guess you would say. she admits it to her husband,
and by his order she asks the fiery serpent what could kill it. the fiery serpent replies, that it
would die from Peter’s shoulder, from the Agrikov sword. Paul’s brother Peter decides to kill
the fiery serpent, and launches a quest for the Agrikov sword. he finds the sword because a
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child shows it to him between the stones in a monastery. Peter comes to the Paul’s palace, talks
to Paul, but then comes to the room of his brother’s wife and sees Paul there again. he returns
to Paul and asks him to stay where he is, then runs back and kills the fiery serpent. the fiery
serpent dies in its own winged and tailed appearance, but it spills its black blood all around it,
and Peter contracts leprosy. nothing could heal him except for virtuous Fevronia, who asks
Peter, in exchange to her craft, to marry her. he agrees but deceives her. however, Fevronia the
wisest left one eschar on his body unremedied, and the disease soon spreads over his body
again. Peter returns to Fevronia and asks for forgiveness. she heals him completely this time,
and he marries her. because, unlike him, she was of the plain descend, the city of Murom, his
ancestral land, rejects her as their queen, and demands Peter to renounce her. but Peter
remains adamant in his choice, and the royal pair leaves the city. in their absence, a bloody
turmoil erupts, and the citizens humbly ask their rulers to be back, to which they kindly agree.
in their old years they make vows of ordination, which, some claim, was a custom of the times
for aristocracy. they remained in communication, in their respective monasteries, until the day
of their death.
he wrote to her that he was dying, and she replied, could you not wait for a while, I am
embroidering a tapestry with the image of the saint virgin?
he wrote her again, saying, he would, but he could not wait for very long, and she replied, could
not you wait some more, I am finishing this angel’s wing?
he wrote her that he could not wait any longer, and she stuck her needle with a golden thread
into the wing of the angel. she did not finish her embroidery, lied down, and died.
they were put to their graves, but the next night they were found in one grave, together. it was
forbidden by the monastic rules for a monk and a nun to lie in a grave as if they were a married
couple, and so they were separated.
the next night, however, their bodies again were found lying next to one another. this time they
were left as they apparently wished to be left.
as a monk and a nun Peter and Fevronia look rather intimidating, in their monastic aprons.
skull in the foundation of the cross. I imagine the word “crustacean” has barbs. the crusade of
the crustacean against the spineless. skull torch in Vasilissa’s hand. violet in furnace.** objects
in Texas are bigger than they appear. “I live in the middle of fucking nowhere.”–“I know this
place, it’s awesome.” “where are asteroids, where are streams of lava flowing through the
streets? what kind of the Apocalypse is that?”–“never believe advertising.” disintegrated
archive of the deceased poet. objects in North Carolina all as a single objects, both Carolinian
and Northern. objects in Alaska are not really objects at all.
I was lying on my bed supine as I would lie, I imagine, on the bottom of the sea–nah, too early
for the sea, on the deck of the boat which was about to drift into the fog of the dream, the
hypnosis of sleeping, waves splashed into the boat’s sides, I lied and feared to slip into the
ocean around, but at the same time I knew I won’t, and if I do, the water of dormancy is so
warm, so calm, so green and transparent, I will look at the rocks magnified by the emerald lens
until I tranquilly drown without noticing. oh sweet delusions of mine.
I felt like in my chest I hold a grand silver cup, a bowl maybe, a cauldron, in which tenderness
boils and turns to vapor. great love was overflowing the brims of the cup in the amorphous
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form of clouds of vapor–but the heavy vapor it was: it did not rise to the night sky and dispel
there, but fell to the boat of bed, and was flowing in thuds from the blanket to the floor of
water, like in those discos of the 1980s, it was fancy one time, to have all scene covered kneehigh in smoke without fire, illuminated by colorful spotlights and mirror disco balls, but that is
too funny and everyday for the grandiosity of my love in its phantasmic and phantasmagoric
incarnations, and I asked myself in amazement if I loved you so fully, and the grand revelation
was, I loved you, and I loved the universe. I loved the world, I loved all the living beings, angelic,
human, animal, plant, mushroom, fungi, mold, amoebic and demonic, all of them, deceived into
believing into one thing or another, and all the horrors marched before of my eyes, most
frightening of what I’ve ever seen–a dying child, a lonely madman, a violated woman–
conjointly, acts of barbarous destruction and mass killings of which I was irreparably
informed–so much suffering, so many tears and so much blood, devastation of the despairing
and the profound inability to continue with living–and to each of those episodes I had an
infinitely reverberating “ah” of sadness, absolute memory, endless regret, and overwhelming
forgiveness.
it was not my place to forgive, and I long forgave every needless small action of surprising
cruelty I was ever subjected to, but also it was my perfect place to forgive the world for
everything it has ever done to itself: a night boat, the ocean of primordiality dissipating in
darkness. could a heart sustain such love, I thought with concern, but instantaneously I threw
my worry away, for if it does not, if the heart should burst from the force of blood pumped by it,
this is a perfect moment to die, to relax the grip and let the life sink through my fingers into the
eternal sand enmeshed with weeds and shells. with silver bells and cockleshells. everyone who
had not died has been dying, and why not I?
my silver cup, which I could see clearer now–it was ornamented with dragons, lions, basilisk,
and cornflowers–which I held so carefully and firmly in my chest frightened of spilling or
overturning, ceased to vapor but proceeded with exuding love, emanating it freely into the
universe. the flows of love spread in slow circles, a bubble after a bubble, around me, and as
soon as the circles reached the walls of the room, they spread faster, and finally approaching
the limits of the atmosphere they acquired the speed exceeding imaginable, and were stretched
to the rarefied peripheries of the cosmos at once, not losing a bit of their intensity and radiance.
my cup was overflowing now with a liquid, viscous substance, I tasted it from my fingers, it was
sweet, I raised my hand all soaked in fluid close to my eyes to discern the color in the dark, and
it was blue, the bluest sapphire, ultramarine, and scintillated, it was not a certain color, it
migrated from cerulean to azure, or perhaps I thought it did in the absence of light, and so I put
my hand carefully and solemnly back to the aqueous material as if my hand was not mine, but a
precious instrument which I was given the privilege to manage. I thought again that I might
drown if the blue fluid fills in the room, but luckily it was the ocean below me anyway, miles
and miles of warmness and forgetting, if I should drown, I will.
the warriors’ bodies were put in boats and launched into their last travel in these open coffins.
with a sword in a dead hand, the spirit did not prevent birds from feasting on flesh. the dried
remnants–fragments of skin scrolled into dark patches, bones–continued sliding along the river
down the stream
down
possibly frightening a shepherdess on her meadow
a stick in her hand trembling as if in response
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but maybe not
maybe she had seen it all already
many times
accustomed
from childhood
maybe she drifted down the river in this manner herself, for all you or I know.
If you watch this space for a time long enough, you’ll see miraculous events: a dragonfly, a boat,
and in the end your own dead body floating down the river.
even my boat
is made out of water.
objects in North Dakota are soft and malleable. black rider. objects in California are all
round. moonlight lake. rusalka is a mermaid living in rivers and ponds–fresh (not salty) water–
as such, it should look terrifying rather than alluring, it’s a creature of two worlds, a liminal
creature, it’s dead, a succubus, you would say, I guess; it has drowned before coming to the sort
of life it now maintains in its blue veins.
it’s spooky
the most detailed art treatment of rusalkas belongs to Kramskoy no doubt, I have seen the
painting in the Tretyakov gallery in Moscow, and was forever impressed with not even the lithe
light bodies of poor maidens, but with the house on the hill, a hut, with straw roof, nailed door,
blind windows.
the allure of the female body is horrifying; creatures like mermaids, succubi, sirens, and other
mythical half-beasts and demonic females are expressions of this terror, attempts to grapple
with it, to give it a form. the proverbial closeness of woman and death, the threat of death
coming from the woman, was predicated on her ability to give birth, and all of it gave rise to the
image of coquettish beauty covering her skull, from which scraps of skin fall down–she covered
her ghastliness with a feathery fan, while lulling the man, the solar creature of reason and of
Apollonian culture, into the dark mazes of her devious charades, from which there is no escape.
these sickening horrors were expressions of fear of Venereal diseases, which not for nothing
wear the name Venereal up to this day, their “saint patroness” being an ideal embodiment of
the feminine beauty–and all the devastation and dangers that the woman brings, beginning
from her capacity of ruining the man, his name, his career, his reputation, his assets, to her
ability to deceive him, humiliate him, annihilate him, make him the shadow of himself.her
fearsome power should be tamed, ruled, suffocated, controlled, and managed. but despite
having such prowesses–this is her paradoxical ambiguity–she is also frail, weak, she has no
competency to reason, she is a prey of her own disorderly nature, of her wild desires, and
should be guarded and guided; in short, she is a siren, a mermaid, something close to the
animal, perhaps of angelic, but certainly not of the truly human nature.(we still see plenty of
that in the modern times.)
imagine for a second all rural India and China joining the web. too bad there are so many
languages on this planet and half of the world is unable to learn anything beyond English (not
the most intricate or capacious language by far).
but yes it’s beautiful; it’s thoroughly wrought. objects in Florida are floral. objects in Arkansas
are unsure of their own existence. objects in New York are omnivorous. bluish blush; for some
reason I visualized her cheeks inundated by a. objects in Washington are pouting. too many
things are too beautiful.
I wrote you a poem
and killed it while it was still fledgling,
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I suffocated it, its small wriggling body
yielded to my firm fingers as a body of a chick,
frail feathers, small eyes, so very soft,
warmth quickly draining the lump of yellow
(revised slightly.) tranquility. lake. I want to write a book that everyone started but few read,
because it was too difficult, too boring, suggested too many distractions and side readings, and
made an idea to abandon reading in favor of fervent kisses too appealing.
he was into foiling on leather–
(a type of calligraphy)
tetragrammaton
some objects are frail.
there was so little on that photograph, almost nothing at all, none, nihil, null.
maybe it was a door and a fragment of the wall,
color is not particularly pleasing, maybe pale pink; some inexpressive landscape,
an object which fell out of networks which made sense of it,
a tree with its crown somewhat too poor to look at,
that is to say,
it was a number of photographs which had absence for the subject, or emptiness, a set of nonphotographs of non-places, void, blankness, bareness, blind spot which occupies the center of
vision,
embodied vacancy, irritating in its partiality–for the full vacancy is certainly easier to endure,
complete absence has some fullness to it, some integrity at least, but this
vacuity, a vacuum with amoeba of a disfigured leaf,
or a plastic cup, beautified by so many but still empty, unneeded, silly detail,
a row of wires across the road, a fire hydrant, something
that spoiled the composition and was too much out of ordinary and clearly was going to occupy
its place in space for too long, so that you die before it turns into the mark of the times, into a
curious ephemera, into a paraphernalia of zeitgeist–
all that
was photographs of viscous, long, protracted emptiness, emptiness in its continuity,
the empress of emptiness should emerge out of the mess,
noisy skirts, green feather, a sign of high status among the ghosts, moist essence, a shadow
acquiver, Your Majesty!
would you be willing to relight this cigarette stub?
I should buy a nail varnish which changes color depending on temperature. I will hold my nails
under a stream of cold water and then warm them with my breath, and then repeat–lovely
break from meditations on the uncertainty of all things in the universe through observation of
this uncertainty in miniature. time chips. not every book of that type calls for kisses though,
some require drugs or alcohol at least. it is a little-known fact that the first emoticon was
invented (albeit not used) by Vladimir Nabokov, the tamer of two serpents (which are English
and Russian), the grand stylist, the master of the seventy-sixth level, and the penultimate
initiate of the arcane staircase.
)))))
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scattered laughter
or
)
a solitary eyelash circling around itself ) (
cilium)
parentheses which always opens and never closes, or vice versa
(Derrida closes a bow parenthesis [within the square parentheses he made earlier], calling
attention to this fact:
“I close this long parenthesis”
fitly, the disturbed reader is awoken from her hypnosis and is sent into a frantic search to the
beginning of the mesmerizing period, oh luckily it’s on the same page, somewhere amidst the
long paragraph, and is, as was to be expected–although how could it be expected if she read
it already, starting with:
“here, I wish to open a parenthesis and a question:”
dump the question as refuse, it’s parenthesis which holds my attention.)
formalism.
two fragments number 6. half-birds half-women mentioned in the ancient Russian chronicles,
Sirin and Alkonost, singers of sorrow and joy, respectively. I would have had red feathers. in
Sholokhov’s And Quiet Flows the Don, a young man, having had deflowered his young love in
bushes, notices blood on her skirt–“you and I have missed / omitted something”–there is a
terrible bitterness, suddenly she hates him, blames him she did not wear a black skirt like she
wanted in the morning–he offers: “let me green it with a leaf” (“davai listkom obseleniu”). music
of spheres, roar of Jupiter and rusty screech of Saturn. brown noise. a long reverberating pitch
of Neptun.
Venus, rotating in the opposite direction around its axis, compared to other planets in the solar
system
Venus, whose day lasts not much shorter than her yearlets out the discordant scream which
paradoxically makes the symphony what it should be: sonic, albeit inaudible, display of
harmonious proportion that is known to the contemporary celestial mechanics as resonant
systems, concepts originating in Pythagorean discoveries: ratios, numerical proportions,
reverberation, frequency–but of course in the guise of advanced mathematics. amazing lover
dressed in exuberant text. American Beautyberry (Callicarpa americana). last year there was
rampant news of a saint simpleton–innocent thief–who stole Christmas decorations from the
yards of his neighbors only to display his acquisitions in his own yard for everyone to see
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I was wondering if that is how a heart is stolen, with astonishing ease and brazenness, to shine
among your trophies (only the thief is never to be caught or charged).
broken crayons. candy wrappers. accidental kissing
anagram magma
magnanimity
vacuole
vacuolated
occasional agglomerations of words, molecules sticking together for no reason amid chaos
chaos reigns
chaos! come and damage these ostensibly easily-breakable structures, if you may
feather,
bird’s
debris
oh hi uncle Freddy, may you have a very merry Christmas fucking yourself with your rifle. the
purpose of the portrait photography is to conceal–not to reveal–the face. poetry should be
pretentious. it’s fair to demand. oh this is magnificent. Hickornut Mockery. enthroned by your
passion and granted a pair of intricate antlers with ringing crystals, a mantle heavier than a
load of granite pebbles (but of the smooth texture), I threw at you a yes reverberating in a
marble hall which was so deep and dark it looked more like a cave or a tunnel.
rusalkas had somewhat translucent, greenish, see-through bodies, their intestines visible. shrill
laughter. lulling voices. creatures turning riverbeds into deathbeds, themselves victims of
violence, poor fishes. it is also known that rusalkas could cause death by onslaught of caresses,
deriving their perverted ichthyic pleasures out of kissing, smothering, and tickling hapless
humans. zalaskat do smerti, it’s called, caress to death.
the unknown woman. unfamiliar. mysterious.
“unknown woman” is one word in Russian. “neznakomka”
for some time a subject of fascination for artists and poets alike
Silver Age so called
Silver Century, more precisely
particular obsession
the Silver Century of Russian poetry lasted not very long at all
thirty years or so
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some centuries are exceptionally short, like some eternities are exceedingly fleeting
the 1890s–1920s
1888 is the date of the Kramskoy’s painting
a visual epigraph so to say
a cult of the beautiful dame was only possible for as long as the dame remained unknown
I was lucky to be guided through the Kramskoy’s famous Portrait of an Unknown Woman by
my beloved father
he told me, observe how she looks, how she sits, note her golden bracelets, her black ribbon,
her muff decorated with fur. do you think she was of a high social status?
she probably was, although not from among nobility.
there was a lot of speculations around the identity of the “unknown woman.” it was suggested
she was the painter’s daughter brought outside of wedlock. many voiced the opinion that a gaze
of such fortrightness and calm haughtiness could possibly belong only to a prostitute. for a
Western ignorant viewer, she’s an Anna Karenina of sorts–everything is constantly conflated in
his little charming head.
but unknown
Blok’s unknown woman was also suspected of being a creature of vice and frailty, selling
herself; dearly, too (to add to offences).
but unknown–
to whom?
certainly not to Kramskoy; he never disclosed her name in his diaries nor letters; why? how
one should always want to know what is unknown. in what sense unknown, if in the Biblical
sense, than she must have been an ideal virgin, the virgin without name, the saint virgin by all
means–I’m balancing on the sharp edge of slipping into sacrilege–which again makes perfect
sense, since the unknownness, unknowability of a woman opens endless possibilities of her
turning into [or / and] out to be just about anyone, anything–fears, hopes–
and should the prostitute be on the one side of the identity spectrum, the virgin will inevitably
appear, as a pale apparition, on the other periphery.
but of course she is unknown first and foremost in the most trivial sense. we do not know her
name. it is what it is. we might never know.
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and to know the name is to exercise a power over; since the name is unascertained, the essence
is unclear;
the subject darkens,
unidentified and unexplained.
I’m the best writer I know.
he’s as an anagram
mars si’s tone | she notes
grammarian’s asanas
what a time to be a woman.
a soft form
foam rots
weed dries
dyed hair of the naiad
lucid nails
aquatic maiden
day like a day
I read from Aeneid
in a desperate attempt to read
bone-idle
counting cepheids and arachnoids,
ephemeridae and
schooling fish
had I had to teach them,
I’d start with geometry,
and staring into their starry-eyed faces,
tell them
about Pythagoras, Lobachevsky, and Rhieman,
explaining the universes where the parallel lines cross necessarily
in some endlessly remote point in space and time
then I’d transition
to the Ptolemaic system,
elucidating clearly
its great applicability to things
I sort of am
soft form
of foam
myself
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so the technique of drawing that they used for their cartoons, late Norshteyn and Alexander
Petrov, is painting on glass plates. it’s something between painting and sculpting, sculpting on a
flat surface, as it were, which involves erasure, unremitting erasure of what has been drawn
already, obliteration of the previous phase in order to create movement. clear glass is the
ultimate result in terms of solid materiality, a plate of glass cleaned from paint. and the
phantasm of the movie, which you are unsure if you’ve just watched or daydreamed (both and
neither).
nocturnal blasphemies
foam on ravished lips
ashes and stars
dust of
asphyxiating
perfume
fume of combustion
at times of phlogiston
inundating lungs and exuding radiance
she saw a school of small red fish
trembling in her veins
lithe bodies,
sharp fins, translucent quick tails
all these trees and shrubs were indistinguishable for me–
a sad foreigner I am–
but I painstakingly photocopied the words on the planks in front of plants
it was a forest of words for all I saw
words dropping their leaves
saliva drooping from the edges of chins
words scrolling (rolling in) under the influence of elements
withering words
words promising to bloom
Chinese tallow-tree (Sapium sebiferum)

sapienti sat

oh wonderful, it is a bird, lyre-tailed
more than a tree, a dryad

perhaps their Latin
names indicate their
titles
and English, names
Drummond rattlebox (Sesbania drummondii)
sir
it is
an honor
to shake your breaking-up branch Black willow (Salix
nigra)
ma’am, it is really nice to meet you
klyx
black widow of a willow
a sculpture made out of a sculpture
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Cedar elm (Ulmus crassifolia)
I was suddenly
a tree
a representative of some sorry species too
for an elf
some sort of being
to live
inexorably and hourly human
Live oak (Quercus virginiana)
a virgin oak
Greenbriar (Smilax sp.)

Gum bumelia (Bumelia lanuginosa)
languidly
rows

what if I should create
plant taxonomies to invent tables
this one, albeit grey, looks quite
like Bryan
with his red beard
I’d put things out
of different, incompatible
together as if they belong like that

Split-beard bluestem (Andropogon ternarius)
and also I’d invent
quite a number of
terra incognita inhabited by
impossible creatures
anthropomorphs
such asLindheimer prickly pear (opunia
lindheimeri)
Pulcheria caryatids
(touchy sylphiridae)
Water oak (Quercus nigra)
Sobbing maple
(opulencia emerita)
Red mulberry (Morus rubra)
Post oak (Quercus stellata)

Violet mulberry
soapberry drastic
imaginative fruit

and soon you would not know where is it that you put your unsure foot
o garden
o forest
o late berry

o0o0o0
0o0o
o0

and so I soar
_______________________
*that dress, also known as “the dress.” that certainly would warrant a footnote. black and blue,
or white and gold dress, was the same dress occasionally photographed the way it appeared to
different viewers in different light, so to speak; it was, in February 2015, the matter on which
everyone privy to the internet had to had and actually had an opinion. it generated hashtags,
begot a volume of scientific writings in neuroscience on color perception, cromatic adoptation,
and so on. one study found that the majority of a pretty representative selection of respondents
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(1,400) saw it as black and blue (57%+10% as brown and blue, not a big and in any case
questionable difference), 30% as white and gold, and 10% were capable to alternate between
two visions on a whim. (Lafer-Sousa, Rosa; Hermann, Katherine L.; Conway, Bevil R. “Striking
individual differences in color perception uncovered by ‘the dress’ photograph”. Current
Biology. 25 (13): R545–R546.)
**violet in the crucible–Shelley’s expression–a metaphor for translation, particularly for a
poem in translation, scorched and fused, which should be restored as it was, in all its freshness,
resilient fragility, and bedewed shine.

a dream about Christmas in New York

oh this is nice, it truly is; touching. a plastic ball with glitter stars inside. blinking of
wheels, rattling of the handlebar, screech of the backseat, and, yes, vistas unfolding in
magnificent succession. rural place is ideal for a bike ride. what if the mirror was a
screen?
your majestic monstrosities
grammar transgressions
would regret survive should I
live through my atomization?
“if I have made
a fragile certain”
and certain, fragile
platonically promiscuous. amazing but “snowflake obsidian” is exactly what it is:
obsidian with a snowflake pattern, as if snowflakes are embedded into the stone’s
darkness. countess Báthory took bathtubs replenished with blood of virgins to remain
forever young.* I am going to give Clara a crystal for Christmas. great idea. she’s fond
of crystals. I’ll go and buy one tomorrow morning.
sapienti said
sap drips
and so does
syrup
and so do
tears
Merely Christmas
is this Frida Kahlo? high contrast to the appearance, bright lips, pronounced
eyebrows, sharp features–no of course not, just a momentary, fleeting impression, a
visual misunderstanding happening between two blinks of an eye. I imagine Frida
Kahlo as a Dolce & Gabbana Girl, life as art, wildly beautiful, rebellious–in this sense to
be a Dolce & Gabbana [cover] girl or a model is not a very fitting role for her–for what
is more establishment than being a model for a luxury fashion house–not Frida with
her wonderful toilet bowl in greenery, somewhere between the strings on which the
laundry dries under the rays of sun, where she herself is either observing planets in a
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telescope, or counting chickens–but why after all not, for the playful side of it, she may
have had been. she was impacted by her acquaintance Dorothy committing
defenestration and thus, sentencing the New Yorkian and pretty much the whole
capitalistic world to [endless] regret (which it stops experiencing a minute after
learning the most devastating news); in the painting that Frida Kahlo produced,
Dorothy appears twice, as in the icon, in the clouds, falling from the skyscraper, losing
her slipper of just another unlucky a Cinderella, and lying on the pavement, in blood
and in the evening elegant black gown–speaking of dresses, out of the two most
elegant (and richest) women’s dresses, the garments of Sisi (Elizabeth), empress of
Austria ascending the thrown in Hungary, were always so much more exquisite—
simple and phantasmagorical—than lavishly decorated and tastelessly adorned,
heavy apparels, although, too, extraordinary, of empress Alexandra Feodorovna,
known also as Alix of Hesse and by Rhine–
I’m writing about every prosaic, mundane thing these days. at the faintest of impacts.
I’m so easy to impress. so frail.
empress of all the voids.
I am the tenderest narcissus.
lovely discrepancies
Kahlo sailed back to New York soon after the opening of the exhibition.[135]She was
eager to be reunited with Muray, but he decided to end their affair, as he had met
another woman whom he was planning to marry.[136]
(a Wiki page about Kahlo)
Their affair had started in 1931, after Muray was divorced from his second wife and
shortly after Kahlo’s marriage to Mexican muralist painter Diego Rivera. It outlived
Muray’s third marriage and Kahlo’s divorce and remarriage to Rivera by one year,
ending in 1941. Muray wanted to marry, but when it became apparent that Kahlo
wanted Muray as a lover, not a husband, Muray took his leave for good and married his
fourth wife, Peggy Muray.[3]
(a Wiki page about Muray)
the majority of her lovers ended up on Wikipedia by the end of 2016. what a woman.
but if I were completely liberated from all the terrors of society, restrictive rules,
if I knew for sure that the Armageddon advents as Christmas,
if I were not afraid to offend,
if I was a beautiful, free being (with next to no regard for others),
I would recline on the
couch
(e.e. cummings’ “the emperor” reclined upon
“the couch of couches”–I laughed)
and out of a great transparent bowl
I’d eat marmalade all day, diminishing
its pile, wobbly sugary half-translucent mass, sticky fingers, sweet stains,
one slice after another,
first, second, third, fourth,
the afternoon would meet me with a
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half-emptied bowl
I imagine, I would have marmalade of all colors:
green,
orange,
cherry red,
blueberry blue,
my favorite would be pink, two types: pale pink and bright pink,
pale, with a taste of raspberry,
bright, with a taste of the chemical bubble gum,
here I am
concerning myself with nothing,
I think I am not even reading anything,
I am eating marmalade
maybe I’ll paint a marmalade picture on the wall eventually
but not today
(and not tomorrow)
and no more than.
if I had to pick up a patron saint, I’d choose either Saint Francis of Assisi or Saint
Christophore–the former, because he preached to beasts, converting them to the true
faith, that is to say, producing the impression of a madman on his contemporaries, still
explained to fish and birds the postulates of religion, as well as to all the other animals
(and I trust demons listened to him in awe too, for he was known for the pure severity
of his honey-mouthed sermons), and the latter, because he himself had a head of a
dog, he was the only cynocephalus saint in Christianity, some believe–iconoclasts–
embodying a remote reverberation of the Egyptian gods’ luminous images; the
Egyptians had plenty of caninomorphic deities, and for a reason.
instead, I do have a martyr for a saint, Vasilissa the child, Vasilissa of Nicomedia, also
known as Basilissa–no eloquent preaching, no exotic appearance adorn her story; she
was tortured, thanking the Lord humbly and joyously amid suffering. one hagiography
refers to her as to “the God’s athlete,” and she is attested as wearing the ever-lustrous
gown of virginity and grace. she was stripped naked, beaten with rods, and, between
other torments too gruesome to tell, forced to inhale the black smoke of sulfur. as that
was not enough, and she endured being thrown in the lit furnace too, lions were
unleashed at her, but instead of ripping her chest open, and limbs apart, they sat at
her feet and wept like little kittens at her wounds.
Saint Francis of Assisi
with the angel in assistance
who carried his sword,
another angel shieldless,
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preached the alhumble Lord
to snails and rusty scissors,
to brass knobs, aspids, and serpents,
to the spheres and serpantides,
to shepherdesses and sponges,
to roads, deadends, and entrances,
to lions, slugs, and exits,
actiniae and lizards,
to ribbon worms and ribbons,
bacteria and clepsydras,
and rimmed rhododendrons,
to clownfish and fossils,
and other living forms,
to electronic pianos,
computers, and so forth.
drinking and translating Bukowski. well, in truth, not exactly drinking and not really
translating. whatever. for a Christmas present this year, I have a letter from Kathleen
Stewart about my field notes, sitting in my mailbox. Unintended States of America.
abrakadabra
tetragrammaton
a cadaver in bloom
the fluids flow
revive Voltaire
fossils
for sale
everything is Texas in Texas. my poor treasures, a porcelain proboscis, absent
elephant, a shard of glass, a chunk of rose quarts with sharp edges, a damaged feather,
a broken sand dollar. polyethylene-flavored soap bar, candy-colored, a canary in form.
was subjected to exhausting revelations of dim mysterious nature, as every atheist is. I
blame it on brazen beasts which barely know their places, on sharp claws, this sort of
thing. “your mumble is not unintelligible enough,” she said imperiously, rocking her
slipper up and down on her toes, one leg rested on another. miraculous.
glass fruit,
unscrewed out of its socket,
electric stem,
bulbous roots,
perpetuum mobile,
an iron bird’s fragile, crunchy food
falls in the soft moss unbroken
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in arboretum
everything
wears a lithium / tin
mask
the scarlet marble maple,
at least, does
a glass ball encloses the room
and an exit from the room
known from another room
as entrance,
encapsulates.
when glass flowers bloom,
they give birth to berries,
berries ripe, and feed the glass birds
and small metal animals; their unruly hunger
is bigger / more ferocious than they are,
and through their furry skin,
through frail skulls,
sharp thin ribs, beaks, beads of eyes,
the hunger is invariably seen,
or, more precisely, glances.
the boudoir of
princess Budur:
the mannequin in fur,
the scrying mirror, prying
and on the emerald table,
a silver ringing cage with strings like that of harp,
the marabou is fluttering and cleans its sharp, soft feathers,
the ill-starred marauder,
it tasted human flesh once amid mangoes, apricots, and peaches,
and never since
was quite itself,
poor convoluted, sweet perplexing thing
the boy grew up in a loving family of paranoiacs and
psychopaths. family dinners. bones on my plate. even artificial Christmas tree sheds
its fur needles. permanence.
blissful
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ennui

a perfect time to, nonetheless, paint nails
he wore a massive ring, a lump of a heirloom, on his thin crooked finger.
I wear a lacy skeleton, a web
garment, in recognition of
temporality and out of love to white,
and should a fruit fly drown in my glass,
I gulp it with lambrusco–wings and eyes–
what a fiasco
for both of us
wriggling, elusive English tongue
co-shepherdess!
let us
allow our sheep
to wander and to bring in their gold tinkling fleece
the barbs of wilderness
and catchy fruits of burdock,
needles, hooks, spears,
let them stumble
around the fence and break
their graceful legs
and shed their fluffy tails
Little Bo-peep has lost her sheep,
And can’t tell where to find them;
Leave them alone, and they’ll come home,
And bring their tails behind them.
and throw themselves to wolves’
tender claws and aching teeth
angels on the dome were drawn with such excessive physicality, voluptuous shadows,
massive muscles, red mouths, that they appeared to hang precariously from above the
highest level of balustrade, on the brink of tumbling down, breaking wings and losing
feathers. the only goddess to be born clad besides Athena was, contradictory to the
popular notion, Aphrodite. stepping out of a gigantic abalone in the sheen of her cold
beauty, Aphrodite was dressed in an intricately adorned with bubbles foam gown and
the moving shadows of her impossibly long hair. she had to cut the shadows
mercilessly by cutting her hair with golden scissors, which she immediately did with
the decisiveness that never deserted her, thus inventing the boys’ haircut known as
“straight shag.” had not she have done that, it would have been problematic for her to
walk the land considering its nonsmoothness.
you continue to write me rejection letters
as if
but one
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was not
enough
a town loyal to its nostalgia. Jesus Christ was born in the night from the 24th of
December to the 7th of January. I really liked a wide range of experience this planet
offers to the customer. I even was unhappy once, if evidence is to be believed. there is
no syntax to silence. the art of un-writing thank-you letters. silence is the language of
composure. my silence is too talkative and noisy, full of rustle and mumble. muttering.
murmur. I read Tulips and Chimneys, and for the first time while reading a book caught
a surge of desire to construct a paper tower out of it,
a physical object,
a building (more)
than architectural model–
something with stairs
which would remind
of stairs
of a Roman temple’s portal consecrated to- - it’s not that I wanted to commit violence against the book, but it itself suggested,
prompted me, by exposing its pages in a sequence, each slightly shorter than another;
by unfolding its landscapes, by showing me
such
was its intention, and I, merely a recipient, accepting the request.
it is something close to how predators explain their prey’s agency, the game’s desire
to be devoured, deconstructed, sliced into a thousand of wobbly parts (although it is
clear for an outsider than prey could have no such intention), and
it is also bears a (more favorable) resemblance to Fichte’s idea how the object begets
itself in Ich: while Ich is the singular existence, object nevertheless sort of throws its
seed, the seed of itself, into the substance of Ich’s consciousness, and grows there into
something, namely itself.
I was amazed at the clarity of my vision, the book misused: disjuncted and reglued
into the architectural phantasm, I could see already ziggurats unscrewing, pagodas
rising, cupolas of spikes–not unalike those which frighten the lookers on the Basil the
Fool’s cathedral, Tatlin’s tower, spiraling in and out of itself, all glass and concrete.
ah and maybe–just maybe–a part of it was that the book was already damaged,
defaced, vandalized; unknown scissors severed several pages and fragments of pages
from it, I can’t imagine why–a weird class’s project? an album?–why were they gone? I
didn’t notice buying the book in the second-hand market. whatever was cut, I was
unlikely to read ever, not because I would not have liked, but because to find and read
it is a great effort–and in the end I grew to cherish that the book was not read by me in
full thanks to barbaric surgeries. these absent pages flutter above existent; they were
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perhaps most amazing. it does require a second read, of another copy. it is a special
book. so many promises. additional enigmas. I covered it in my handwriting too; I left
my traces on it, the signature of my own fleeting existence on its creamy white
enduring everlasting flesh.
everyone is a foreigner in a global New York“at the ferocious phenomenon of 5 o’clock
i find myself gently deconposing in the mouth of New York. <…> the morsel is i.” (e.e.
cummings). again at was in e.e. cummings that I saw articles “the” and “a” used
together, “the a little strolling lips,” and in the very same text he used five adjectives in
a row, “the spontaneous clumsy trivial acrobatic edgeless gesture of existence,”
Russian more or less endures so many adjectives stitched together, but English rarely.
I only did not beg you because I felt it would have been useless and you won’t believe
a single word, so what’s the reason to. I flirted with the idea to improve my frail Italian
or pathetic French. I can abandon English altogether. “German” words in e.e.
cummings: “eyeswhichneversmile” (revoking in my memory insistently Fichtean
“Wissenschaftslehre”) weird perfectly English-sounding “toylike” and such to the
point that in a text which does not belong to e.e. cummings, “clothbound edition” looks
also one of the hybrids.
Wissenschaftslerhe was to become a science of sciences. perhaps creating new English
words in a German manner is not a futile attempt after all, although it doesn’t look like
it was picked up and implemented, and neither would I try. what could be explained
using this strange English?
if I enjoyed pocking the English language and seeing it recoiling at itself, in order to
create new words I’d use suffixes and prefixes, which it misses so drastically and
inexplicably.
the endless rose of heaven
opens, a petal
by petal in decline,
drops,
plummets,
tumbles,
full of
clouds
and clouds,
rain,
the earth
accepts
whatever
heaven
shows
or doesn’t
and
any
face

a sculpture of a sculpture,
Galatea
carving herself out of
chunk of breathing marble
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so soft
pulsating
all along the veins,
blue and burgundy,
a malleable cloud
no matter how hard I try
what’s in your Christmas bon-bon?
oh nothing. something.
a twist of paper, a snap,
a broken chamber
what’s in yours?
a small plastic crown, a joke,
a tiny kitten, a ruler, a spiral,
a little notebook, a ball, a pencil, all
useless
yes, I remember, many years ago
when we lived in South Africa,
I got a ring,
my husband got an eraser with a distinct
and very pleasant
smell of strawberry,
or maybe vice versa, I, eraser, he, a tiny ring,
but I remember very clearly still.
I adopted my loneliness as a pet. no, as a daughter. I brought her up. I educated her. I
entertained her. I dressed her and undressed her. I observed her pastime was at all
times pleasant and enlightening.
I can say

I enjoyed
a discordant parade of most glorious, glowing phenomena:
a golden astrolabe, a toy parrot, a statue commemorating a commander, a broken
flute, a flipped umbrella, a feather fan, a limping typewriter, a sand clock with a round
hole in glass, and I,so very quiet, absolutely composed, as if
time has ended altogether, and never was
in the first place (to start with), like I was never
made complaining, and as though I absolutely, adamantly refused to entertain
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any
of

that

a dress made out of skates and jelly fish

_______________________________
*needless to say, it did not work

sex shop
Mrs. Hutchinson powdered her nose and cheeks very thoroughly before her planned visit to a
sex shop. her main concern was that she would violently blush and thus miserably embarrass
herself in front of young consultants at the store, and in her age it was not appropriate. in her
age blushing was not cute. to blush was out of the question. it’d be a shame. in her age, she must
have known better. she must not as much as wince at all those horrifying instruments.
when Proust compared, in his tautological manner, sunrise to sunset, “an inversion of sunset,”
he probably did not sleep that night. the only way to witness sunrise known to me. someone’s
dream came true on Christmas morning.
the temptation of Saint Anthony is probably the most famously replicated plot amongst all
saints’ temptations in the world’s arts; the reason for that is the grand nature of the temptation
which started reflecting in the multiplying mirrors and soon has lost its own trace, returned to
itself echoed, distorted, having absorbed so many lofty quivers of terror. a great energy was
fueled into portraying the temptation of Saint Anthony by the first-rate masters of both visual
arts and the arts of fine letters.
Flaubert re-wrote his The Temptation of Saint Anthony three times, each result a magnificent
failure. as Foucault uncovers in his Introduction to one of the latest editions of The
Temptation (an essay also reproduced in other books as Fantasia of the Library), this work of
Flaubert was reverberated in every his other work that were clear, and thus, successes,
in Madame Bovary, too–but Flaubert considered The Temptation his masterpiece.
it’s as the author of The Temptation that he longed to be accepted and recognized the most, just
as Nabokov hoped that he will be remembered for the sake of Lolita, but also because of his
translation of Eugene Onegin, a poem and a commentary–
something that is not read, and if read, then with astonishment or other forms of confusion,
and, in the end, abandoned with a shrug.
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the world is consistently unready to appreciate its best writers’ best efforts, but reads and
admires the works they do not care that much to about.
some of the artists were obsessed with Saint Anthony’s temptations like Flaubert was: David
Teniers the Younger created no less than seventeen paintings of the temptation, making Saint
Anthony suffer over and over again in different spectacular settings of ruins, bucolic, were it
not for demons, landscapes, inventing new and new terrors and beauties trying to seduce the
Saint.
Hieronymus Bosch returned to the theme twice, and one of his treatments was a triptych;
Salvador Dalí is another name in the endless list,
each of the named works produced a cluster of works on its own, and Martin Schongauer’s
gravure influenced young Michelangelo, Michelangelo the teenager, to do The Torment of Saint
Anthony, which followed Schongauer’s work in composition, but added color
what happened to Saint Anthony exactly, is long not a matter of inquiry, whether scientific or of
simple curiosity: the frenzy of temptation is not a spontaneous rave, but the “library on fire”
(Foucault, 92), a monument to its own memory, ruining under the load of every description of
demonic possession and angelic revelation that the humanity has amassed–deceptions, errors,
insight, right choices, lies, truths–
the temptation is unwrapping in carefully bound volumes of fragments
and “reproductions of reproductions” (Foucault, 91), contains traces of dreams and findings,
aspirations and collapses–in other words, the Saint Anthony’s temptation is the grand
temptation of the humanity as a whole, a symbol and an
allegory
the temptation is no longer
a burst of excitement, of madness, of craze, nor desires running wild, but the theater of reason,
the grand finale of the times, and to put a play together in such a theater one has to possess or
be possessed by “wakefulness, untiring attention, zealous erudition, and constant vigilance”
(Foucault, 90), to produce that failure of most magnificent human effort, a book of dream, a
dream book, a book which is a city, and a language, a book which “dreams other books, all other
books that dream and that men dream of writing–books that are taken up, fragmented,
displaced, combined, lost” (Foucault, 92), all this temptation and torment and theater of desires,
this impossible attempt to grasp the relation of all the elements completing the universe, the
atomic structures, the magma boiling; to reach, for a lack of better word, the divine; to quiet
one’s mind completely, to resist the wayward impulses; to abstain from wrong; to uncover the
unremitting source of love in oneself; to, to,
to
the scene
absorbing all tremendous, majestic, and repeated horrors; the arena of untiring self-conquest
and self-mastery against the bestiality of minute wishes, at the face of overwhelming instability
of human nature, meandering focus, the span of individual attention that could not compete
with the unfolding of the epoch, the uncertain throbbing of I, the elusiveness of things in flux,
the time passing, the dying working its silent, secret ways in one’s body, the paradoxes at which
the mind stumbles upon itself, a rupture of voices, a continuity biting its own tail, a being
reduced to misery and all-enveloping, devastating comprehension of her own frailty–this
is the Temptation of Saint Anthony.
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in Flaubert rendition, Saint Anthony has a conversation with a friend of his sister, a woman he
is in love with, who comes to his isolation,
and what not,
deities and goddesses “with lions at her shoulders and with fruits, flowers, and stars interlaced
on her bosom, with a cluster of breasts, and griffins and bulls springing from the sheath which
tightly encircles her waist” (Foucault, 90), that, as Foucault points out, is a reproduction “of
plate 88 in Creutzer’s last volume” and so forth,
and
in life of the thirty-years-old Flaubert himself, when two of his friends having listened to his
first version of the voluminous manuscript–four hours plus four hours of straight reading, for
four days–advise him to throw the work in fire and never return to it again,
and later in their memoirs recall these four days as the days of torment they were
subjected to, trying to follow the overly wordy phantasms, didactic, heavy mumble
overwrought to the point of intelligibility, chains of allegories so tightly packed and wordily
rendered that they could barely endure it–and is this not the Flaubert’s temptation?
and what is this temptation worth of? what’s the fruit of the desperate effort? of best attempt?
of glorious hours of excitement and terror inasmuch as the shadow of which has never visited
you before?
it must be easy to speak in tongues
what do I want
if I want a doll?
a doll?
feathers of fears
the eagle with red wings
oh it is fine
…it’s fire
it is fine
I wear your echo
echo
you are mine
the bed is under the heavy velvet of curtains
in a room with no air.
swallow a spoonful of the bitter mixture,
a remedy in such exact cases:forgetting and forgetfulness
in ratio three to two.a small creature with a lizard’s tail
and accurate horns
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cuddles in a left slipper,
the eye round and wake.the dance of gesture: spoon, the pet, the clock,
the curtain lowered,
metempsychosis winter–spring,
a wreath of snowy fruitless flowers
letters: anachronisms, imprecisions, and discrepancies (A, B, C). but if your passion could rival
mine. it is a little-known little fact that the word svelte is effectually a glass flower.
Saint Anthony in the ideal The Temptation of Saint Anthony is, as is not difficult to notice, busy
with reading a book–his eyes are lowered down; the book in question is, undoubtedly, his
shield, with the help of which he defends himself from what he has to endure, and at the same
time the book is the very same entrance through which machinery of diabolic replication,
enacting its cycle, sends the creatures of the terrorizing and the seductive, the sublime and the
humiliating–the temptation is evoked through the daydream of reading and by means of such.
the book, in other words, is (reverse cursive here instead of bold) The Temptation of Saint
Anthony–what else?–drowning in the luminosity of its didactic depth; for illustrations it
contains everything that had ever been painted or drawn on the subject matter.
I shall bite your fingertips. son of a sun. sigh. I’m never gonna dance again the way I danced
with you, ever.suddenly it all made sense. I listened to George Michael first not knowing the
meaning of English lyrics.
assuming a sadistic posture
malicious implications
the lake
the surface, even
sweet wind
yellow bushes, a busy raccoon in one
or possibly a bird
a soaked log
I spent all words
I lost words between smooth stones
and stones with sharp edges
I, fisherman
catching no fish, turning on the shore
a fragment of whitened bone with my pointed shoe
I, fisherman
impossible to catch
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Foucault lost me on the 99th page. I encountered myself in a room sliced with shadows of
blinds. Saint Anthony, a shallow figure of absence, inundated with light, gradually disappeared
in the air; dispelled like an apparition. Temptation of Jesus Christ; Hades’ descriptions left by
unreliable travelers; the Dispute between the Dead Man and his Soul [Ba]; Haron waiting in his
boat; the Buddha’s rite to awakening through observing the scenes of earthly horror: the poor,
the sick, the dead; orgiastic Saturnalias; public executions; concentration camps; asylums for
the mad; zones of abandonment; favellas, cardboard huts, carriages remade for the living of
workers; palaces powerless to buy another day of life; Taj Mahal built for the dead love, and the
mirror mausoleum, which was to be constructed out of black marble, but was never built on
another shore, the shore to this day populated by rampant, wild greenery, lianas, animals–for
every great accomplishment stands for the unachieved greater still–and I, thrown in the middle
of it all, asking myself belatedly, do I want any of that? and how do I refuse to participate in this
spectacle, if I am already watching, already a subject of visions that beget visions?
seance of absence
I memorized a slow jellyfish expiring on the shore in bits of broken plastic. the gospel of
unforgettable Marquis de Sade in a lei of daisies in lieu of roses. fluffy bunnies and embonpoint
sweet angels, a postcard plot. it was a soporific cup of hot chocolate. idler. wobbling jell-O
“O” stands for open mouth oobviously
as it not unoften does
<3
it was written intentionally terribly, and thus verged on “terrifically.” David Foster Wallace has
a scene evolving through the dozens of pages about a young woman who delivered a dead child
but, being a drug addict, went delusional to the point that she profoundly denied reality and
carried the dead body with her everywhere. staccato of locusts. stuccoed and frescoed, long,
ovaloid.
eating strawberries while looking at the snow has been known
dating from the middle ages
as making a maiden comelier and a lady lovelier
reading shadows on the floor. the tree cracked, ugly exposing its wooden concentric
structure. you don’t like red like I like red. rouge puissant, dragon, coromandel, tapage. “ur”
(instead of “your”) is a literary device of modern times, the times of all-inclusive experimental
writing. monks in their prehistoric caves dreamt of everyone’s literacy in the future–something
the world has not yet achieved.
coat of arms:
red serpent
against
red lion;
on the red backdrop,
a tower of red
the first president in the history of the United States after the election of whom children wept
all over the country. children’s crusade. oval-shaped, oval-bodied, oval-fruited, oviform, ovoid,
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prolate, elliptic, egg-shaped, egg-bodied, egg-fruited, eggoid,
watermelonoid. “I all but expired with delight” De Sade. duel (in the City of Lampasas). hermit
crab performing its cycle of living in a great solemnity, eating daphnias: briskly working mouth,
absorbing translucent crustaceans. I take chaos and bend it into a portrait, a sculpture, a
structure, an agglomeration, a shaking arrangement. I am the self-fathoming universe. a snail
spiraling into itself. fragments, bits, shreds, Abderite’s atoms: invisible in their
infinitesimalness, and of the size of the horse’s head. but I ask you to love me. a very insistent
ask. love me abysmally. love me madly, I beseech you. love me with abandon. let me unleash my
eloquence on you, allow me to be persuasive. the city is polluted with pollen. blue balloon
vacating the sight for the sky. what are you clinging to? decaying pieces stitched together with a
rotten thread.
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and I remembered that one dark scene, I think
in a provincial theater, a heavy curtain, an
actress–she was in her forties by the very
least, and played Juliette
perhaps because of this unintended discrepancy
it was especially heart-wrenching, I was on the
verge of tears, I barely controlled them
the hall was mostly empty, but the chairs were
decorated with red velvet, they were listeners
if not viewers
I also remembered my uncle sitting in a bar
at the dirty–sticky surface–table, he smoked
and formed with his glistening red lips a ring
after the ring
and sent it to dispel in the air
I recollected Arbat, the street in Moscow, during
the winter, full of artists sitting with their poor
tools, waiting for a passer-by to stop, compelled
by their art, maybe he or she would want a
portrait, attempting to be flattering
or a caricature; pretend you do not mind
looking like I don’t know what
on Arbat street I once bought a picture with a
kitten; it was so badly drawn, I needed to save it

now serving cappuccinos and lattes. exuberances and defficiencies. enigmatic friend. she had a
lover whom she adored dearly, but she had a hard time learning to derive pleasure from
kicking him in that soft abdomen of his, and that was really all he wanted. girl with
peaches. “have you ever missed someone in their presence?” she inquired. hahaha, how
cruel. rattling of nails against the screen. midnight! ta-dah. to become the ultimate voyeur is to
observe one’s mother during the sex act in which she conceives the observer. I knew a mirror
which was capable of drinking all the darkness in the room.
frou-frou of rustling fur
susurrus of aery silk
I think,
in snow–
in snow,
I trust,
I sink.
“dull” and “blood,” “pills of repose and posture” in Eleanor Gray’s poem somehow remind me of
bulbous gladiolus roots, but I am unsure how, pure reflection of letters in the mirrors, would
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gladiolus bleed? if it could, it would.
in the night window
amid the terrors fantastic
I saw your face enclosed in mine,
but yours is gold,
and yours is a black sun,
and I am the poisonous dust and boiling plastic.
my
bemused
muse,
myself
confused,
I’d offer
were I, I,
myself to you.
I err. I’m ore
eros
geode and oh
coniferous dei!
a flux of tears
and a flute’s slow sound.
our forefathers were feathered
if I must have a drink,
I’m okay with literally anything,
as long as there is a red fish
gleefully sloshing in my drink
maybe I should begin numbering my fragments but it is like numbering dreams or flowers, I
know it’s been done by others, but what might be the meaning of this arithmetic activity
anyway? spontaneous numbering is like
echolalia.
enfilade of
melancholy.
extraordinarily weird desires.
my dear sir,
I think you outdid Francis of Assisi,
he preached to birds, yes,
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he educated beasts,
but beasts
at least – note –
while you preach to peaches,
seeds,
all those unicycles,
things like this.

_____________________
Foucault, Michel. Language, Counter-Memory, Practice. Ithaca, New York, 1977

colombina’s vanity

I am vanity. the sea of insanity consists of perfectly sane fragments, but they are very small, and
if a chunk of something resembling reason in configuration or surface, crosses your way, it is all
the more bizarre. Magog! so eccentric.
“I don’t get it,” she said coldly.
“our food is scarce and cardboard.”
“and for how long have we been loving each other?” she asked indignantly, with something of a
threat in her shrill voice, fingers tapping on the desk.
take me there
the uncertain color of her dyed hair was exactly the color of winter Texas grass.
you are all
allure
anglioli lapamnena obessili.
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
ch
chess
che s
ss
chess chess
just like this
would you k
iss me woul

chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess chess
chess k i s s
this and this
should I say
I would nev
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should I translate
the same text
that I shall leave
unwritten,
then what?
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a если я переведу
тот самый текст,
который я оставлю
ненаписанным,
тогда что?

breathing room. expanding and shrinking. the stubborn body of a whale who is afraid of dying.
traces of the princess Organa’s last fight are everywhere, scattered across the universe. broken
light saber.
erm, excuuse me. miss! I have a dragon in my cup of coffee.
marring Tulips and Chimneys. the batbershop on the corner across the blaring bar had a
bearded creature in its display window, her mouth open, fangs, flaring, I assumed it was a rabid
rabbit for the reason of the long pink ears’ unambiguous presence. the ultimate Texas cowboy
is a silhouette, and, as such, he’s flat. he’s usually made of iron and shovels his face in the deep
shadow of his hat. he’s unshaved–homage to cactuses–and his amazing whip cracks on the
empty square so loudly that bronze horses neigh in horror and dematerialize.
a disc-bodied
fish
I know,
nonense.
it is enlightening
and entertaining.
ghost lover
numbered fragments
I can’t care for this shade of red, I discover. woe is me.
mozhet byt pered tem kak noch’ nastanet, ya dolzhna vse-taki dopisat’ etu frasu, i, rasumeetsya,
perevesti yeyo. ona predstavlyaet soboi zamechatelniy primer neprozrachnosti alfavitov, no v
to zhe vremya mozhet byt’ prochitana.
перхапс бефор зе найт фаллз, ай стилл шюд финиш зыс фрэйз энд, оф кос, транслейт ыт.
ыт гивс э перфект экзампл оф алфабетс’ нонтранзлусенси, энд эт зэ сэйм тайм ыз
рэдебл.
life is full of meaningless, useless cruelty. an episode after episode. endless monotony. devilish
spinning wheel. what if not death connects us to a place? Texas is so nice. the capitol of the
town of San Marcos is wrapped in ribbons like some chocolate bar for Christmas, columns like
candies. she wore fancy hats in a Siberian village, hats that would adorn any Parisian street. I
had someone there who lived and died; I was finally connected to the place, tied to it by an
unbreakable knot.
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crestfallen.

how quickly photographs of those who were living
turn into photographs picturing the dead.
strange to think that I painted my nails in another world, the world that contained more for me,
the world that promised me more. I don’t know what I would have been doing if I did not write,
probably cried all the time; instead, I drop letters, one by one. make it a flow. semicolon is a
balancing tool for those who walk a tightrope–say, an umbrella. a stumbling funambulist, a
solemn somniloquist making vows in sleep, I long observed that the most trivial springs to
mind incapacitated by the news of irreparable loss. a palpable parable
of irreparable; lost worlds. I am glad if you find my writing pleasant, that’s how writing
undertaken for entertainment or out of boredom should be, to please is its raison d'être. I
remain frail. adamantine continuity. but her voice. I have recordings. her self. it’d be a time
before, if ever, I can listen to the recordings of her voice though. the language of my dead friend
was most obscene and foul. I haven’t heard men speaking in this register as fluently and
persistently as she did. I will miss her until the galaxy unfolds and rings loosely like a broken
spring. her love to life, vigorous love. empty place. I gather moist in palms. is not your brightest
aspiration to serve me as an object? you loved her. I should quit to be mean. I should allow you
your ashes. your past. night river stirs like viscous tar, moving it is unclear in which direction,
maybe both, like road; stirring mercury, boiling black, lights drowning and resurfacing, popping
up like bobfloats,
I am sorry for the world. it is a sorry world. I have a right and an obligation to be sorry for the
sorry world while being a part of it. it’s pointless but I am also sorry for the pointlessness of it.
sorrow is an essence of pointlessness.
I think I saw her on a balcony in the city, on a busy street. they arrived to poetry readings in
their Porsche 911 cabrio, she, in the sheer sheen of her red hair and massive jewelry (she liked
semi-precious), a long dress on the spectrum of red and orange (green sometimes, in any case
everything always suited her splendidly), he, in a Hawaiian t-shirt and khaki shorts. they were
both in their sixties, their kids from the previous unions were adults, and they, Sunday-like free
all the time. I imagine they lived in a spacious house full of attributes of bohemian life. he was
balding, she, what is called, “had not lost her beauty.” exuberant pair it was. his brother was a
translator with a name. they both wrote poetry. she had an artistic background, she was a
teacher of art in the past. but what of them? “I’ve known awesome despairs,” she recounted, her
eyes lit with amusement.
la-o-ko-ön
go on, okay? o.k., laokoön,
go now.
Konstantin Vasilyev was preoccupied with Scandinavian mythology: valkyries, Odin, Valhalla,
Vikings, and other paraphernalia of the scarce and terrifying world; he dreamed that the
Russian severity and asceticism (particularly Northern) have a consanguineal appeal. he was
aesthetically charmed with fascism.I would say, Slavic mythology is solar, while Norse is lunar,
that’s why to kin them is quite a task.at the time (and after) Russians hating the Slavic and/or
Soviet about themselves dreamed Hitler was a heavenly groom–the Western, German,
disciplining, superior spirit–whom Russia, a mysterious bride, in her laziness, amorphousness,
and ignorance, violently rejected because “she wasn’t ready,” thus committing a grave
historical mistake. order was going to subjugate chaos but was broken by overwhelming force
of inertia.heterodox historiosophies proliferating on the edge of knowledge and beyond can be
unsettling.
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what do we mourn when we mourn the dead, us suffering? there is an undeniable dark
satisfaction in mourning. a comfort of distress. physiology of absence includes inability to see.
eyes cry independently from the will. they have their own reason: they won’t see any more.
they have the eternal absence ahead of them.
blue oblivion
Summer slips in Sunday
all day to do laundry
Jane Stephens Rosenthal
Nancy did laundry
and Fanny did laundry
it was a very long day, the longest day of the century,
to do laundry
your arms are sun-tanned
(it’s a nursery rhyme)
pleased to not meet you. quasar
Nefertiti, a bald bold profile,
eyebrowless beauty,
it is boring
to bring a poem
to an end
while you might observe instead
a puffing mermaid
(homage to Khlebnikov)
crawling out of the red forest.
Velimir Khlebnikov and a, predictably, skull
indeed whitewhippppppppppppppppp
Ican’tpre ofthyooooooooooooooooooo
dicttoform heartooooooooooooooooooo
acrevice deliriousssssssssssssssssssssss
isa delight.Icantoooooooooooooooooooo
partof bebotheredooooooooooooooo
readingbe withwritingoooooooooo
twixtthelinesan maybeIamtooooooo
d,readingwhatis happyorooooooooooo
writtenandwhats unhappyoooooooooo
unwrittentoo what’sittoyouoooooooo
cesura, as is the veto, the caesar’s aerial right
he gently nudged me to yield informing me that after people start having sex, they change,
imperceptibly but significantly, and even begin moving differently. everything about them
changes. even though I lay in his bed, in underwear, I could not stand his patronizing tone and
thus, to my sadness, had to remain a virgin. he was an archeologist, and as such could drone
and mumble about the Paleolithic Age for hours. I cannot endure it.
true. I should not have spent my how dare yous so prodigiously. it’s a once-in-his-lifetime
phrase after all, otherwise a how dare you devalues greatly. plummets in stocks. drops on
markets all over the world. in China generations of bankers instantaneously go bankrupt and
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beg for food with ceramic bowls and brass bells on the streets. Russian economics crushes all
over again, and genuflect president asks the British Queen to not cut his poor head off. in the
morning the wave of panic hits the North and South Americas’ wild shores. Africa endures
everything in the spirit of nonchalance only because it witnessed the death of the world
thrice.but ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I was under the spell.
seriously, thesaurus? no synonyms for penis? I misspelled it? there is no such word, really?
impressive
I am lucky I have a handful of fellow writers capable of enjoying what I enjoy. …and so the two
other of Eduard Limonov’s aesthetic findings are: (1) his lover, her name was Elena,
masturbated with a red rose; (2) they could never wait until the end of her menstruation and
he admired his phallus in blood, drops landing on sheets.
I started writing poetry because I fell in love with two young men at once. at the time I was 16.
now I am 36. poetry is still a love of my life. wait, 37.
I am glad to see you elevated to previously unknown to you realms; that you left there gasping
for air is not for long, someone would surely ascend or descend the clouds like mountains and
offer you ambrosia and cigarettes.
it is forbidden by the rules of Lomonosov Moscow State University to submit the entrance
essay in a poetic form.sometimes (rarely), when this rule is felicitously violated, they make
exceptions though; there are cases. I liked that Saint Anthony in a coral-red mantle resembled a
lobster crucified on the square plate; soft flesh. all-purpose sauce, I trust, could work as a
toothpaste.
I do obsess over every syllable, indentation, and space;
over every apostrophe, comma, and semicolon;
over every article, pronoun, and adjective;
over every allusion, epigraph, and euphemism;
over every anaphora, lemma, and hyperbole;
over every digression, recollection, and instance of forgetting,
over every delight, disappointment, and confusion; that’s why I do not care indeed
how and whether my writing is read and interpreted.
poet Vitaly Pukhanov (I translated several of his poems) shared a nice memoir:after a poetry
reading a poet approached him and asked:
“Did you like my poems?”
“No,” answered Pukhanov.
“Why?”
“Because you asked.”
I gathered lit candles like fruits, on a plate. how to be an unapologetic narcissus, a twelve-step
guide in three volumes. pretty papillon, a paragon of every unbreakable fragility. something
was bumping into the window, and it turned out to be a half dozen of round orange ladybugs.
they spawned between two layers of glass, deceived by the warmth of the Texas uncertain
winter sun, the warmth magnified by the lens of the window. I briefly wondered which layer of
glass to open, if any. if I should let them die outside, or inside, or leave them to their hungry
death in between two layers of glass. but I forgot. when I lifted the inside layer, I did not think
of bugs–it was too hot in the room. then in the silence of the night for a while I kept hearing the
ladybugs’ faint sounds in the room. they were transporting their small bodies to different
corners, rising themselves in the air and then dropping here and there. today it occurred to me
that it has been a while since I heard from them. quiet winter death of insects.
Luke, I am your mother. fencing lessons on plastic rapiers.
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whence it cometh,
thence is goeth
to be pregnant
is like to carry inside
a precious fragile lamp
with hot and boiling oil
motherhood. motherhood. motherhood.
thank gods of dreams–Hypnos (Somnus) and his son Morpheus– human memory is too meek to
retain all those horrors one’s been through; the recollection, however graphic, is not re-living;
were it not so, how would I sustain my life-long pregnancy?
to carry such a lamp through bumps and curves of a road, for months, to
shield it from everything, to carry yourself in a way so that not to, god forbid, stumble and fall
and break it.
Russian singer of Armenian descent, Zara Dolukhanova. She was a teacher of my
[unforgettable] first husband. it will not be sad to die. I knew everything in this life worth
knowing. not to be melodramatic. I am simply ready any time, not to hurry anything. it will be
just not sad. about as un-sad as it possibly could be. I seldom err.
Lord, I’m feeble
I’m poor
I’m weak
I scramble for scraps.
look at me and see how powerless I am, how I wriggle in dispersing scintillating dust.
oh yes, it is frightful, it will be frightful to die.
your mirth is somewhat gloomy, as far as I noticed. besprinkled with sarcasm. worms of doubt
emaciate you, don’t they?
I’d hold your hand leading you to the Bolshoy Theater (the theater of my at-the-time-first love.
(I had had many first loves. (I always call my last love the first.))). imagine unfolding scene,
curtains lifting. you’d love it. I’d have a fan and a binocular for the unavailability of monocle.
albeit one could not spot a single monocle blinking in a loge, you’d notice fans. there are still
women alive, old Muscovites, who would bring their bored-to-death grandchildren, to
enlighten them patiently and tortuously by subjecting yawning kids to three- or four-hour
opera performance or an unbearable ballet–something that children would recollect for the
rest of their lives, no matter if those lives would be glorious and miserable, recollect while
promising themselves to visit their godforsaken grandmothers’ graves at Vagankovo cemetery
next month. these women–skeletons their own former beauty’s–would carry fans. as
ammunition. armor of old times and the insignia of belonging to the army of high art that is no
longer. (that’s a primary quality of high art; it had just been here yesterday but now is gone.)
and in the the carnivalesque absurdity of theater their fans won’t be even a tad bit weird. the
carriers of fans, those old–ageless–women–genderless–are not particularly rich–Bolshoy
nowadays is a luxury, of course, but they all graduated from Gnesinka in their good old days and
fancied themselves to be a Zara Dolukhanova at the most modest; consequently, they know the
first violin’s decrepit ruin of an aunt, with whom they vied for attention of a long-deceased boy
with a baritone of a butterlike smoothness and honey viscosity; they also blew the nose of the
conductor when he was a (very musical) three-years-old. in short, they exercise and represent
another type of luxury here, not that of big money but that of grand connections. fans are new;
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bought fifteen years ago.
there is hardly any method which could fail to describe reality so spectacularly as realism does.
“I would expect you to transform me,” quoth she capriciously.
“of course, how?”
“somehow!”
the literature in this best of the possible worlds is also best, the best beast–with bemedalled
collar, shiny white teeth and hard copper fur, every string ringing when brushed
but the ideal literature (perhaps) is mute and is bubbles in a puddle,the literature of silence
must be silent, you try to extract a sound out of it, but it falls somewhere in discordancy,
a magnificent disaccord. literature, strange word.
it’s a great work to answer an amorous sentiment of a great magnitude (and in our petty vanity
we all think our miserable sentiments are great). it takes a lot; in fact too much. writing is to be
breathing, shiny, irreversible, and precise; the world could only bend and melt under my
letters. language affords a perfect equipoise. now when we have best libraries of the world at
our fingertips, it’s a superb pretext to stop reading altogether.
as a task of his investigation of history of madness Foucault professed to construct “archeology
of silence” (Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason); not history of
medicalization of madness, points out Derrida (Writing and Difference), but the history of
madness itself, not “madness” in quotation marks, but madness itself,
not history of medical language–”but rather the archeology of that silence” (Foucault), he’s
occupied with the same rustle which is so fascinating and is the only sound worth listening,
“obstinate murmur of a language that speaks by itself, without speaker or interlocutor”
(Foucault)
but, as Derrida notes, archeology of silence is hardly possible, “is not an archaeology, even of
silence, a logic, that is, an organized language, a project, an order, a sentence, a syntax, a work?”
(Derrida, 1978, 35)
madness perhaps might be spoken of in frameworks of madness itself, but these frameworks
are no more than broken or distorted frameworks of reason–this is exactly how contemporary
economics is still stuck with an idea of rational actor, the individual who chooses what is best
for her–partially because it is a trouble to think the individual who does not do it in general,
and partially because everyone who disrupts the continuity, disrupts it in her own way, it is
difficult to write a working model–and in the end, it is not worth trouble, not with this ratio of
work invested and result obtained.
madness, in short, might not be spoken in language at all, for language is the realm of reason,
that shiny ratio of the thought of which the language has been participating, perfecting it
endlessly, playing in the theater, “the language of everything that has participated, from near to
far, in the adventure of Western reason” (Derrida, 35); soaked in historical guilt and, one is
compelled to add, is complacent of every crime of this reason. madness is a breach and
violation of reason’s agreements, conventions, and continuities. silence is the language of
madness; but, as I had an occasion to notice, silence has no syntax, semantics, or structure, its
lexicon is absent, and its expressive methods are but withdrawal into nonexistence, silence
thus opens endless possibilities of interpretation, that is to say, silence is not language at all, all
the language’s work is done by language rustling and murmuring in its futile interpretation of
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silence.
unrequited love is unreturned potential. unrequested qualities. requiem to request. hopes for
not
some other but for oneself, dying with all those worlds of beautiful drama and tragedy. the
romantic hero dying, against the whole world. the universe cries for the universe it has lost in
the individual. Schiller, Goethe, brothers Schlegel, Schelling–a concentration camp of German
philosophy, poetry, and aesthetics. shaking spirit.
nothing of the poor wrecks so beloved by the Russian classics. that is an unrequited,
undemanded love, love bound to die without witness, witnessing itself unfolding in solitude
and pitying itself. a trajectory of tragedy. antiquity. Ancient Rome.
on the other hand the presence and participation of the other only spoils everything, mars the
marble statueslove to which there is a response, the happiest of loves, is a spectacle of
constantly amplified and generously returned misery. ambient sound. only the solitude is a
condition to witness live in all its unfolding. therefore romantic hero, dying, performs the tragic
in the only way it is possible to perform the tragic. were he (yeah) to die among friends, it’ll be
instantly full of soft noise of ridiculous exchanges, all these minute interactions that make the
tragedy into a satire. farce.
well, every love
is unrequited in some sense–there are always some facets of personality undemanded if not
downright rejected and feared. and in any case an interaction is invariably polluted with small
misunderstandings, regularities of the daily exchange, moments of weaknesses, complaints,
unsolved and unsolvable questions,
very vertigo.
ebullient, blissful evening. effervescence, scintillation, glitter.
so very viridian. viciously.
I don’t know what may contain me. nothing.
as vicious as viridian is, it is still calmer than scarlet.
throwing the last glance over the table before guests arrive: “god, we are like… perfect Soviet
people.”
Ludmila Gurchenko, Five Minutes
I will sing you a song about five minutes. let everyone sing it. let it fly all over the world. I grant
you with my song.
five minutes, five minutes, the clock strikes twelve in five minutes.
five minutes, five minutes; if you consider it strictly, one can do a lot in five minutes.
make peace everyone who is in an argument. the new year arrives, it is at the threshold. sweet
friend, hurry up, do not lose minutes in vain, if you have not said something, say it.
but while I was singing, five minutes have passed. the new year! the clock strikes twelve.
[1956]
may you pine in 2017 like you did in 2016 and a little more, just a bit more–life goes by
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because. I just want your childhood dreams and be the last thought visiting you in your
deathbed, that’s all. hieroglyph of the coral dress. for some inexplicable reason, I think about
trains now; trains cut the space with that noise, clinging and clanging, which is a paragon of
repetition.
silly colombina
collar
semicolon

in imitation of handwriting [I}
[suffocating}
actually, yes, I am catfishing.
[laughing at you}
[
}

Zhanna Aguzarova was the star of the mid-eighties musical scene in Russia; she was
indeed exceedingly brilliant, as pretty much any of her video, however amateurish, testified;
she moved to the US on the rising of her career to her complete and utter failure; drove cab for
years. she returned to Russia only to be never heard of again. Lady Gaga appeared much later,
employed far more serious amount of money, never reached Aguzarova’s extravagance and
bizzareness, and contributed far less to the music’s history if one considers a contribution,
melodiousness and playful fluency of sound.
only a Christian could be a Satanist. my Russian is vulgar, but my English is superb. the woman
kissing the lizard.
the lizard wriggles,
(I suppose it does not want to be kissed.)
red stain
id est
willow.
[feeble]
single digit
I err, ergo
ipse dixit

who made you?
he spoke such an ancient language, that a row of translators should have worked to make him
clear: from Sumerian into Akkadian, from Akkadian into Aramaic, from Aramaic into the Arabic
of great emirs, from this Arabic into Maltese Arabic, from Maltese Arabic into Cicero Latin, from
which it was already easy to render the spoken word into Vulgar Latin, and so forth, until it
reached (with next to no distortions and without losing many of the rhetorical flowers) the
grand contemporary urban industrial outskirts American English vernacular. in this almost
oecumenically understood language’s rendition, the lengthy speech amounted to the
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ejaculation “oh wow,” according to the areopagus’s agreement (the agreement reached despite
that a heretic insisted on cutting the “oh” for the sake of laconicity and precision*).
_______________
since she was born in Brooklyn and had come of age in Bronx, she could have no authority on the
subject matter, and thus was dismissed and, after a dispute and a protracted consideration we
have no business outlining here, first stripped of titles, then of citizenship, then of clothes, then
boiled in oil to everyone’s delight.
(incessant meowing)
(human being)

cats’ sadistic eros
meat cauldron

I wanted a lipstick with a metal finish, because simple red got to the point when it had no more
potential to become any redder. I found the lipstick that I wanted, Urban Decay, Cruel
Seduction (official name of the product; silly, I admit)
it should have obliterated windshields of cars, as bright lipstick do
however
(customer’s complaint)
there was nothing cruel
and not a grain of seduction in it
even written with un-capital (decapitalized) (decapitated) letters
at least on my (never kissed by you) lips
instead, it emitted such a tender, modest sheen
as if not (promised and displayed on models) metal, death, and destruction was wrought into it
but rather nostalgic / feeble shadows enmeshed
soft
sought and obtained
metal finish
turned into some flowery melt and powder
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it reminded me of my grandmother’s Soviet lipstick most of all–shiny finish was considered
fashionable for twenty years, alternatively
she considered it fashionable for twenty years
since she kept objects for a long time
there was a match to extract the remnants of lipstick out of the tube
precious particles
dust
butterfly pollen
colorful butterfly dust, the dust from the butterfly wings, I want to say, here we go.
Darling!
people now prefer to write in someone’s presence, they would almost never write in
messenger what they want to say, but wait until the addressee appears there, and then, in coauthorship with this [other] specter, write; writing is half-oral so to say, as in this conversation
the messenger functions like a phone. the first time in history writing is done like this. imagine
Plato’s dialogs now.
you could love me, huh?
no, that
won’t do.
memorize my words
like you would memorize my body
fingertips
verbatim
I want them
to come to you at night
in a female drone,
soft whisper,
swaying cadence
form
to memorize your body
to dress
into your voice
I sometimes wish I existed in several copies. clones, but each in full possession of the whole
sum of my experiences. contemporaneous clones.
I do not have a solution for a row of philosophical problems arising in connection to such
disposition though. it is unclear if they all should contribute to my experiences as well, since
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they have mine. nor do I know if I would know equally well what they learn; would I have
access a sensorial archive of their impressions, would I store in my memory what they thought
or saw? an alternative situation also awaits a resolution: if they and I share no common access
to what they are becoming acquainted with in real time–all these multiplicities of emotion,
memory, sensation, and thought–then gradually they become less and less like me and more
and more like themselves, and the longer they function on their own, the more so; a clone
bifurcating from me yesterday won’t have much in common with the copy produced ten years
ago, therefore making the whole clone idea a joke, but.
regardless of how these issues would be resolved in different models, I’d like none of my clones
to omit kissing you at some points of their life. I don’t know how they all could manage that, I
guess the difficulty of the task grows exponentially with their numbers, and although I can’t see
you rejecting any of them, to arrange it all would take calculating powers currently exceeding
the ones that the mankind amassed on this planet, and thus remains an office of the pure
providence.
beauty tips: eat only flowers.
hissing of a belt leaving its place
I thought about you but did not think, rather, I recalled, or, I forgot, it was a series of not
recollections but of forgettings because remembering is a mode from which I slipped into
forgetting for a second only to re-awake the next moment, to regain the awareness–the balance
on a rope–of my new state, the state of your unfading presence, and, oddly enough,
I recollected you from the state of never forgetting about you, that is to say, I flared to
recalling you, I flashed into remembering,
phantom of media
it really is quite something you do with that language of yours. “Artemis” and “diminished” in
one breath, as well as “oracle” and “future.” your Os and As are distributed so well. every your
sheet is like a chessboard.*
she masturbated with
a handle of the knife and the knife,
a duckling, a red rose, a white rose,
a pink rose, an ice cream scoop, a salad spoon,
I wanted to rewrite those pages from Gargantua and Pantagruel where Rableis lists things with
which one of his heroes (I can’t remember who) wipes his ass
I think
a feather
what else
was in there, it was a wonderful (and shocking) list, a list one could borrow from amply.
but I get bored with literary work. maybe tomorrow. it’d be awesome if I wrote it though, I
really hope I do one day.
unanswered missives do have power over their senders, mmhm
now that I glance at the music I listened to yesterday, I feel a nausea rising its cobra head to my
throat up via my esophagus. I was drunk.
expendable and disposable worlds. overabundant imagery. the photograph should
not illustrate (and they do not do so anyway) but rather disrupt. a quick Americana of the
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bizarre and the annoying.
he won’t understand my tender, thin, easily-bruised soul
(easilybruised,
crème
brûlée)
(I don’t know myself when I am sarcastic and when, not, nor shall I, of course,
care.)
it looks like staircase
staircase tiled with oysters
and murals of genitals
I know a rain girl who is visiting slow Moscow theaters and lives in a room with plants that she
remembers from school; she spends her free time creating –I like her pale selfies–vaginas out
of papier-mâché, clay, modelling plastic and soft materials like that–she put a lamp in one of
them, and of course she painted teeth for another, aquarelle
but mainly
–what?
a poetess of course. Lubov Makarevskaya; I shall see if I can translate
___________________________________________
*I am addressing here briefly Eleanor Gray and her Untitled poem starting with green forest of
great Pan’s

in imitation of handwriting [2}
fantasies
daisies

mumble

dimly evocative

slightly revised (added one word)
aesthete and hence voyeur. (scopophile, great suggestion)
routinely heartbreaking.
it was a mine from where ore of hearts was excavated for needs of building of a dream city.
faces of miners in soot every evening, a low signal to wake in the morning. the dead erected
their tired bodies from fissured ground, broken caskets, cracked shrines, and joined the flow of
alive workers.
“have you read manual to her?” she asked coldly, looking at the pile of smoldering
metal, amorphous, glimmering.
next to Barthes’ How to Live Together she kept a book of an anonymous author How to Touch
Yourself and the Other
part-time zombie.
still
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rusty
still
not effortless
[nor eloquent enough}
still-life
of language

pilgrim
you are a pilgrimage
a pilgrim is a pilgrimage, conducted within oneself.
but this
unobservable vastness
this
absence of borders
deliquesces into
a luminescence
liquefies into a
scent of water
or
scentless essence of water
oh you are a traveler then
a traveler
and a lion
a pillar of vapor
and vespera serpent
and effervescence
a love poem
and a lover
vertiginous fluency
of a balloon departing for the sky;
I could see–could not you?–a grey circus left so very far behind:
a mechanoid ballerina, a child on a tricycle; a parrot clairvoyant,
a magician, an honest athlete,
a talking woman, marvel of all times,
[hypnotizing snakes]
and a fakir swallowing swords
ideas of
mad grandeur
poor narcissus
susurrus
of silk and murmur
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mingled

surplus
of madness
unusual
quasar
sick sorcerer,
a furious
usurper
soft whisperer
I want it to be clear,
completely clear,
even clearer,
elucidated to the complete absence of semi-darkness,
ambiguity,
or equivocation,
ideally
sudden show of passion
(display)
(spectacle)
(theater)
(performance)
a mime and the mimetic
nemesis
crying bird
mimicry
Nemesis of precise, merciless remembrance
“the goddess of divine retribution and infallible vengeance” (dictionary).
zzp, blinking razor
radiant light
light
electric skate
I am electrified
soft war
hard war
naked, wired, ravished
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day,
spent
rearranging words,
aligning them
extracting them out of the pandemonium of their primordial chaos and
ordaining
putting them as prize possessions in their proper places.
paraphernalia of words.
dissecting
so to speak
or to speak
so
dissecting
bride of Christ, that is to say, future nun.
please
v
l
o
e
v
ve me
love me ME love
w
love love me love
f
o
love me love me
love
me
l
o
v
m
o
l
e
a
p
s

lo

l

[splash]
I was proceeding with this series
beyond the end of the “this series”

why
multiply?
this kind of critique which begins when the writing is not yet done | like a
Derrida has a way of talking about it, a miniature, he says, I think | doubling,
as far as I could remember, installed in a text [of a novel] like a s | mirroring
mall mirror installed by Vermeer (I think) in the center of his com | column
position,* and Derrida himself has written a chapter (called Tympa | appearing
n) in the book aptly titled Margins of Philosophy which runs in two | in front
columns, that you are supposed to superimpose; ancient text with | of the seco
commentary or annotation running on the same page of sorts;
| nd in argu
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| ment with
| the first
| and in
| agree
| ment
| and gr
| adua
| lly f
| low
| ing
| int
|o
|t
|**
____________________________________________
*reflecting the room, the subjects of the painting, and the artist himself [in Writing and
Difference]
**he margins and beyond, ending somewhere among the footnotes at best

stumbling noctambulist
disc jockey
in déjà vu of silk
look how he looks
at himself
in the mirror
geez,
I look so beautiful
in this new costume.
I am a skeleton!
am I
not?

I want to ensure
[enshrine}
[enshield}
[ensheathe}
a peach
short notice
before rotting
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I * (lisp * ( * crave ( * see ( * cut ( * out ( * of ( * dark ( * ness))))))))
(((define (something
(let’s see))
male gaze (projecting (something (female (0))) out of darkness
(you say)))
with Apollonian light (you suggest), whereas (I claim), it is more Dionysian,
it disjoints structures (takes them apart, and separates a limb from limb (that which has no
structure to begin with (you think (jejune (lancheon)))))
)
compassion
oleander
warmth
X
magnificence
generosity
pain
love= ________________________________ - calculation
premonition
pleasure
premeditation
omen
#
desire
blue-green grackle
egg
see below

sea below

see above

sea above

a crime of indiscretion
a shard of brick found
fallen asleep
curling like a fledgling
in its nest under a yellow flower

by a noctambulist
a soft crack under foot,
a carapace broken, snap,

a soft slug, lost–
smashed. a small event.
I imagine noctablulist finds herself amazed
near the night fridge, soothingly humming
a march accompanying the night desolation
what was left of the city, is only describable in terms of fragments and debris,
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the light of fire dancing on the night faces.
I was born in the capital of the periphery in 1979,
in the place about as desolate and blank and- - as you could only imagine,
in a country of sleepwalkers, my life was clear
in my eyes, as only a kaleidoscopic vision could be clear,
a school for sleepwalkers, a work of a loyal
sleepwalker, growing in a sleepwalker’s
profession,
professional sleepwalk, sleepwalk under strain of- - boredom alternating with waiting
the future
this idea of the future
the future for the planet
just as Kantian ethical principles were for living beings,
regardless of the world they were to inhabit,
were it here or anywhere else,
a galaxy remote or close,
red square: ❑
the Communist future,
rockets
accurately aligned,
march
was for everyone.
unit
the future of solidarity and invention
division
rather than production and consumption soldier
however (et cetera)
[structure]
I’d like to write text into a Fibonacci spiral*; sadly my design skills are not sufficient to afford
me such pleasure without an effort. perhaps I could read it instead if it is written.
a department of faineance.
[fine art of}
_________________________
*there is a poetic form known as Fibonacci sequence, which is written either by the count of
syllables or words, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8. each line is the doubling of the previous number. it may also
be done with letters, in which case the poem becomes very concise. it may also be done as a
lengthy work, in which case each segment contains 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 episodes; a novel perhaps,
and so forth. (but this is not what I meant when I said I want to write a text into a Fibonacci
spiral; I meant but the graphic element.}

a fragment which consists of numbered
fragments
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-1.
I am a master
of boredom
and a chronicler of the young empire of fire ants,
who conquer the room,
a future grand fire-ant kingdom
finesse of court
rumored
in the corridor
(a haiku
by one of the queen’s
ladies in waiting
written in one masterful splash of ink
on a shiny morning
some time or other in the 4th century)
perhaps you know that da is “yes” in Russian, and so for a Russian ear Dada sounds pretty
much like “yesyes.” (the stress is on the second syllable though in case it is indeed “yes, yes”
(spelled with a hymen of hyphen, да-да, da-da, da-DA (which makes it sound a bit like Dada
pronounced in a fake French accent))).
I can’t believe some of my poems have not been yet written by others, I surely must have
plagiarized them and will be very much surprised if I did not (not that it makes any sense in the
post-authorship world with its proliferation of anonymous and seduced by themselves
discourses).
I’m too things: loner and goner.
I was rereading Holy Robots in what I was hoping to be the last time, and I noticed that Orpheus
there descends to Hades to cast at Eurydice “a last reproachful look.”
tedium of theodicy
dice of Eurydice
contemporary mythologies
I was invited, with other writers, to meet Putin in 2013, and I refused. I could have no intention
to share a stage, nor indeed any space, with Putin. I knew I had to refuse. yes, it was a
temptation. there was not a moment of hesitation, however. empresses of Russian poetry stood
behind my shoulder, a solemn company of dear shadows.
I don’t own a publishing house, sadly. I wish I did, I’d publish poetry and go bankrupt in a year.
the world is amazingly malleable. soft world.
a lute broken over qwerty (it was weird to type qwerty; “qwerty” is a scale exercise of sorts,
ascending sequence). keyboard is a musical instrument, buttons are keys, and what better
music could there be but language? text is empty, should be filled with voice, and thus is more
capacious than any of its readings.
and I, no longer everything.
plagiat is a crime committed to a great disgrace. the problem is that there is no clearcut
understanding for the most part what is borrowed and from whom and what is not. in this case
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every instance of speaking in the language is plagiarism, and as for poets, they are known
thieves. it’s their trade, the foundation of that profession of anonymous worms and laborious
fungi.
I can’t believe the ease of my laughter.
idolatry of indolence.
0.
it’s easy to feed on licorices,
arachnids,
acacia’s bitter dark honey,
and swarms of half-anonymous words.
I remember
the lyceum in Moscow presented us with a somewhat light regimen of reading,all-night
peripatetic disputes
and other practices interrupted by occasional kissesthe night cold air, the yellow leaves on
the black mirror pavement, as though carefully crafted
[scissored} (which nonetheless cost nothing to the creator, one could tell) cut-outs. fall
asleep with my words in your mouth, please.
1.
bubbling of magma, I don’t know
how to describe it any more, magma cells
each with a sting, flowing I hope to where
the lilies of the valley would escape
being turned to ashes and vapor, nor
should–I said that I don’t know how to describe–I care.
2.
it is easy to assume, too easy in fact
that pose that suits you so very well, I trust
the glowing park would open its screechy gate
of great smithery; sweet smithereens collect themselves
into what latter might be called a mosaic of fragments,
an incidental catalog, a shaky exhibition, always ready
to exchange one item for another, yet more precious.
3.
I mauve the paws of the tiger one by one,
the tiger of the blue abyss and maddening maze,
the muzzle is covered with blood, and I, and I
am overwhelmed with marvel,
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a lizard losing its wriggling tail, the raven,
its silver black feather.
fraternity homoeroticism.
4.
oneirataxia
of the lionhearted
is the full exoneration
of the world’s blame
I’m blank, as only the fresh snow could be,
turning into steam on your blazing, ultrared, heated eyelashes,
I have logged in for a tamer of words, a handler of sound,
and can’t find where to exit or log out,
hence I make it simmer with the unbearability of vicious, fervent beauty,
for such is my pleasure, black-bile whim, caprice, joke, law, and duty.
hard to read it, I know.
5.
in her mustache of an ambitious fascist,
she kept a silver sleek serpent for the modest aspiration
to the Ustaše-like cruelty, stained, unwashed;
timid, hidden somewhere
in shadows of the well-trimmed, summer Salisbury,
solemnified herself by the eagerness of her demonic tigers,
a violator of the sacrosanctum,
a sorcerer, by definition.

commedia dell'arte

I imagine the glass eye falling into a crevice, for some reason; you observe with a seeing eye in
desperation how the glass eye is rotating and glistening, falling, about to break, it flashes for the
last time with a green iris before shattering, bursting into a billion of shards. perhaps Proust’s
charm is in his long phrase, in slow motion, in which every word takes its time to flash quietly,
displaying some of its facets that hint on the opportunity of seeing another sides of it (the
word), if you only stare long enough–needless to say, a deceiving impression. an excess of black
bile made an actor melancholic. our native language is so loaded with unbearable
encumbrances and excesses, that we could hardly speak it without wounding ourselves,
whereas a foreign language, once we acquire a sufficient command over it, is so amazingly light
and almost mathematically abstract, that we could use it however we please without feeling
much of it, while perfectly knowing the effects it produces. that’s to the vulgarity [and a grave
meaningfulness] of the native tongue.apart from this side, perfectly subjective, there is an
“objective” element to it as well. ever since the 1917 Revolution, Russian was subjected to
transformations few of European languages suffered (Slavic and Baltic did)–Russian was to
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become the language of international communication of the working class, the only class
(consisting, strictly speaking, of engineers) of the classless society. this, together with an
insufficient exposure of the Russian language to its own high literature, which was evident
before the 1917 Revolution and that Nabokov addressed*, resulted in the Russian we know
now, the Russian which would have to reinvent itself and its highest forms (and is doing so
very persistently).perhaps it is worth noting that English has its own registers remarkably
ignoble, commonplace, and inexpressive, but for the last century by the very least it is a
planetary new Latin, and a lot of talented writers work with it day and night, bending it
splendidly at their volition. maybe this is why for the last four years or so I mainly work with
English (and greatly enjoy it).
on a side note (everything is on a side note), a lot of why love dialogues do not work out is a
pure linguistics: incorrect modifiers, indirect speech acts wrongly interpreted, ruinous
performatives, failed presuppositions, faltering quantifiers, and the eternal struggle between
the signifiant and the signifié. language is the world and language is power. one could talk
about constructing a world by writing, but maybe a better way would be to talk about
inhabiting a world by writing; not because the world is constructed in the absence of language,
but because language is too vast, too grand an instrument to be used for such trifle as
constructing worlds.Heidegger, Sausseure, and Wittgenstein are of course saint patrons of this
temple.
genii loci. who else.
“sweetheart, I did not allow anyone to harm me, knowingly or unknowingly, like you did; what
kind of further prove that I love you you expect me to give?” Eurydice said before turning back
into a shadow. fucking mansplainer. I assure you that I accept this in a very humble spirit. I
understand it very well. “you think you say “Adonis” and “metanoia,” and this is it, it’s in the
can?“ she shauted while he was pensively shielding from her with a copy of Evening
Something.**
a boy of twenty, admitting his delightful little crimes, he quickly offered, not that much out of
suffocating love, or for fear of offending, as out of the pure unrequited desire to be tormented
by nonexistent dame, to reduce a number of his dreamy masturbation sessions from once a day
to once a week. while amused, I, of course, was reluctant to accept such pointless sacrifice, but
promised to consider. what is the most profound act of acquiring power than refusing to accept
any? the power is practically limitless in this case; it quickly turns into an unobservable totality.
I remembered that anecdote that you doubtlessly heard too:
Masochist: Hit me.
Sadist, through teeth firmly pressed together, curtly: No.
(Masochist is wriggling in pain).
if this is so, I am the greatest sadist in existence. I, who never hurt a fly. how ironic.
medium:
oil and demon
to defeat yourself in a self-resistant self-embrace.
my English was in a nascent state but it was still my English, meaning it was still very
interesting because language is a thing poets do, even if they do not speak it, but it was also
very frail, (poor deer, on all the four limbs
[dear}
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faltering); and I had all kinds of fantastic ideas on how to improve my English and nurture it
into impeccable fluency. at the time I did not know that no one at all could help, and had an
impression that I have to find an “editor,” well, a good friend who would point out to me my
errors, and I did find these brave assailants on several (well, rare) occasions.
all the time it was beastly painful. particularly on the first case, I think. it
was I who asked, although not out of the blue but after several occasions of volunteering, but
every time I had to close my eyes for a second and calm myself down. I thanked him through
my teeth every time–
and my first corrector was very cheerful, unabashed, and did not care;
and my second poor foe was very unassuming and most polite;
and my third inquisitor always complimented me before and after;
and my fourth critic was prone to the use of bromide like “we are all humans and all
err”; but they all dispatched, of course, those seconds of eyes closed, it was perfectly readable
even in my mutilated Grammar, and they knew that my thank-yous and please-do-not-hesitateto-tell-me-agains were uttered in a spirit of pure hatred, and sooner or later they gave up. (my
“teachers,” if we are to use this laughable word, were always men, admittedly; no woman ever
corrected me even when I asked; I did ask several). it’s funny.that is not to say that any of those
corrections went unappreciated or were useless. no, it’s not that. and not to claim that I am at a
peak of my fluency, perhaps far from it. nor do I flatter myself that I do not commit mistakes
against Grammar and common sense in English (hell, I do), or that it can’t flow better (it can
and will).
precious porcelain babies. idk. you plunged me into another sweet abyss today. you’ll lick my
shoes. (obviously, it’s a privilege to be earned)
____________________________
*“Russian is a vulgar but talented lad,” once said Nabokov (known bastard). ((the quote is
perhaps imprecise; I remember, I read it in Russian (or so I think)); finally, his expression is
itself vulgar to my tastes).
**a newspaper of E.E. Cummings’ invention

the birth of Aphrodite out of foam

I am making too much sense. in our age it is unpardonable. I should make far less, for my
intents, aesthetic preferences, and purposes. (again!)
Russian Futurism in poetry
Khlebnikov, early Mayakovsky, Kruchenykh, Burlyuk, others.
social engineering attack*
under jurisdiction of indiscretion.
I’ll be repetitive.
expletive
a delicate gargoyle
festive everydayness
the spectacular and the mundane.*
________________
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*to the collection of ouroboroses•
__________________
•ouroboroi°
_________________
°if I had to choose which plural to pick I’d be agonizing over the perplexity▪
___________________
▪luckily, I don’t have to.
write about: toothpaste; fish in a round aquarium; write a list of groceries by way of writing a
poem; write a message to your yet unborn daughter when she’s 18 and did not show up home
on time.
how can you not like Mr. Darcy though?
shrubs and suburbs
sunburn
I think the sadist
should wear
a cornflower wreath.
something touching,
small,
fragile.
Gille de Rais
wearing a flowery dress
(and a female body)
instead of shining armor**
I want to mumble; instead, I lecture.
fascinating was Zinaida Nikolayevna Gippius: extremely beautiful (of course, the first thing to
demand from a female writer); extremely acerbic criticess (very misogynistic too; all women–
women writers doubly so–were dust under her feet), a very fine poet, a writer of renown. she
had two husbands at once (Dmitry Merezhkovsky and Dmitry Filosofov, both famous writers
themselves; Merezhkovsky of a far greater fame, and Filosofov, all the time tormented by guilt);
but what is most striking, she was a mystic. her private dairies, the very same occasional
diaries where, as the genre seems to demand, simple mortals record their fleeting thoughts,
were mystical texts of great density. she dreamed about establishing the new church, and the
first ecclesia of this church was to be her triumvirate: herself and her two Dmitries.
it really is interesting how sense tends to be born out of foam of speech; it arises by itself out of
chaos and mess. this is why one seem to be not telling something but rather follows the flow of
words; poet starts her speech from afar, Anna Akhmatova wrote, poet is led by her speech very
far, she added in the very next line.
the birth of Aphrodite of sense out of foam of speech. procreation of meanings. I chose the last
photo. it’ll be black-and-white. it was chilly.
razor
radiant
electric skate
soft war
I am going to play my endless chess with letters
one on one:
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I
and
I
who is going to win?
I am myself intrigued.
I, I suppose.a little narcissus on display,
its own item
in the ultimate exhibition where the curator is the ultimate exhibitionist.
that’d be splendid.
I see nothing erotic in the world, apart from myself.
I do rather like honey, but I like it in theory:
its texture, whether on a rougher side, or smooth, that is to
say,
the absence thereof
{of texture, I mean]
its viscosity, color, transparency
[or absence thereof}
it’s a fine product of the most mathematically gifted insects in existence,
insects-existentialists,
who fathomed
the eternity and granted it with equal cells for a structure; who understood the construction of
galaxies revolving side by side around one another (so very closely to one another, but on very
rare occasions beginning to spin around one another, their sleeves collapsing, suns magnified
to other suns, exploding, —, — . — )
no, let me tell you about another thing, let me tell you what Rome looked like
Burluk had lines, suppose I am on a train,
suppose I am in New York
he wrote it in New York; the place (in the end of the poem) becomes itself a part of the poem.
were it not for the poem written in New York, how’d it sound? too many things should be
known for a poem to be read. or none.
a pitiful absence of Rome. I collected tourist’s trifling impressions, useless trinkets of imprints
that vanish like jelly fish on the shore. I looked at the famous fountains with a glacial eye of
someone perfectly absent, admiring coldly their alien beauty. in the marble columns were
initials carved by lovers I wish to pensively utter “now dead”–and now they are probably dead,
but, alas, at the time they were likely still-alive, since inscriptions were made somewhere in the
mid-sixties–lovers immortalizing their loves by vandalizing marble that immortalized loves of
emperors–the last but not least (and not the last either), a paper cup of soda rolling along the
ribs of pavement, empty, and ringing with that paper ding-le-de-din you hear them sometimes
producing; display windows with mannequins (do mannequins merit a mention here? probably
not); bronze quadrigae and Dantae–ha-ha-ha–and on a night walk I met a group of teenagers–
maybe twenty-year-olds–who shouted into my face something which I could not understand
but which was fairly frightful–I escaped into the night subway–was trying for several minutes
to figure out where to insert the coins–coins?–and most glorious idea of all was that one could
be bored in Rome, which I, a visitor, of course, could not afford for a second; I had my
consolation though, this dull tire one experiences when one is forcefully subjected to endless
panoramas, landscapes, and vistas, and they are all blue, multi-layered, marble, concrete, and
glass. Rome was absent in its presence, somehow; I scratched a surface of it; I read tourists
brochures inattentively; I gazed. Rome dissipated.
I choose you
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over you
and do so
every day

I wish
I knew
if I knew
devotion
or devotion
had known me,
or neither
were I explaining myself, I would have done it using the most ancient method, that
of dactylonomy
I hope I may be forgiven. God, forgive us all! if you exist.
let them flow, let them flow, let them flow.
Zizek-style “so ons,” usually self-evident only to the author. that Eve should have menstruation
makes her a clepsydra with blood, a time-measuring instrument. “I am going to be a goddess of
wrath,” she said and threw a feather fan on a marble table. → Hekate, a goddess of crossroads,
noctambulists, and necromancers. what’s the difference between the man seen and the man
owned?
scholars could not agree what color is the chimera’s blood
some purport, it is scarlet | like human
[wine-colored} | or animal
others
suggest, silvery-white like mercury, and as mercury is quick
the fluorescent amalgam
still others
profess, chimera’s blood is black with silver glimmer, like hematite, only liquid
others think, chimera’s blood is translucent as plasma
another school, insists on blue
but has no agreement within itself:
azure; celestial beryl;
royal blue; aquamarine,
[ultramarine}
sapphire, cerulean,
cobalt, and indigo,
are the main versions.
but I suspect it has no blood at all.
I shan’t keep you waiting, she said and dissipated like a cube of sugar in the liquid dark.
narcissi are frail.
very.
and the daffodil
is the most fragile
of all.
it’s a ready country song
Kali looking at the world: a swarm of floundering souls drinking each other’s blood in a
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constant frustration of the insatiable hunger.
yes, Bataille can be said to defy our understanding of him; it’s like he steps a little back and
evades every time you dash forward a little; this is something the French philosophy is
particularly good at; elegance and allure seems to be its two professed features; no matter how
loudly and how often I refused it and denounced it as intentionally lofty and needlessly
convoluted, in a frustration of my incomplete understanding, it remains enigmatic and
attractive. I think Derrida is the best out of the whole spectrum, but it is also true that he only
makes some sort of twisted sense in all these churrigueresque (but also cubist) contexts, and
one can never be sure one truly understands anything in what is being said–but thankfully
while to miss a lot of what is going on in the screen as long as the movie is blinking could be
somewhat upsetting, it does not preclude us from fulfilling our miserable enjoyment.
voices and voids.
do charades need to be decoded? and whether one can decode a charade that was not
composed, the charade that was not meant? if there were no answer meant to a charade, could
the charade still have an answer? perhaps it could, perhaps it could and should, and perhaps it
could not.
I will not humiliate you,
degrade you,
deny you anything
or punish you.
you will suffer it all at your own hands.
it’ll be your own doing.
and should a human want such affliction, no one in the universe could stop them from
obtaining it. I will be kind and understanding, until understanding and kind I will no longer be.

_____________
*“social engineering attack” is an instance of pretending to represent something you don’t
represent, to assume an identity you can’t rightfully assume, in short to be someone you are
not, in the modern taxonomies of the state paranoia (I went through the mandatory training as
a state employee). for example, a fake bank representative makes a call pretending to work in
the existing bank, in order to elicit bank account information, and so forth. I have not heard
about such cases in the USA, but in Russia people call pretending to be policemen to solicit
money / inform mothers that they need to give money because their sons and daughters are
injured in car crash and they can’t speak etc. curiously, Maxim Gorkiy called writers “engineers
of human soul.”
**Bataille wrote a book marveling on Gille de Rais, The Trail of Gille de Rais, in which, as much
as he was dully terrified, paid his explicit dues to the repeated stating that the figure was
horrendous, and the crimes, monstrous, he could not conceal his sincere admiration for this
indeed horrible child molester and murderer

golden fountain
“do I live to see a post-gendered world?” mumbled he cantankerously, putting on the net
stockings.
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if I were an empress, I’d sit near a golden fountain with two blue long fish all day,
looking at them chasing one another and slipping in the shadow and out,
and when I will find myself bored with this, read a little–poetry of the eighth century–
there should be a poem about empress sitting at a golden fountain
and looking at the water.
and if that
would make me tired, I may always
start a bloody war: marches, machines, battle landscapes unfolding;
splendid, would it
be not?
greatly annoyed by every poem written not to me.
ok, reread me
I acquiesce
I deliquesce
[ I shall be completely merciless ]
Nemesis is not vindictive.
susurrus, this word. I used it already
Nemesis is not vindictive and neither she is spiteful. she is just and magnanimous. when I first
read the famous passage from Anaximander, quoted by Simplicius (I read it the early summer
when I was 15), I was at a loss what to make out of it:
“And the source of coming-to-be for existing things is that into which destruction, too, happens
‘according to necessity; for they pay penalty and retribution to each other for their injustice
according to the assessment of time.’” (Anaximander quoted by Simplicius).
many times since then recapitulated, mistranslated, misquoted, and misunderstood, this
statement is known in a wide variety of forms, for example:
“The source from which existing things derive their existence is also that to which they return
at their destruction.”
and so on;
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it was the only surviving fragment of Anaximander’s many laborious works, and the oldest
piece in Western philosophy known to date; a fossilized remnant, a bone
based on which the whole dinosaur of his teachings has been misconstrued throughout all
these quickly passing centuries. to elucidate this enigmatic phrase, surviving as a quote in
another’s work, were (and are being) written volumes.
I found it beautiful in Russian rendition that I memorized so many years ago, it said things
returned to where they came from “having received [obtained} punishment for their impiety.”
in its obscure beauty, this multi-faced fragment is a very Greek and a very Western idea–of
justice, retribution, compensation, redress, reprisal, and retaliation (and also of reward and
satisfaction).
great idea
strictly speaking, yes. there is always a choice not to read me at all.
perhaps Anaximander says: everything will be duly reciprocated.
duly and dully
I memorized,
I, mesmerized

{by herself
the need of man to be tormented is widely known and all-encompassing*
and a gender.
what about it?
the thing with the voice (which makes it so dangerous yet attractive) that you do not know if
you assume your voice or this voice assumes you because it is its agency and its volition to
sound through you.
not
that I believe in demons.
I beg to differ.
I do not.
I saw them.
and I feared them.
and I argued with them.
and I forbade them.
and I was their toy.
and they laughed at me.
and I was molested by them.
…but I do not believe in their existence, for indeed they do not exist; there are
no they; existence is unreacheable to them.
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the voice is of the divine nature–in an allegorical sense of the “divine”–and
it can be imperious or steaming with poignancy–but it’s still a voice. that is to say, it should be
trained to obey.
ask a singer; ask a baritone, ask a soprano.
I reciprocated every love I ever encountered.
Russian is a language of hatred. there was never a word of love uttered in Russian.
…encountered. sometimes I reciprocated with a complete indifference, but it was a
reciprocation, fully matching the love in its magnitude and ferocity.
the idea that love should dwell / die out unrequited, is a foreign idea to me.
the ideal reciprocation is a complete absence of knowledge that there is a
love blooming in someone for you. in this state you would answer to anything, a figure of your
absence will always be magnificent, as well as majestic will be your solitary, numb
lover.
lover would observe worlds, as well as
bugs, shells, and cobwebs;
lover would be devoted
and disloyal;
lover would be elevated
to the celestial spheres
and thrown into depths of despair
they never knew existed;
lover would be greatly amused
and pathetically miserable;
lover would be grand
and pitiful;
lover would be constantly inspired
and marvel at themselves;
powerful, oh very powerful
and noting paradoxes;
ranked as equal to gods
and full of tremble and humility
unfortunately, there is always a lot of fear and uncertainty
in someone who loves. not everyone dares to love; we deny ourselves our
love.
oh I like this
well yes
you
should
be challenged
and changed

completely transmogrified

we know very little about our desires
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but I know everything about yours
and yes I can provide you with that field which will be
a complete absence of power
from which you would emerge in a gown of daisies
and a wreath of stars.
fearless feather,
where is your owner,
where
is your destination,
feather?
____________________________
*agrammatical structures are most precise

a portrait of the artist as a young woman

what a great agglomeration of words. and what a beautiful word ruthless too.
Ruth
brilliant in that glittering costume, so flexible too, a transformer of sorts, tranströmer, if you
will, a gutta-percha android, a Catholic doubtlessly. Catholicism is an appropriate religion for
robots, dark
serene
stain-glass
perseverance
mysticism
imperial legacy
ruins
marble
and it is easier for robots to comprehend the idea of the Creator, and
they are better in computing,
in that high mathematics
which alone
would allow to solve the conundrum of filioque.
porcelain shepherdess.
softer.
in the early days I adopted a manner to tell the truth whenever possible
and I try to observe it
truth will never let you down
truth will never betray you
truth will not displease you
truth will follow you whenever you go
truth makes you invincible
truth will make you nontransparent
in short
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letters dim and glittering

truth is the best lie

“drinking stiffly to your own heart’s desire”
ovoid fruit
olive
and oil

(Rabelais)
at the Lord’s grave sat an angel with an unsheathed light saber.

unavoidably
“I enjoy performing femininity,” she said and- - -.
what, performed it?well it should be something more complete, an action.
should this action contradict the first part of the statement?
“I enjoy performing femininity,” she said and [should she subvert femininity performance here?
how?} spitted on the ground.
perhaps it’s better to conform to femininity standards
“I enjoy performing femininity,” she said and adjusted a glowing flower in her hair.
“behind my window even Bruegel is covered with snow.” Inga Kuznetsova
to answer the question “what is delusion” one must answer the question “what is reality?” first
the saddest thing though
is there is no one
but us.
you think someone else exist somewhere, some overarching enigmatic grand structures. those
wise men and women, gate keepers; writers, too. that there are poets somewhere out there. but
the truth is, you, in your formless stained hoodie, heartbroken, and alone, stand for the
tremendous absence that is called the high culture of your country. you are the last survival
from the planet that has exploded. and those gates
{burst into nonexistence] those iron gates
open into a magnificent park,
bedewed,
bejeweled with round water drops
magnifying the texture of leaves
a park once very well-trimmed
a garden
a paragon
of classification,
Linnaeus
of aeternity
(or so you would like to think)
with the now-broken sculptures
(the surviving statue of Anaximander is also,
as is his work,
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a park now wild
decapitated),
with a dark pond in the middle of it;
the pond is covered with algae,
and the gates
are perpetually open. burdock grows through them.
to the kingdom of rain
he was the blueless servant.
his talents and loyalty
eventually earned him
the title of
dandelion
emeritus
wearing nothing
but voice
conchoidal | abrasive
glass luster | igneous
cubic | feathery
a glorious
voyeur
miserecordia
a doppelgänger
I wonder how Latin-alphabet fledglings perceive the Cyrillic at all, as a number of impenetrable
symbols?–я представляю,
смотришь, а там какие-то непонятные
закорючки,*
значки**
и крючочки.***
voracious
ravenous
desires that I don’t even want
torment me
I am ashamed
embarrassed
awkward
helplessly
I wonder,
do you have soft or
hard lips,
and if I may know
their delineation,
are you
a good kisser
(are you a good kisser?)
I have to renew writing as soon as I finish writing; nothing is satisfying. I can not linger in what
I’ve just written; it slips away. predicament. Midas turned everything into gold–
the horror of it:
he touches his daughter
she becomes a golden statue–
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and I, text.
he died from starvation
any grape, or pomegranate, or bite of meat he could satiate his hunger with
was to transform into a useless piece of metal
I take it even if he managed to pierce a fish or a fruit with his golden fork, it would turn into
gold as soon as it reached his lips
and even if he opened his mouth very carefully, a translucent slice of orange was already
tinkling against his teeth, a meaningless nugget
an aerial woman is detaching herself from the ground and flying into the sky like a fragment of
paper, a flat silhouette; she rises higher and higher, and soon a colorful tent of the circus is but
a circle; a city park, an amorphous form of green; and the building of Rathaus, a cube.
why am I not I?
there, there
AND IF I SHOULD CAPITALIZE A PHRASE, WHAT WOULD THAT PHRASE BE ABOUT, CAPITAL
LETTERS?
I HEAR, ALL-CAPITAL-LETTERS WRITING IS PERCEIVED AS SCREAMING
ON THE OTHER HAND, UNLESS IT HAS A SINGLE sMALL LETTER, ONE CAN BE SURE IT IS
WRITTEN IN CAPITAL LETTERS ONLY IF ONE KNOWS THE FONT AND THE FONT HAS
DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE CAPITAL AND LOWERCASE LETTERS, WHICH IS NOT ALWAYS
THE CASE WITH FONTS
Emily Dickinson liked to capitalize Nouns, German-style
dizzy Passerby
in what way is a number of quotes black-out poetry?worshipful Seniorias!
in the interim
“delightful, pleasing, matchless, full of grace” (Rabelais’s name, misspelled)
“to battle the whole storehouse of abuses” (Rabelais’s name, misspelled)
“Apollo and the Muses”
“notable jester”
Rabelais
“they danced so gallantly, that it was a sweet and heavenly sport to see them so frolic”
(Rabelais)
пруд
прут
тук тук
по сапогу
останься тут****
tut tut
blood boiling
blood and oil
a great material
to boil
should I collapse for you,
I would make sure I’ll list to you your crimes:
a collarbone, a jugular, a knee,
a jaguar of light
unscrewing itself like a magnificent spring
across the room, waking up and yawning,
unrolling its long blue tongue
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and displaying
for you to clearly see
the rows of excellent teeth
(I was white and I turned whiter.)
there are rumors (spread I believe by Paracelsus) that for thirty years natural philosopher (and
Dominican friar) Albertus Magnus was working on an artificial intelligent agent (golem), only
for it to be destroyed by Thomas von Aquin in a surge of anger and fear. Thomas von Aquin
paid a visit to his friend and teacher Albertus Magnus; a strange female automaton opened the
door. since the automaton did not answer his questions, Thomas von Aquin suspected it was a
demonic apparition, and hit it several times with his crosier. he knocked the poor servant to the
floor; notched wheels ran out of it, ringing and jumping. it is sad (if this is true at all) that the
first robot’s murderer was the pupil of the first robot’s creator
the main Nabokov’s rival in terms of a polished asceticism of style (and a far better writer in
my opinion) is Ivan Bunin, a winner of the Nobel Award of the 1933 and a nominee of the 1923,
and also of 1930, 1931, 1932 (all years, including the year he got the award, the high years of
the Stalin’s purges). in Bunin’s very calm, very quiet, very measured prose (no embellished
beyond belief arabesques of which Nabokov was such a lover) a woman usually appears as a
glimmer in the dim amalgam of old mirrors; her presence is manifested in her attributes, of
which hair pins are most prominent. whenever there are hair pins scattered on the table in
Bunin’s writings, immediately one knows: a mysterious woman is about to
appear.
lol.
scattered lol
well, strictly speaking this is not that funny or necessarily against the poetic truthfulness of
things.
and why lol? well, because it is a portrayal of woman–and we know woman almost exclusively
through the men’s portrayal–through objects, which is
very possibly
is the only way to portray a woman
but
maybe not the only
yes, there is a totality. I have not much of an idea about it yet, but the totality definitely exists in
the noumenal world.
querty
filioque
_______________
*barbs
**signs
***hooks (Rus)
****pond
rod
tap tap
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against the boot
stay here
[where you are}
(man why should it be so charged)
I can understand Russian only after I translated it into English. I translated it and it
struck me as needlessly sensual;
that is not what I meant at all (T.S. Eliot)
(oh of course he did)

corpus inscriptionum
I require nothing
but a complete devotion,
except for I do not require–
rather, I refuse.

I am a fragile sadist, a soft-hearted, courteous offender.
I will show you fear in a handful of dust.
I am an uncontainable force.
if you think you could challenge me, you think too highly of yourself.
I am a master of words.
everything that I tell you is true.
I shall not offend you.
I shall afford you a pleasure of basking in my radiance.
I do not require anything at all, your respect included: you will give it to me by yourself and will
beseech me to accept it.
I would never reject you.
I am unrivaled; I am matchless; and I shall remain altogether beyond your grasp at all times.
I am an ideal tool of the primordial vengeance and the divine mercy: everyone shall have from
me whatever it is they truly wish.
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I’ll reciprocate in manners and ways you did’t dare to dream about; fall fearlessly.
I am a supreme huntress and an unerring predator; I am a forever elusive prey.
I am merciless
and I am merciful.
I’m good at sending away. you’ll make a full circle before you return to me, and it will serve you
well; inevitably, you will.
I’ll flog you exquisitely. you will weep with bloody tears of relief.
I shall have all of you, and you will have enough feeding off my fingertips; you will be protected.
I am a safe space.

sadist

I’m into wearing voyeurism.
the nicest gown to wear should you wish to remain unnaked. bestial desires.
the only man who ever brought me to an orgasm by just sucking on my nipple was my at the
time newborn son; he was breastfeeding for hours at a time, and I would fall asleep next to him,
and on the verge of waking up, unaware of myself, or better yet to say pushing the awareness
away, I would orgasm. I would wake up from the shuttering force of the orgasm, ashamed that I
allowed myself such impurity, emblazoned with self-blame, and helpless, because there was
nothing I could do about it apart from punishing myself with an intense feeling of disgrace
powerhouse of abuses
there is a fine distinction
which the world seemingly does not grasp
between appeasing someone because you love them (under the looming threat of
disappointing them)
and pleasing someone because you want them to be pleased (under the delightful threat of
being yourself severely disappointed)
the first is abuse
the second is delight
I had a swarm of dreams swimming in my consciousness. a school of nimble silver dreams
she’d weave ropes out of her lover without as much as herself (much less him) knowing it.
female power of relinquishing herself is simply beyond awesome.
oh I would have guided her gently; I’d only want her to do things she lustfully trembles to do
(and of course begs me).
bourgeois [allowed] pleasures. the radical nonconformity would be too frightening and
perhaps unbearable to the contemporaneous agent.
I believe in the legacy of the Enlightenment–I believe in the free will of human beings. only the
meaningless “free will” should be replaced with the phenomenological and dreamily-Fichtean
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“agency”
narcissus is a voyeur
or surveyor
purveyor, trader
elegiac
manic
so many unfulfilled dreams
fantasies
desires
it fills our soul with an aching sadness+

en garde

I hope I am not the only unachievable goal in your young life.
the-husband-is-in-Chicago still life: an empty glass, an empty bottle
gold!
Barefoot*
merlot
“she would not utter a word in simpleness,” complained to me once writer
[simplitude} (I almost wanna say)
Mikhail Butov about writer gosh I did forget her name. we are friends on facebook with her, gosh
what’s her name**
the word “pomegranate” in Russian
another surviving photo from that unforgettable day
“it ends quickly, I suppose”
(Eleanor Gray, I believe)
I must say when I was in Siberia it was quite a weird joy to read you guys sitting in your
Europes and the United States complaining over the cup of cappuccino about your pathetic
little lives. you were so fucking handsome.
if my writing did get me you then I was doing it right
I had an epiphany;
[elusive}
the famous apple of the Elysium,
the fruit which has disillusioned Adam (but not Eve)
was of course not an apple at all
{falling into lupine and bluegrass]
to the contrary
’twas
ha ha ha
pomegranate
what else?
what else does contain so many transparent seeds in a red flesh, squeezed together tightly,
adjusted to one another economically, and has facets like cut and polished crystals? what else
could be considered a fruit of knowledge, if not pomegranate, to eat which is not possible (but
to drink), and every grain of which costs one so much of an effort and brings so little
satisfaction? I am sure this is what they mean when they say grind the granite of science–
pomegranate is this granite, no doubt;
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granular
phaneritic
predominately pink
no, actually, not granite.
garnet.*** if polished, it has exactly the luster and the sheen of the pomegranate
seeds dressed in their protective throbbing membrane.
wow, ha ha ha
I am glad if you like it.
“Russian” is a big part of who I am; perhaps it is not I who employs this ethnicity for the
performance of self, as you half accused me, but it performs and defines me in so many aspects.
consider it. yes, and it is possible that you are right: I exoticize and objectivize myself. if I am to
be exoticized, I’ll be sure to derive my narcissistic pleasure from it.
I am half Ukrainian but “Ukrainian” as an identity is spared by me from being performed that
much. it is extracted in rare moments out of a black cylinder for an effect, like now
worldly nonsense
empyrean
pyrotechnic
you crowned me with emeralds and sapphires.
emeralds of trembling shadows
sapphires of the bluest water
“poetry should be a tad bit
silly”
Alexander Pushkin (“глуповата”)
loony, lovely, and goofy
occasional inspirations
Athena was a feminist,
and so was Aphrodite.
although Randall claims she was a patriarch in a female body (which makes a perfect
sense)
I love social networks because while you have already talked, read, listened, and spoke about
this and that, it has not. Every day is a fresh, bright, a clear-sky new day. The terrors of
women’s misandry and “reverse racism” bloom anew in the {white men’s} imagination. It’s
Athena going out of Zeus’s head every second, already fully clad and armed, with all her
attributes.
Out of Zeus’s splitting head, in full shining glory of her armour and ammunition, fully clad,
Athena, the goddess of war and Zeus’s future paramour, exited, born, which predefined the
repetition of the endless devise: the birth of warriorlike love purely out of one’s mind.
He saw Athena naked,
Without her golden and steel armor,
Therefore,
He should bear the punishment:
Be blinded
And see the world of dark.
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One of the Athena’s attributes, apart from her other august symbols and properties that were
to raise a grateful recollection of her in the brilliant minds of her people, was, bird talons. well,
everything reminded them of her.

________________________________________
*my second poetry book in Russian was titled Barefoot; I’d recommend it to you after you’d lift
your Russian on a decent level.
**I still do not relinquish the idea of recollecting her name.
***in Russian, the words “pomegranate” and “garnet” are
homonyms and homophones:
гранат (gra-NAT).

an exercise of recording a cry

he insisted that Lolita was a treatise only ostensibly, for the prophanes, written as a mildly
pornographic (well, today, mildly; when it was written, it was rough enough), in a semisemblance of poem, novel, and that in reality it was a detailed instruction of now to permutate
dung into gold and disappear manuscripts; to read Lolita properly, in pursuance of these
purposes, one had to follow a certain instruction that he produced himself on a typewriter (he
mumbled opening his suitcase, where I spotted a dirty underwear; as I did, I experienced a
surge of nausea and left despite that I knew at the moment I’ll regret it later; of course I should
have obtained the instruction. in defense of my faint-heartedness I have to say nothing except
for sometimes even the least squeamish gongfermours of human souls fall sick at what they are
subjected to seeing)
the Pythagorean school is framed in the current imaginaries as a powerhouse of shiny science
and philosophy, which it, of course, was; apart from that, however, it was also a school of
mysticism–the quality which is far less widely known; a society with a strict hierarchy where
freedom blossomed geometrically, so to speak–congenially to the structure, with everyone
taking on each segment having a clear understanding at all times of his role, place, privileges,
and duties. for the first seven years, pupils were not allowed to see Pythagoras’s face, nor listen
to him speak, and only communicated to his scholars of a higher than themselves training; for
the second seven years, the devotees advanced to the listening to Pythagoras but they still were
denied the benefit of seeing him; for the third seven years, they could converse with him freely;
after that their apprenticeship was over and they were their own masters, free to do whatever
it is they wished–admittedly, they all wished to select a remote location and establish their own
school there. thus the overabundant theater of the Western mathematical thought began
unfolding.
one of the supreme delights of the universe
compared perhaps / maybe [only] to jello infused with honey
and even then I am not sure
is
a stress falling on a syllable
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in a word
in a poem

not where the stress does fall
in the rest of the world

unfortunately this delight is, self-evidently, accessible only in the strict-meter. the Englishlanguage poetry does not afford this pleasure, with exceedingly rare exceptions, as it is for the
most part not strictly metered even if it observes the meter–such is the fabric of the language.
unless a misplaces stress is a mistake (which happens in Brodsky’s poetry; as a Russian
brought up on strict meters, he wrote incomparably rigid poetry in English*), I do not believe I
ever saw an exhilarating example of this kind,
whereas in Russian examples jump to mind by themselves
Igor Severyanin wrote (but he also changed the proper grammar ending of the word, so this
instance might be not representative–one of the brightest though)
oh turn your eyæ to the river
I do not wish to say “eyes”
(о поверни на речку глазы
я не хочу сказать глаза)
in his eyæ the stress resides on the “æ”
bloom for me;
is there any reason you shouldn’t?

and in my eyes
grasp
gasp
spasm

if you ever
had this

fairly strange
(cry)

or

into
a
laurel tree
atremble

maybe not particularly

lllah++

experience

strange

dumb doll
numb nymph

why
why

sweet sylph

of having two
or even
three
flows
of thought or
I don’t know how
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how to describe it

why

__________________
*as did Nabokov (wrote in strict meters; without conducting mistakes, of course)–Russians do
seem to be having a hard time parting with the liberating restrictions of the meter.

marginalia in tulips and chimneys
oh that’s the best gift for me to know about. yes please read me aloud.
I am a bundle of rays sifted through a lens
if I should claim something about white men that sounds brutal (even to my ear), let us
not forget that I am a white man myself and as such I have a right to exercise the audacity and
self-criticism which befits my statements splendidly; I own every statement I’ve ever made
ever since I started speaking.
and a leaf fell, breaking the surface of the puddle,
in silence
the differences between
self

and self
self

in the morning, picking a skeleton from a closet, it is important to not confuse those rusty
bones with that new carapace, and this shiny armor with that pompeian-red tunic. however,
sometimes you are just so disoriented in the early morning, and so reluctant to leave the
warming grace of your bed, that you put on whatever it is your blind hand meets.
“(i do but touch you)” (E.E. Cummings)
a sudden gush of wind, and my babble castle is dispersed.
yes,
yes,
I am the eternal foreigner.
but I am a forfeitor
beware of nonexistence

empress / nonexistence
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lest you will be banished there
by my quick ruling
an arrow
of eyebrow

“the wind is a Lady with
bright slender eyes(who
moves)at sunset
and who–touches–the
hills without any reason”
(e.e. cummings, post impressions)

Nnnice! is an arrow, stuck and ringing,
red metal
feathers
I felt the wine was a bit bitter. my favorite is brisk Lambrusco.
“flower whose secret loveliness hur.ts itse;l.f”
(e.e. cummings)
reading poetry
one reads not what is written
(on which in literary studies
is placed a (disproportionate)
emphasis)
but reads one’s own dream
liquid dream
slipping away
some sort of night fantasy
on the verge of waking up
reads some absence in
one’s own absence,
and a poet could not mind or impose or encroach with his plots and “this is what I am going to
say, listen”
for who cares
poet
mumbles something for herself
hinting herself at the events known exclusively to herself
and the reader is either compelled
to watch her own aerial sheeps
and towers
or not very
here for instance
at the sight of a word broken by punctuation marks
I recalled for some reason that a hermit
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an asceticist
and a scholar,
a saint, too, I think (can’t remember, but yes, a saint),
Ignaty Bryanchaninov called (well they were strict back then)
masturbation,
“disprotection of tactility,”
albeit in a less-Latin-,
less-Western-sounding form
of the same formula,
maybe,
“negligence of touch,”
only again a bit more lofty,
perhaps,
“unsaving of tactile impression,”
“небрежение осязания.”
several times before I abandoned confessions,
I had to confess to a priest
this most overwhelming crime of all;
every time it was not easy,
but there is luckily a method,
to write one’s sins on a scrap of paper
(or a scroll, if you are a shiny sinner
and have a lot of transgressions to confess);
I used this amazing formula
that I read in a Brenchaninov’s book;
it was easier to write it,
a charming euphemism,
“not keeping the senses”
or something;
one had to confess
that one sinned with all one’s senses,
of course,
vision and olfactory included–
in other words, one sinned by perceiving reality
in a shifted, improper, not-precise-enough way.

crucifixion of Eros
crucifixion of Eros
Eros’s vain martyrdom
tadpoles fluttering in the stomach
and so I err, or so I jest;
I shall be blindly merciless

a parallel history and religion
Eros descending to the earth
[better than butterflies]

the only and beloved son
of God
God Himself
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“lips […] in whose displeasure lives a kiss”
[how do you at all read
this e.e. cummings of yours?
curiós]
[[pathetic decadents
self-proclaimed aristocracy.
hence mad mercurial glitter in the eyes.
a bipolar kind of grandeur.]]
for the Saturnalia a cupid was to adorn a lively society; a boy was covered in a golden paint.
there turned out to be no way to erase the paint, and he died slowly in a great torment from the
asphyxiation of skin.
endless and thankless
ruination of foliage
I’m transfixed
asphyxiated
sphinx
sapphire eyes
sharp ears
the sphinx came to our wounded Lord,
the sphinx
hitting his copper sides
came
with its tail in a great grief,
to reverently lick his
lesions
shedding
lacerations
cuts
sphinx’s tears
bruises
it was a pleasant sensation
the Lord dreamed
of a rough tongue
and saw in a thin dream,
sliding along
of all things,
a source of
Nabokov
pain
haunting his butterflies
oh what a ridiculous picture
a fifty-something-year-old writer
in shorts and socks
shirt and waistcoat
with a net
one could only dream this
as some sort
of surreal vision
as a childhood recollection
as something that actually
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happened on this planet,
like the Second World War
equally absurd
heroic
fucked-up
and after he woke up,
he was a new man
as if no fever ever tormented him.
no chest congestion.
no exhausting cough.
no nothing.
he was healed.
back to the sound health.

paper snowflakes,
melting.
January

mademoiselle Narcissus
inventive

the country of belated Halloween
descriptions of cold (to think about
I would have written were it not for)
o a list

my heart is made out of chocolate
soft material
melts at every word

while I am extremely pleased with myself having changed
the last two lines of one poem in “Holy
Robots.”
soon
soon
soon
anticipation
how quickly young boys turn into old men
a virus ad,
I suspect
he had to endure terrible hardships, and for every word which escaped him in his sleep, was
threatened to be stripped immediately of all his titles and sent to:
Heides
Siberia
Nether
he did not flinch though, and continued to mutter in his sleep
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a prince waiting to be kissed and awaken
the beast
swallowing itself, asking itself: when would it be that I would bite myself, for I have a great urge
to do so (not noticing it barely
has
the
tip
of
its
tail
left)
…
(hardly ever employed the ellipsis)
if Perseus (the son of Danae and the golden rain) was Narcissus, he would escape
Medusa’s petrifying glances only to catch a glimpse of himself in his specular shield
(wait until I bring my articles in order)
out of all planets, the earth, to become a center of the universe in its immobility
“foolish and absurd a philosophy,” the Inquisition justly
proclaimed. heliocentrism is a heresy; Galileo perished from the boredom of house arrest,
nursing wounds left by interrogation, and bitter–all for nothing, since there is indeed no center,
or, if you wish so, anything could be; everything is spiraling around everything else; any model
is equally rational, depending on the task; additionally, almost two centuries after Nicolas of
Cusa made this discovery–“God is an infinite circle whose center is everywhere and whose
circumference is nowhere.” how useless everything is.
[life is}
a wonderful book to leave unread and maybe even unopened.
one of the cruelest pranks in the history of literature and, as is
usually the case with pranks, first and foremost cruel on those very jesters who conducted it,
was a story of Cherubina De Gabriak, which I shall tell you some time,
only
it is a really sad story. you would cry
(like you did already).
and as much as I
regret you crying
on and
on and
on
I also cannot disallow you (can I?)

U
O
O

O

O

R
S

B
R
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well, I can’t possibly spend time adjusting letters. someone will do it for me
о_°
to my lovely collection of the monocled
emoticons.
should emoticon be ovoid? fashion experts say, yes.
observe at all times your emoticons
monocled and collared
leaving

sister Misericordia

give me something to reread,
will you?
something to keep warmth
I descend to the most hideous hell in an attempt to embrace a lover.
the reversed Eurydice. Eurydice was not merely a nymph, but an
oak
nymph. it explains her resilience.
eloquent
genuflect
I’ll learn the names of demons.
that’s how you obtain power
over them: by knowing their names.
love is patient love is kind (Corinthians)
dirty windows
dust was everywhere
even on my eyelids

(ringing with a tea spoon
a cup
sugar dissolving
a stream of vapor rising
a thin slice of lemon
waved back and forth
in the hot tea)

“but you are picturing nothing!
this is weird.”
she proceeded with listing
landmarks of the town.
the train I think went for four days
proceeded with this
tu dum
tu dum
tu dum
the monotony
in our compartment

(I learned your English.)

(cups were dirty.
the carriage attendant did not think
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a beautiful young woman was;
that something was wrong with them
she traveled to her husband,
the water is hot!
an officer who lost his leg at the explosion
he insisted)
the thigh bone was dispersed,
broken
(she wore white dresses. in this dirt.
into tiny fragments
it was too dangerous
to travel via the air)
and

ball
I.
I wish I wore a long burgundy gown
a heavy fabric
falling down, down, down
the liquid glitter of rubies, the naked neck
I would carry a blinking golden pinze-nez
in my gloved hand
and look through fancy lenses
at the prince and the princess,
the duke and the duchess,
the count and the countess,
the joker–
how lovely–
until the clock strikes twelve
and I am convinced that
it is rather late
the city glitters; the night lights
are spread evenly below
the balcony;
the shimmer of silk, laughter, and music bore me;
the mars is absent,
but
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the vesper is aglow,
and it is time
to curtly nod and go.
II.
popsicles–violet and orange–
in terracotta-colored bowls
III.
I can afford a dream at least;
at least a dream
can I afford?
IV.
afford a daffodil
on a spring market
a bulbous root
and a difficult flower
too intricate
if you will
too blue
V,
(and costs barely something,
a silver coin;
it is an abundant, spring marker)
VI.
the god
scapegoat
(escape)
VII.
marble antlers
protruding out
of the marble mass
of hair (fur?)
VIII.
roar, chaos, roar
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IX.
roar chaos roar
chaos
chaos
roar chaos roar
X.
roar chaos roar roar chaos roar
chaos
chaos
roar
roar
roar
roar
chaos
chaos
roar chaos roar roar chaos roar
XI.
a cat near
a cat sculpture.
XII.
oh a daffodil
I.+++

boldest temptress

reduce them to dust and turn into vapor
hurt them if you love them; it’ll make them better
if you don’t love them, abandon
enough of the wailing and uneloquent laments. I had had enough and am not any more to be
subjected to this ridiculous nonsense
beg me, slave. useless vassal
smerd
pathetic
mildly amusing.
I am speaking from a place of power.
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poor sweetheart
she is not a libertine but a guilty wife
indeed it is a great privilege to be hurt by me
men are bad at submitting
this is a sad fact
they should be trained and taught
tamed
ts ts ts
why should you be exhausted with my would-be wooers if I enjoy them? if I enjoy them, it
means you should, too.
I continue to preach darkness to myself
and I continue to refuse it.
I am not afraid to appear fragile
you’ll learn my strength in due time
it far exceeds your imagination
I could reduce you to a submissive should I want it. But I don’t need to. you’ll do it yourself.
my owner bestowed on me
title
of the boldest temptress
does not he know
the way with words?
me?

Lucifer of sorts

and does she have the
an owner?
I would expect
she does
these creatures do and does not he know

no doubt
Vladimir Lensky sings his last broken song–a gorgeous area, divine
legatos–
[legates} and after the last
sounds dies out, a brisk conversation follows, and he’s killed by Eugene Onegin (his best
yesternight’s friend) )at the duel(
“how come you know I’m a Soviet spy?”–“there is a red star on your parachute.”
Lensky falls in snow holding his heart, belatedly; a face
mask
no more
my ultimate goal is to be the most boring author in this part of the internet. I am not afraid of
the immensely fierce competition.
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I shall become a vortex
to marry Boris Godunov! that’s hilarious
fascinating creatures
a gruesomely funny story in One Hundred Twenty Days of Sodom is that of Marquise de L***,
who was infinitely charmed by sweat and filth; for him a special dame was kept in the state of
dirtiness for one month before she was to offer the Marquise “a foot that would have made a
man of less fine discrimination puke straight off; but, as I say, that foot’s very filth and nauseous
quality was precisely what our nobleman cherished most.” (cursive is mine). inimitable
inversion.
a professor for whom I TA-ed the previous semester once noted that students tend to write the
first paragraph on quizzes in a way that it would contain all the needed information. then, since
the time has remained, they have to add something, they imagine, and they supply what they’ve
written with a ramble sometimes completely subverting the first favorable impression.
and, watching runners, remarked: “look
at all these admirable New Year resolutions.”
let the words work
their clandestine way
in the solidity of your heart
let wriggling worms
awake you at the night
and ask:
where did you put that sugar spoon?
a solidifying task,
on the verge of
sobriety
and inundation.
I do not like poets. they are vague. I do like poetry. one does not have to like bees to like honey.
I like engineers and economists.
you are my sonic captive
perhaps it is difficult to grasp but you’re not going anywhere
not until I release you
and after I do
you are free (of course) to go
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kafkaesque
dostoyevsque
esquire
I did try to reread Dostoyevsky recently, Poor People; in Russian, of course; it did not go all that
well. a very few statements of Nabokov with which I might agree, Dostoyevsky had a terrible
style–for this reason Nabokov discarded Dostoyevsky in his entirety, which I evaluate as a
gesture intended to shock, first and foremost. Dostoyevsky is, indubitably, an unparalleled
writer. I won’t reread Dostoyevsky any time soon, if at all.
in an irritable voice: I kindly ask editors not to bring to unification my
different spelling of e.e. cummings on different occasions. Mr. E.E. Cummings is E.E. Cummings,
or e.e. cummings, for a reason. it pleases him to be so. therefore let him be; he’s beautiful the
way he is.
e.E. CuMmInGs
E.e. cUmMiNgS
illumination in the night city
golden carriages dragged by white horses* along the Capitol street. you shall see it one day.
every man should have an abortion in their lifetime. until they do, I refuse talking to them
this
text
is obsessed
with lists
I do like K. James Ribble’s formula, of reading someone who is not native to the language as a
process of becoming a voyeur of the language itself.
what does make weird mirrors weird, what
is that that is
to be reflected in them; the self is something constantly observed in the
system of rotating mirrors
even should you
have no intention to see it;
the self is something
familiar, however
so what does make the mirrors so weird?
mirrors are weird (odd) only if they display something different every time
(which they do not. they are excessively consistent, if anything)
mirrors conspire from the beginning of time and until its end
to reflect you, you, and you alone.
weirdly though (weird mirrors), they do reflect unrecognizable features every time
something furry
fury
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dark
fucking fury
with teeth
beware of glimpsing in weird mirrors also
when they are dormant
(yes, I can continue indefinitely)
in this case, white patina would envelop something that once resembled your face**
or, better yet have you ever been reflected by a dear mirror which suffered your absence for a
long time–perhaps in the house of your grandmother? during the summer vocation?
I don’t know
what it means but it’s glorious.
the world (and you) could easily sustain much
much

much
more.
noted.

(here I’d like you to hear a quick series of iron clanks; could you do it for me?)
there is no place to fear.
Trump is Caesar
cesura

kaiseur
wow woe what

this

is
not
a moniker
you should use on me
(he sent a monocled emoticon;
the emoticon held in its tightly pressed teeth
this)
(please((
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_______________________________________________________
*for the sake of tourists, mystical creatures, who else
**“I am alone and a broken mirror” (Sergey Yesenin, The Black Man).

boiling

I don’t care about Russia–well
that’s fine
neither do I
I care about Russia just as well as I care about your beloved United States, which means let
them both roll to hell, all scorched and adust
“prayer is the best way to meet the Lord, trespassing is faster”
Texas sentimental meme
embedded in landscape.
Alice—Austin. Austin—Alice. Remove Austin. Remove Alice, too.
if Jane Austen were the author of “Eugene Onegin,” Tatiana and Eugene would be engaged
shortly after the marriage of Olga and Lensky.
if Jane Austin were the author of “Anna Karenina,” there will be no train but a happy divorce
and marriage.
if Jane Austin were the author of “The Lady with the Dog,” the dog would help the owner of the
dog and her lover to reconcile.
a kind author. optimistic dreamer. happy endings all around. happy ending as a weapon of
mass delusion. the dark room of the American cinematography.
trrrrrrr
dramas which end with a bunch of flowers, an (unfortunately) broken cup, and a
cheesecake on a plate
Gleb Butuzov about Zinaida Gippius:
“There are three reasons of establishing new religious movement: when you are summoned by
God, when you are a talented swindler, and when you do not know what to do with your
inflated ego. This is the last case, and it also includes Carl Jung, for instance.”
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harsh
and I disagree
she did know flashes of lights
I would imagine years will go by before it is allowed to talk in any way publicly about another
terrible event–an orgasm during rape and the shame it brings.
a letter to the Cosmonaut.
I wrote several myself.
all sealed in green bottles
wax stamps:
a lion rampant, a scarlet serpent
provincial anglomania in an American city
dream of the imperial magnificence
infinity, abridged version
“hermetic seals”
I found a title for my streams; they are now called jet stream.
if you read and liked Chekhov, you might enjoy Ivan Bunin as well. he is (arguably) not such a
master of plot as Chekhov is, but he’s grand.
youre the oldest women ive spoken to this long in my life
.
..

. .

……

………

. …..

. … ……… ….
…..

.
………
…………. …. …

… ….. … assshole …. … … .
… …….

. ….. …

….

.. …………. ….…/ . . / … .
am I supposed to accept this insult as a compliment?
….… .

. ……….
…

. ….

…….. …. m? … … .…

.

….

…. .. .. … . ……….. do women
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………….. … …… … creep
.…

….. .

…. .

.

you barely extracted
several words
out of me
in some
two weeks

… … turn into pumpkins
…. .….. .. .. once they turn 25?
… . . it is tantamount .

….… …. .

. … …… . .to the admittance
.. .….you have not talked to women .… .
at
all

please no
forgive yourself your confusion like I forgive you, because I do. I nonchalantly accept it. he had
an audacity to tell me he was in love with me, was, the past tense. ha. the grand immediacy of
things. smoke shop in Austin I rather enjoyed. bifurcating paths, only mirroring one another
(reflecting), along ascending and descending staircases. and there is a glitch. something that
should be especially cherished. night Austin at the periphery of worlds
Kruchenykh,* you are a mad coachman;
Strangers are in your carriage!*
Alina Vitukhnovskaya
night lilies

blah blah blah

attribute
poetic frustrations
ouroboros
chapter 1862, in which Alice, to her dismay, discovers that E.E. Cummings is barely translated
into Russian.
if I read the poem Eyefuls of lavender by Ryan Wilbur aloud, I’d stress “o” in diamond.
if I read it aloud, I’d stress o in diamond.
shewn through a fractured diamond
although of course it can be read as it should be, grammatically, as well.)
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another poem conducted as a secret operation under the cover of the night:
under the cover of the night
another poem
conducted as a secret operation.
oe
o
it reminds me of Khlebnikov.
everything does.
cheer cheer (veselie veselie)*
glorious prince of dusty province
I imagine the melanchily of this scale
and the range of powerlessness
and doubt
I hear A.V.’s complaints from time to time
they reach me as bubbles from a bathyscaphe reach the surface of water
she was banned to what she perceived to be ghetto
Moscow suburbia
no one ever calls it ghetto
it’s like to call it favela
it is not
vast landscapes of 16-, 18-, 22-storey buildings, one resembling another to the point that even
those who live there for years, confuse them. in fact one of the iconic films of the late Soviet
cinematography, called The Irony of Fate,**** is structured around this horrific resemblance,
with a drunk man arriving to the wrong address in another city, blissfully assured that he’s
coming to his own apartment, and even his key fits the lock–yes, there were standard locks all
around the place, several types. only after sobering slightly he notices the furniture is
differently arranged (! not even different), and demands from the woman whom the place
belongs to: “Why did you move the cupboard?”
I imagined the level of her solitude
her cosmic aloneness
I met her in Moscow. she was concerned with me posting pictures on facebook
that we met
but she wanted to make sure
she looked great in those pictures
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and she did
but she did not think so
the alternative reading of the famous Edmund Blair Leighton’s painting The Accolade (done
later than a naive viewer would imagine, in 1901), would be, the lady is about to decapitate the
knight.
long (white) golden
embroidered gown

someone said, she would not
want to spill the gown with blood
perhaps she would.

do you mind if I pin it down? tsk impolite of me. all we have is a flow of monologues sometimes
surprised at one another.
abandon
daffodil
demigod
asphodel
smashed a flower

[where tags become
a metapragmatic commentary of sorts]

a kind chameleon:
put it on a golden plate,
it is golden;
throw it on a velvet curtain,
it is scarlet;
adorn with it an armchair,
it is burgundy.
have you ever worn cowboy boots?
it has long been known that the Texas sky
is not like other skies
beyond all those armors of text.
scenes of violence always
nightmares
let a knife between those lines
and rotate
slit
it

Red Room

one could always slice an orange
with a shiny knife
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periwinkle, a nice blue little flower
also, color(celestial blue)
text expires; did you notice? the read text is like unwritten and can be equated to its absence.
I welcome everything you possibly
could have for me.
should a seashore show me
a shell or two,
I would like to see one broken,
sandgrains glued
to the inside
of its spiral
e

d
n

o
r

r

a
e

c
p

I have to consult a god,
a brush of fire
in a dim glass sphere;
the sphere rotates–
the god silencer,
the god necromancer,
a cynocephalus god,
would dispel at dawn.

two kinds of poets, if one needs to classify. if you want to be inspired, be. children and animals
take photographs without much of a preceding notion of what a photo should look like. second
degree misrepresentation. the dog-headed Saint Christopher. guilt is something one chooses to
embrace. that is not to say that if there is guilt, it is easy to free oneself from it. guilt is an affect,
in a Spinozian sense of “affect.”
)))
language possesses the body like a spirit.
a body moves in a different manner once one speaks this or that language
English in particular requires far more active gesticulation than Russian
Spanish, far greater than English
I still cannot get rid of an impression that there is an invisible battle going on when I see people
talking
it’s a fence exercisewith a number of invisible opposers
they came from that side of Skype, and typed something, I saw the movement of the electronic
pencil busy scribbling, then they erased whatever it was they were saying, I saw a tremble of
the electronic eraser, scratching away words already written–already written
silence continued
it was like rustling in the forest: leaves broken, brunches snapping under foot
or hoof
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someone was close
but did not reveal oneself
perhaps a mystical creature

unicorn
doubtlessly

or
a deer with silver antlers
fire ants
building the Babylon ziggurat
don’t you want to create a text bifurcating endlessly, stumbling upon itself, explaining and
elucidating itself tirelessly, starting itself anew every time, and multiplying its own existence in
a variety of different versions? no, she said. thanks. no, god. please no.
amazing and miraculous,
ladies and gentlemen
to love me is a hard labor****
___________________________
*Aleksei Kruchenykh, poet, one of the circle associated with the Russian Futurism movement
**my translation of a fragment of poem by either Velimir Khlebnikov or Alexei Kruchenykh.
alternative translation would be “joy joy”
***the title of the film is of course ironic, no one would seriously call a movie “the irony of fate,”
it’s a comedy.
****“to love some is a heavy cross” Boris Pasternak

march
Instead of Preface
(this is to be one of the last things in this genre, which greatly annoyed me. I want to be back to
the classic forms. preferably sonnets. the more restrictions the better. ideally, I’d like to not be able
to move at all, frozen in form, suspended.)
Instead of the Body
translator exists as a mediator between two worlds, both of which she alone
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sees.
{none of which exists.] if you wonder whether I am
sane or not, I, indeed, am not. but it does not matter. I am beyond (in)sanity.
I shall open you
like I would open
a fish’s abdomen
glistening violet guts
caviar
air bladder
looks like airplane
budetlyane

themselves budetlyane,
to budetlyane futurists spoke thisislikeTsiol
with such unparalleled passion; kovsky’sdream
they were the first to come nodifference
the future, all populated hereandthere
with their ilk uniformity&similarity

~ы 8оип~ы~1; судок ( котёл) для варки ~ы Й8п-ке1Йе; торговка ~ ой … рыбачить (о
Й8п рыбачка ж йвпегтап'в \У1Се; йапег- \уотап рыбий Й8Щ ~ жир .. **
sometimes a file is distorted while converting. happens.
[mad}
“wrinkled hat and his idiotic apostles”* it is completely surreal to read a familiar poem in the
alien language. although it could not compare with reading your own poem in translation.
dadaists

futurists

mass grave

surrealists
lists.

and alike

but this is a confession
maybe “it is an inordinate pleasure”
[singular}
in want of a new language
photograph ghosts?
what do you think about Tarkovsky’s polaroids?
her husband told her to get ready for a dinner with his colleagues, which she hated those
dinners. she did get ready. she went out of the house and saw her husband and her daughter
standing on the lawn. it was a pleasant surprise that they organized for her: the dinner was
only for the three of them. she was supposed to be delighted.
and she was delighted.
decision to finally clean up my pockets. I want to say, hard decision, but there is no need to be
melodramatic.
ephemera
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candies, coins, earrings, keys, checks, pencil, tickets to the cave, one paper dollar, scribbles, a
note elucidating to the child the graphic difference between Russian words
КОРОВА
КОРОНА
ВОРОНА***
(with illustrations)
and a small useless red plastic heart.
Soviet geometry: a visual essay where no text is needed
she most certainly does.
most certainly.
[most celestially}
for centuries dramas unfolded on the stage sequentially: one personage yielded space to
another to speak, until, quite late, when? and who? Shakespeare? Maeterlinck? outlined several
cues together and remarked to the actors: “talk simultaneously.” (black highlight)
translucent feather
joy you joy
joy
joy
you
joy
joy

and here, a crowd
a waving line
a great disorder of things
commotion and excited confusion

a march
a parade
a ceremony
cortège

display of military might
state power
porcelain cups
escort

standard-bearers
solemn
procession
chess order
|

}

|

|

|

|

balloons, red bows, flags, garlands, badges,
shoulder bands, insignia for civilians,
don’t cross the border; know your place;
there are rules; don’t trespass;

| .. |
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||
)(
a bug
and so forth
und so weiter
one, zwei, три
harlequin
masked beast
__________________
*Ostap Slivinsky in Stanislav Belsky’s translation from Ukrainian into Russian, in my English
translation
**~ы 8оип~ы~1; can ( bowl) for boiling ~ы Й8п-ке1Йе; female seller (a somewhat scornful
word) ~ oh … to fish (о Й8п fisherwoman ж йвпегтап'в \У1Се; йапег- \уотап fish Й8Щ ~
grease ..
***
COW
CROWN
CROW
(interesting; I didn’t know these words exhibit graphic similarity in English as well.)

liripipionated tetragrammaton (penultimate
stream)
Rabelais uses a lot of awesome words:
liripipionated

intronificated

quidditative
and alike

to extraneize

on behalf of his narrator,
a smatterer scholar,
ta ra

ta ra
(trumpets
timpani
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enter
flute
and two murderers)
but these words are so awesome I shall think of the opportunities to use them; given that they
are not met anywhere but in Gargantua and Pantagruel, one could use them as one pleases
I can see a papillion liripipionating above the flower,
the problem thoroghly extraneized,
new president intronificated,
and the forth quidditative yielding to the diligent efforts of learner
another avid employer of rare, archaic, strange, and unthinkable words was of course
Nabokov–he did not invent them though, but raised words’ specters from the graves of
dictionaries, and installed them into his masterpieces with next to no regard to words
themselves (sometimes, I hear, achieving unintended comical effects)
Ada is encrusted with:
lacustrine

lucubratiuncula

detumify

rigmarole (not rare, but sounds nice)
quagmire (same picture here)
charabanc (there is a Russian word шарабан of the same origin)
bibliolatry (understood because of the obvious roots)
yclept (I met it before in some Arthur legend)
the best things in Nabokov are the combinations of two (and more) common words
Pale Fire:

fine, what is word?

teem
roundlet (familiar)

ululation (I used it)

evadable (clear but nice)
balderdash (can’t remember. synonym to haberdashery?)
misty and luminous September day
ineffable (mmm)
noctambulator (why not noctambulist?)
one of the very few occasions I encountered the word “peccadilloes” actually in text and not in
some lists of rare words, the lists that are produced in English in such incredible abundance for
the sole purpose, you would not want to believe it, of tormenting a poor aspiring scholar.
psychopompos

enceinte
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hudibrastic.
I am almost done with Nabokov.
matagrabolizing (Rabelais)
amazing. grand entrances and absence of exits. a symmetry of sorts.
so what is the word? a linguistic entity. that which does not have a name does not exist. Bakhtin
considered to be “utterance” an interjection and a novel alike. could a novel be a word? if God
can be the Word, can’t I be a word? can’t I be the Word? can I be a word in a Word document?
the phone screen is an icon.
better yet, a row of icons.
it is a means of prayer
altar screen
Mary the Blessed Virgin
Jesus fucking Christ
save my soul
actually, cancel that.

letter insomniac
ever so unclear

and imagine

of all the questions I should wonder,
this blue light
why am I so cruel
and a fruit fly
if I am generous,
traversing
and why am I generous
the screen
if I am cruel
appearing to be
umlaut
a letter in the impossible
alphabet, a letter
which looks
as if
it
has a very
belongs
thin waist
to the Hebrew more than
to anything else
mayhap
mad machine*
fossilized
I never knew such a sensual
lizard
enjoyment of reading.
tail
lol
jaw
schizophrenic writing?
and even
claw
I don’t think so.
if it is
all lizard’s
what’s
alphabet
wrong (with you)
unanswered words
do wonders
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reassure
fissure
susurrus
sylphic syllogism
really
really
yes
really
reel
all
lyretailed
curtained
alluded

enough is not
enough, enough
is never
enough, what are you talking about,
enough
of this galimatias
nonsense
“Are we to blame if your skeleton cracks
In our heavy, tender paws?”*
Alexander Blok. 1918.

mansplain Derrida to me please. I badly need it. so you want me pleading at your feet? not
going to happen
gaudeamus igitur
detour
I rather admired your writings. they kept me marvelously sustained. “on the last day God found
six crumbs” (or something) E.E. Cummings; naturally. glitter. a whole lot of things is going on in
your rear mirror in this city, as opposed to the windshield. you fling me into empyrean realms
Europeans. Westerners. imagine themselves conquerors
subjugators
notlongago
withoutfurtherado

pathetic
I’ll show you my anger.
you will be delighted.

sputtering fire
“It’s okay… I am easygoing,” she said and frowned. “I was a lawyer.” - “there are so
many wasalawyers.” rude.
I know all (all) contemporary Russian poets, as you probably guessed, and although I
translated mainly Vitaly Pukhanov, who is one of the greatest, and half a dozen of others, I
think, the very greatest is Alina Vitukhnovskaya, whom I cannot translate
I’m underequipped.
she’s immense.
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I am reminded for some reason about my female friend, who on her birthday was forced to stay
in bed for one more hour after she woke up in order to make it possible for your husband to
bring her coffee, in the fulfillment of his idea “to serve” her on that day. what can bring you to
despair quicker than inscription Texas Forever that your meandering sight unfortunately
catches an eyeful of?
I.1.
“I had lived in the twentieth century twenty years.” Denis Karasyov (translation is mine).
so you quit smoking.
I.2.
To rework books read into texts is an honorable duty of every sleepless worm
I.3
Unsafe and insane.
I.4
But should you ask them “why?”, they would tell you that henceforward they are to live
according to the Moscow time, and never diverge, no matter where they find themselves on the
planet.
I.5
No, I don’t think I can count like that. It won’t work.
Tudor. infant. elephantine. elephant inexplicable. the birth of labyrinth daydreaming about
your many tongues. a difficult bird to catch: red tuff, nimb body, long wings. I am rather undead
this morning. pleasantly undead. a cadaver. palaver. glory, see me. gore. may I be allowed to
despair? in a cantankerous voice, what despair? thin-legged birds ingratiating themselves to
the caretaker. bowing smart heads with glistening round unblinking eyes, and tying their necks
into intricate knots. ravenous creatures sustaining themselves on fish ossifized pinkish tissues.
Achoo! tobacco crumbs.
the swan locked in chains, with a neck tied in a knot, served to alchemists as an expression of the
common place–the double-edged impossibility of the statement: interior and exterior, inner and
outer, begotten both by the inward and the outward (rotating and unfolding); the statement
precluded by the self and forbidden by others.
compelled to claim you.
perhaps I decided to abort my “jet stream” prematurely. the thought of what I am going to
write now, after it, is a thought of a desperation of kinds. I just allowed myself to write, must I
chuck it out like that?on the other hand, should I continue, what would I produce? pages and
pages of unpublishable / unreadable stuff. I am already beyond one hundred pages.I envy poets
who have a strong voice of discipline in them. it is always poetry, and recognizable too. a
beauty of endlessly perfected form. a snail going in and out of its spiral. and after it dies, a
treasure is ready. clean it a bit from dried specter of weed and put on a shelf. is not it nice?
oh the Berlin wall. bricks falling out
travel into the language. yes
venture
betraying immediacy of speech. blurt it out and then
collect yourself.whatever the language is, speech precedes it, Sausseur says (like syntax a
system follows syntax an occasion, probably). the best actress in the world. interesting.
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phantom poem. you know you saw it but it’s no longer there. he asked me: “do you have a
claustrophobia during fogs?”
actually, he:
1) had a writing “I will learn to communicate my needs,” one phrase, over and over again,
produced in a brisk, accurate, elegant handwriting, on several pages:
I will learn to communicate my needs
I will learn to communicate my needs
his right hand was sore. (some senseless bitch made him do it);
2) sent an erotic novel to a wrong email address due to a typo;
3) fell asleep listening to the recording of rain in Austin. tropical storm in fact.
whereas, she:
1) watched the burlesque “The Devil and the Virgin” not lowering her fan for a second, and then
said: “somehow one knows that the lady is not a virgin but the devil herself.”
2) marble statue, she produced for a writing marble inscriptions mostly. fading away ancient
fragments.
3) teasing the beast for years, she has never been seriously threatened, she confided in me with
a note of hushed disappointment in her fading voice.
I can’t take it any longer.
reduced to handwriting
_________________________________
*I am a machine, a robot programmed to update half a dozen social platforms at a rate once half
an hour by the very least. if I fail, I am punished by demons at night. why is this that you wish to
touch hearts? what is the goal of such endeavour, if I am allowed to ask? do you wish to
transform hearts / wound hearts / heal them (that’s naive) / make them alert to your existence
/ make them more aware of their own existence perhaps? I wonder.
**two lines out of the poem entitled “Scynthians.” by “us” Alexander Blok meant “Asians”
(Russians). a very interesting poem. for Blok. who was about as European as a Russian could
be. and who extremely rarely (although with great results) yielded to the nightmarish feeling of
one’s own unwarranted grandeur, the feeling also known as “patriotism.” the poem “Scythians”
(and a sweet threat to smother in (veritably clawed) paws) is directed at “the West” (in its
European incarnation).
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imperatrix Ekaterina, o!
a goat
in the lyceum’s garden

there was a thunderstorm
when I dreamed these lines
the garden was royal blue and deep
(Vrubelesque) green,
under a looming threat of thunder
I half-woke (for from half-sleep
one could not fully awake, since
the sleep was not full either) and
I found out that there is a
jelly fish of lines
amorphous form, not even promising
the magnificence that I glimpse,
unless I invite you (which I do)
specifically with my additional explanations that really
do not
help that much. (well, they do of course)
clepsydra. timepiece: liquid measuring time (and vice versa)
cataleptic
a face of sun
lethargic
in the medieval gravures
Cleopatra, annoyed by the bowl with grapes–every day, every single day the same bowl with
the same grapes, this is insane, everyone would have their nerves snapped. (very visible.) form.
majestic. a beast–a huge dog, I want to say, dog dog, but maybe a mastiff, if they only existed at
the time, enters the hall. it carefully carries in its teeth a Cleopatra’s slipper, holding it carefully
in its terrifying molars.
much like it is in the dra
don’t flatter yourself, you have not broken the spell: wings of children, and
there was no spell.
so is the moon, la luna
you were not charmed:
only the moon
there were no charms.
has only one eye
you were merely afforded a glimpse
as a rule
into the reality that, it turns out, you rightly suspected, existed.
and this is not to be forgotten.
луна
I will be associated first with Russia, and then with Texas. evil fate. playful
I sail with ease
of saliva. via dolorosa
is all in bloom: red roses
iron nails
I parted with my dolors
and I acquired a pearl.

кораблик
с парусом
бригантина
I just saw these words
in my native language
funny how the native
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Sybil’s Book, handwriting of course
language is something
should be calligraphic but - - - (I don’t know when I’ll type it, probably I’ll do it postmortem.)
undeniable
system of retorts,
cogged wheels,
running rubber rope,
rotating mirrors
and one crystalline ball.

lispy beastsomething to
of the Apocalypthewhich
ipse venitthere really
lilliputiancouldbeno
tulipexplanation
или яbutitjustis
залипла*forwhatitsworth

“Some died without speaking, others spoke without dying; some died in speaking, others spoke
in dying.” (Rabelais)
I dont know
hilarious
prophecy
(selffulfilled)

anthems to autumn
sang long into winter.
ex libris:
an ink agglomeration
of ice and flowers.

it was a secret bar in Austin–a tribute to the bootlegger past–you had to know the code to open
the door, and it was advertised on the web as a repair office for floppy disks. it was
recommended to call them if you had floppy disks that would not open. 2017. needless to say,
there was no telephone either. the everydayness of tireless transliteration: Nabokov uses the
fancy “ï” to represent Russian letter “ы.” “Dïmnïy iris” and such (“smoky iris”; “дымный ирис,”
Bloc’s phrase). Nabokov does a lot of crazy stuff. what else to expect from a writer who he does
not think French warrants translation. usually “ы”’s official representative is “y” in English, but
of course “ï” attracts so much more attention. Nabokov is a primal attention seeker.
Nowadays searching engines won’t recognize it as an “ы” substitute, that’s the obstacle if I
should wish to to adopt this Nabokovian practice (of all Nabokov’s legacy). On the Englishlanguage (skewed) keyboards “ï” is as gloriously absent as “ы” itself.
he wrote to me 14.875 letters. (why not 15.712, I wonder)
toilet bowl
white elephant
fallopian tubes
pelican reviving its dead fledglings by its blood. the allegory of what? of about everything you
wish to read in it.
all these pompoms
pompous
…

“imperatrix Ekaterina, o!”**
Vasily Trediakovsky, 1732
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I told you, not the best style imaginable and empress Sisi’s
dresses
were so much better: simpler, plainer, lines clearer
sigh
endless fascinations. ha ha ha this is truly and really hilarious. poor possums. I would never.
foams and forms.
indeed my observations of the (English-speaking) BDSM community on the web suggest that
dominant women do not necessarily want or demand sexual services first and foremost; they
seem to be wanting to get their stuff done, plainly.
how prosaic.
the figure of a dominant woman is a figure of denial.
(as such, dare I add, it is a completely patriarchal role. there seems to be no escape for women;
inevitably they’d perform the overarching structures of patriarchy by their very existence.)
imagine a dominatrix, a formidable, strong woman (she’s got to be strong, it’s a standard thing:
strong legs, arms). in a resplendent latex costume.
splendiferous.
Daffodils galore,
I would imagine
Trumpet-shaped crowns,
why that really does captivate
Numerous varieties,
imagination
Great numbers.
all those sleek creatures
what a voracious imagination you have.
a flying lobster
and a rider: a proud foot
on the carapace
a little half-animal
encrusted
half-bird
with sapphires.her mantle is billowing,
eats a flower
one breast full,
from a shiny page
another’s empty and free,
she holds a sail unfurling,
a stubborn fabric seeking to depart,and a loyal lamb
follows jumping
from one cloud
to another,
a fleur-de-lis in teeth.
bureaucracy
of crying
scrupulous scribbling
if I had to pick up a monster to fight, I’d choose a gigantic moth with grand antennae. I am
asked if such monster will spew its antennae as a porcupine, a daring darter, throws its quills- - well,
______________________
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*or I am stuck (Rus)
**translation is of course mine but there is not much to translate to be fair, this line, which gave
rise to the numerous parodies in Russian literature, is exactly “императрикс Екатерина, о!” it
sounds very twenty-first century, if you ask me. Trediakovsky belonged to the period when
literary Russian was brewing and melting and was about to be wrought into paragons of
gorgeous smithery. Trediakovsky undoubtedly belonged to the circles of modernists which
were to emerge much later.

sand

clock

sand clock. I did hear
voices. it is not all the t
ime that my inner monologue
is a cacophony of a multitude
of seemingly independent ent
ities, and hearing voices is n
ot generally pleasant, for that reason
that they are as a rule extremely
aggressive or deceptive and seek to a ssault you or to ingratiate thems
elves w ith you (which might very well be the sa me); such an unfort
unfortunate mental state is also calle d vocal (sonic?) hallucinations,a
nightmarish experience indeed, but even now that I write, I marve
l at the subliminal, lunar existence of these nonexistent voices; I
am amused sincerely (and good-naturedly), as if I read abo
ut them in some book or other, which indeed I did.
if there is something strange about hearin
g voices is that inevitably not only you
could hear them, but they, you–
it is a communication
a communion
there is a c
ommona
lity b
et
w
e
e
n
y
o
u
a

n
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d

t
h
em,
t h e m–
a ft er a ll
y ou are their host and
are
t he y are your assailants; you
their victim and you are the abuser it is a majestic
instrument, an orchestra, a discordant symphony of sound, making heard what
others said mostly, a combination of happened events in patterns and clusters
they never combined before. sand clock, an hourglass, turns into a cloud of sm
oke, vapor, a ziggurate of letters, a redemption, a stream of sand, water, smok
e (again), fog, and possibly lentil (pulse) alike, a sentence that makes itself kno
wn, a flow gradually widening and then narrowing in its turn, not unalike the uni
verse in Plotinus’s Enneades (nines); well, he was not the one to give this title t
o his work, as is often the case with philosophers, particularly in the ancient tim
es–his pupil Porphyry selected the title. it sounds nice at least. enigmatic, attra
ctive. a word processor and a computer game. my time is over.

ultima thule

speaking about hieroglyphic verse and ideographs, although they are under no obligation to
make sense, it is great to encounter in them the euphony, the sonic bliss, transforming text into
the polyphonic prose and restructuring the architectonics of the work. although the devices
should not preclude us from getting the sense of what it is that is being said, like in the
wonderful example from The Book of Forms by Lewis Putnam Turco:
“Synonymia is a paraphrase in parallel structures (“I love you; you are my
beloved”); synthesis is consequence in parallel structures (“I love you; therefore, I am
yours”); antithesis is the opposition of ideas (antinomy) expressed in parallel structures (“I love
you, and I loathe you”); auxesis is the building up, in parallel structures, of
a catalog or series that ultimately closes at the zenith (high point) of the set (the climax: “I love
your eyes, hair, breasts; I love the way you walk and speak; I love
you”). Epithomema is climactic summation at the conclusion of a sequence.” (Turco, 2012, 11)
(emphases are the author’s, dotingly preserved, of course).
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I’d like to hear my streams read one day in their entirety (in which case everything that is
written across one line should be pronounced simultaneously, maybe in one voice, maybe in
different voices), but good declaimers are extremely rare. I once heard The Waste Land read in
(I think it was The Waste Land but perhaps it was The Love Song) many voices; it was brutal.
poetry cannot be read with theatrical intonations. I’ll leave the instructions to every possible
turn of events concerning this text in the text itself. the universe rotates around the Earth in a
fantastic flowery pattern. university is anxiety materialized. collective paranoia.
so this emoticon had white gloves and whenever you signed out, it waved at you with its white
little palm, a yellow round face flattened with a knowing smile.
gloved gatekeeper
ridiculous.
little vacuole of vacuum
Proust
Faust
autodidact
augur
under the auspices
of suspicious Zeus
I am fond of wearing corpses
corsets
who cares
somersault:
head over heels
a soft leap of a spring–
zving!
the fish pomegranate
has wondrous caviar:
every bubble explodes on a biter’s teeth
producing the most pleasant (albeit somewhat toooily)
sensation
ripe like a heavy mango:
o, open palms
and it falls. it has started
a long travel of decay,
acquired a black looong mark
on its ready to burst side
and I pity the mango, o,
it is a lovely sight.
it springs
it sprouts
a bulbous root
cracks
it gleams
it has a beak
the ultratulip
ultima thule
mad mercurial glint
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endure
the durée
of silence,
a Durer
of vinegar and wine,
vengeance and parlance
anagram
a maze:
the lion’s mane

suppose he is:
suppose she is:

memoir
grimoire
grimmer
primrose
neoplatonic atheist.
collecting the group names of animals for years, he learned that zebras form
a zeal, whereas worms a clew (a gluey word), wolves a pack in general but route in moving;
weasles form a gang, and whales, a mod; vultures form venues but while circling, kettle;
turkeys, rafter; toads, knot; tigers, ambush; termites, brood, but ants, army–although termits
and ants are equally apt to form colonies and nests–bacteria put together a culture, and
albatrosses, rookery; baboons, troop; badgers, cete; barracudas, battery; bats, cloud;
bloodhounds, sute; camels, flock; cats, pounce or clatter, and sometimes nuisance, but as
kittens, they form kindle and litter. cheetahs make coalition, whereas coyots, band; crabs
organized cast; deer, leash; dolphins, pod; ducks, team or paddling; foxes, skulk; giraffes, tower;
goats, tribe; hedgehogs, array; kangaroos, herd; nightingales, watch; pekingese, pomp;
porkupines, prickle; jackrabbits, husk, but young rabbits are called nest; salmon, run; sharks,
shiver or school; snails in groups are known to bring into existence the escargatoire; and
swans, bevy. school of angels. flock of demons. the university mail after the winter break
suggests horseback riding classes. a postcard! what is this? who sent it? reveal yourself,
mysterious stranger. misanthropology. I think Nigel Thrift introduced “misanthropy” into
anthropological discourse, but we’ll likely hear more on it. something visceral. Jesus Christ is
crucified on the clock hands. poetry is disappointingly vague, quite unlike technical manuals. oh
those were your epistles! late realizations. he invented a new material. neither rubber, nor
plastic, but something in between. this material was pretty much good for no one knew what.
one could produce something like paper out of it, that is to say, relatively thin, even pieces. he
demonstrated a powerpoint image with a paper airplane. “all kinds of things can be made.” only
it was not a paper airplane but a new-material airplane. it was all the laboratory could come
out with. I suggested, a book could be eventually made out of it. “yes,” he replied, “but the issue
here is, we do not know yet how toxic this new material is exactly.”
language is sea
elements
sea but not of water
of fire
I think someone (Limonov, I think) lost his manuscript in prison and restored it. Nadezhda
Mandelstam restored her husband’s (Osip Mandelstam’s) poems out of memory. I think it’d be
swell if she did not recollect them in fact but simply wrote them herself. I do not believe it was
questioned though for the distinctiveness of his style, also his poems were rhymed, which did
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make it possible to memorize them. it takes a much shrewder memory to store unrhymed
poetry. we do memorize impressions, not words. not bits of information but something that
moved us. lost manuscripts trope. libraries set on fire. I am a Herostratus at heart. I’d burn a lot.
make letters perish. I wrote on the need of preserving archives, I cannot fathom why.
what a strange remark Tony Webster made when I visited him last time in his office! he said
English words starting with a “z” were–what?–salty?
salty?
salty or yellow?
I cannot now exactly remember. I only now am thinking about it.
I saw professor today, and he informed me that words starting with “z“ are marked, as
well as the words starting with “x,” in English (mark is something that makes something unnormal), just as in Navajo words containing “m” are strange–“m” is not amongst sounds you
normally encounter.
I remember Nabokov (reclining in a chair, in a canvas suit, and glasses in heart-shaped frames,
famous Lolita sunglasses (I believe)) claimed that letters have different colors, and of that same
opinion his wife Véra was–perhaps it was something common in perception of some group of
the time (but for whom? Russian kids growing up in the upper middle class and higher class
families?); however of course they had different colors for different letters. well, I don’t know if
letters have colors, with the exception of “A,” which (like Derrida frames it, is “the first letter, if
the alphabet, and most of the speculations which have ventured into it, are to be believed.”
(Derrida, Différance, Margins, 3)) is in the perception of many, red.
Malevich: font, color, form.
Reference
Turco, Lewis Putnam. The Book of Forms: A Handbook of Poetics Including Old and Invented
Forms. University Press of New England, 2012.

periodic table
1. the royal snail,
a crown on antlers,
about to sink through.
royal blue.

murmurmurmur
rumrumrumrum

2. my pink paper umbrella
is drooping under the snow
the love of the emperor
is too short

translation
in the absence of original

3. she bestrode
the astrolabe
optical aberration

rustlerustlerustle
tlerustlerustlerus

4. are you often lonely?
blue?
daffodil?

шорохшорохшорох
хорошхорошхорош*
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swallow?
[sparrow}
5. a mad drum,
roll, roll.
6. mausoleum
of the solidified self

*rustlerustlerustle
bastabastabasta
rumorumorumor

obscenity of sonic scenery
music is obscene
[obscure}
reiterations. the world can definitely have more of you. in fact (if this helps), it’ll
accept and swallow you in all the plumage of your imaginary grandeur without as much as a
blink.
oh Laura the Greatest,
(saint patroness
have mercy
of robots)
on santa clausi’s
(not sure how to do
flustered clusters
a plural here)
Wittgenstein (on whose curious methodology I had an occasion to remark already) wrote
his Tractatus Logico-Philosophical in a rather unusual form: he numbered fragments but not
simply consecutively, like verses in the Bible are numbered, for instance, but, depending on the
intricacy of his thought, in a way that a fragment bi-, triple-, and-so-on-furcated into a bunch of
other fragments, each of which could also give sprouts.
for example:
2.17
was followed with
2.171, 2.172, 2.173, 2.174
before 2.18 arrived.
out of the consideration (no doubt) to keep it simple, he kept his fragments from branching too
profusely, but
when I think about this book I could not help but visualize it in a form of a tree unfolding
endlessly. Wittgenstein’s Tractatus at least has a stem; it is generally very pleasurable to follow
once you quit struggling against it
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perhaps Tractatus written today should have explode into a rhizomatic mess, with a mushroom
at each dead end.
as it is possible to create a web
site for instance for such project
also we need to speak here
about Benjamin, as usual, and
his method of codifying
fragments.
I shall reign over snowmen armed with icicles. I’ll defeat spring.
some time
can it be said that Proust produced the stream of consciousness? perhaps even proclaimed (it
could be) that he was The First to create a stream of consciousness. ok my literary findings are
outdated at best. Proust is indeed considered the proto-stream-of-consciousness writer“stream
of consciousness” is a genre of literary work, a narration that displays inner workings of mind,
where fleeting feelings, thoughts, and alike ephemerata are no less important (and perhaps
even more), than those wrinkles on the surface of our being that we call “events”other notable
representatives are James Joyce with Ulysses, Kerouac (he was the one to create a model of the
American road with his tireless typing on the typewriter), and, I read, Virginia Woolf, which is
quite surprising. I cannot remember anything streamy-of-consciousness in Woolf. I always
thought her an adept of a strict form. so Ulysses by James Joyce, as you know, is one of the
leading books on the lists of Books of All Times That Everyone Started But No One Ever
Finished; it is a much-admired (greatly overrated) masterpiece (dull chunk of writing),
wondrously executed (one could barely suffer through several pages), highly poetic (overly
saturated with literary devices) novel (phew, not much of an argument on that; well maybe a
collection of episodes poorly tied together), that the author himself wrote in jest and mocking
(some say) in order (as James Joyce claimed himself at one point) to make scholars agonize
over it for decades in a doomed attempt to discern every allusion the author packed into it.
(The task of unpacking the allusions is obviously impossible to fulfill, since the language is a
one mining field of allusions, moreover, the more text is read, the greater is the field of
references it is speaking to–thus, it might now provide, very possibly, a new insight into Star
Wars, although in the time of being written (1914-1921) it, understandably and pardonably,
could not do so.)
In the “Blogs” of The Economist in 2012, appeared a nice little piece on the beauty of Ulysses,
which seemed to be trying to convince The Economist’ audience to overpower the James Joyce’s
lengthy work on the ground that “it is fun” (D.H., 2012). The piece did not offer, unfortunately,
any insight into Ulysses itself, simply stating that it is a very enjoyable, pleasurable read–
enigmatic D.H. used the adjective ecstatic–but what is ecstatic for some, is repulsive to others.
The review did have a wonderful quote from “a humorless piece” published in Slate, “in which
Ron Rosenbaum fulminated about the book’s shortcomings, or rather its overcomings:
“'Ulysses’ is an overwrought, overwritten epic of gratingly obvious, self-congratulatory, showoff erudition that, with its overstuffed symbolism and leaden attempts at humor, is bearable
only by terminal graduate students who demand we validate the time they’ve wasted reading
it.”” (D.H., 2012).This should serve much better to convincing anyone who could harbor any
doubt, to read Ulysses, I think. I think Ulysses as the most voluminous and luminous prosepoetry piece in existence, perhaps after In Search of the Lost Time, but then In Search… is
inevitably only accessible for the majority of the English speakers in translation,
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while Ulysses they have a privilege to read in the original–a privilege difficult to overstate, this I
claim as someone who tried to read Ulysses in a Russian translation first, many years ago.
James Joyce does in Ulysses exactly what the best poets try to do in poetry, in my view–he
works not on the level of meaning, or even sound (although sound is important), but he in fact
works with letters, making rows of letters mirror, mimic, and memorize each other.
He does not anything else
but is decoding the name of God,
the great
tetragrammaton.
The work speaks, moreover, in a thousand of voices and ridicules about every narrative mode
imaginable. It could be quoted from any place in confirmation of what I have here stated; the
only problem with quoting Ulysses is that the quote never wants to end, and, if you end it
forcefully, it becomes in no way representative of the text itself, more misleading than telling–
in other words, there is no way to quote Ulysses properly but by quoting Ulysses in full.
…To a collection of random observations, the model of the “stream of consciousness”
that Ulysses offers, seems now to be fundamentally narrativized. That is to say, it is not a stream
of consciousness at all, despite giving the birth to the genre.
speaking about the title of this excerpt, that promised so much–obscenity of sonic scenery–its
great promise is to be fulfilled later (some time)
Reference
H., D. “James Joyce’s “Ulysses"” Blogs of The Economist. Jun 16th 2012, 10:13

defining where the horizon is with a help of a
gyroscope
1.
a mere dead end
or, merrier,
the landscape
has escaped
and is far murkier
than I anticipated.
2.
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come and see me. I am dust divine. I am
undivided sand. a poem, a paean, a nymph enshrouded by shrub,
enshrined,
I am dying Pan, moan, ask, I am a flute,
I am I. I learn to be maitreia | my,
what kind of hyphen is that)
I am none, I’m vacant, I am un-sad,
un-said,
I am none of what I thought I am,
I am none of what I could have said.
I am
foam
and
[scintillating]
sand.
3.
yes be my friend
gladiolus darling
come to me in your otiose hour
and dine with me

{glorious]

remember that portal
of the ancient temple
where you grew breaking marble, so careful,
so frail, yet immortal.
like standard
like symbol
I would see you through and set in metal:
your every tremble
and every petal.
4.
Should I carry a wound,
I would gladly
Carry a wound by you,
Invincible to all
[Also, invisible}

enshrouded wound
[crafted / forged]
(this relates to me)
(this, to wound)

garden of fogs
golden fogs
and bifurcating ramps
unfolding esplanades (elucidations)
dim city
the promenade on
disemerging out of or from or out of and from the Saturn rings: ice cream,
itself and night
pistachio
falsetto
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blue
o’clock

daydream,

cherry pierced by a straw
in a high glass
(a cocktail
'f course)
with something that has
a venomous color:
a

daiquiri and a half of

a colibrí, liquefied
5.
I am to become your reader,
Interpreter
And translator,
And from the language of palms
Into the language of birch trees,
From the language of cans and pipes
Into the language of barrels and cisterns,
In which apparitions are fluent,
But mankind stammers,
Gloriously
Distort you.

yellow feathers
inattentive
entangled somewhere between
teeth and
tickling escophagus
obstructing air

6.
I sat down to the table thrice
fully intending to write you another encyclical
yet
my pen was distracted. it rolled under the mitre
and inaudibly laughed from there at me, I could tell.
the paper seemed to be evading, it furled and unfurled
until I hushed it: quit;
unwritten words produced so much rustle
shaking myrtle
as if I found myself in the forest,
merciless laughter
and so I did, I finally discovered
taking my eyes from the page.
I noticed the white tail of a deer
escaping between the red oaks.
7.
A paradise: needs met, desires fulfilled.
A glorious fruit is bobbing so low as to
Touch grass, grass–
Venomous grass–
Attempts to grasp. (Even grass could only
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Have so many tongues and fingers.)
Atremble sets the branch
The wind. The wind is full of warmth.
A portrait of some carefree suave nymph
Adorns the numb mouth of the anti-tree
Scorched by the lightning.
Adorable! The paradise glows and darkens.
8.
waiting is always for
the future
which is always there.
9.
in place of a curly lock

semicircular

enclosed in an enameled pendant,

lunar

she wore a tiny bottle, sealed with wax,
with a spirit of a child.
the bottle broke,
the child that moment stood in front of her,
and that was when (and that was when)
she saw (she saw),
the child is a joyous child no more.
10.
Pierrot

what

red mouth
sad eyes

rotten fruit
under the emerald

a poodle is dancing
round and round, and stands
on its two legs

leaf

a costume in glitter
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good dog.
here is a piece
of sugar.

on the grave of the broken machine

upon reading this sentence, close your eyes and lick your lips quickly, in a thin brush of fire. do.
good.
degradation. miserable, pathetic, used and useless piece of numb meat, who do you imagine
yourself to be, who do you think you are, why did you decide you matter, what planted this silly
idea into your frail brail, too small for your Neanderthal skull? you are, alas, poorly brought up,
barely educated, tongue-tied, clumsy, awkward, artless and graceless creature, unfit to cross
the spectacular canvas of existence in front of my mind’s eyes. I shall be entertained
and entertained I am. I singularly enjoy turning dominant men into smooth submissives. I like
it when there is so much in them about pleasing me that their only desire is to see me elated or
at the very least amused. such admirable self-forgetfulness. the sad expression of her abysmal
eyes when she sucked that dick haunted me for days. I never saw a fellacio performed in such a
spirit of all-enveloping melancholy.
spectate daffodils
growing
most erotic photographs are those of peaches and grapes. in the course of learning words I had
to master silences as well; it turned out to be an indispensable part of knowing how and when
to speak. I wish I could, as they do in films, lift a hand and lower it into the screen. jump into
this tiny window.
accursed
curfew
allurer allurers allures alluring alluringly
a spontaneous search
allusion allusions allusive allusively ….
in a midnight google
aromatics aromatize arose around
brings great results
arousal arousals arouse aroused arouser …..
sometimes
busywork busyworks but butch butcher
I was googling something
butchered butcheries …… myrmidons
obscure and dense
myrrh myrrhic myrrhs myrtle myrtles
that you wrote wondering
myself mysteries mysterious …
if this is a reverberating
academicals academician academicism
quote (even better)
academies academism academist ….
or you wrote it
alum schist alum shale snake
alum stone alumen
and a splendid mingle of
alumina aluminate aluminated alumine ……
words, a snake nest I found
busybodies busybody busying but
one could carve poems
but-thorn butcher butcher’s broom ……
out of it:
myrrh myrrhic pythic myrrhine
the pythic myrmidon
myrtaceous myrtiform myrtle
the goat-legged fawn
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myself myselven mysis

Pan with a flut; fur
painting swirls
on his chest

(and so on:
a broken agglomeration of words,
a mad dictionary sputtering ashes of etymologies in the air,
a great eruption of the Vesuvius of letters, the rocks made red and yellow and white and
bleached-blue by the heat; the scorched archaeological valley,
aeolian jokes
traces of sandals
Aurorian fingertips:
lit by / pierced through
with the sunrise’s merciless
first ray
I will
collect
my tears.
too little
too late

too much
too soon

I did like that meme poem (misquoted below; a meme, which means, stripped of authorship,
although of course there is an author)
not
now
not
now
not
now
not
now
yes
please
too
late
titled Avocado but speaking volumes about a number of other phenomena. peanuts with peanut
butter. we seek distinctions between similar, and similarities in what is markedly different. that
having said, jokeress should come to light up the phone screen as an excellent embodiment of
precarity (and so on, by clicking on words spellchecker offers consecutively, one should be able
to write a small avant-garde novel.) she was going to take all this prose and announce it to be
poetry.I can’t imagine who’s breaking their pens over how poetry is different from prose now,
except perhaps for a handful of delusional poets. writers of prose doubtlessly can’t be bothered
with such nonsense. here is the first distinction.I wish there existed a grand conversation on
the subject matter: prose vs poetry and what blurs the borders. with experts invited to talk
shows in prime time.borders between uncertain states (especially) could be miles and miles
wide. all the state could be a border state, with multiple patrols along what appears to be an
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endless way.
it can be a prose poem
and a poem
it is unclear what it is
I can announce these last four lines a poem
and there will be no one in the universe to disprove it.
I think
that
(generally speaking)
poetry
is written like
this,
in columns,
while prose is written like this, in a line–that is to say, the main difference is graphic. for
example, Bukowski
wrote his short (short)
stories
in columns–
since they were written in columns, they became poetry.
one could argue
that the graphic (typographic) difference between
prose and poetry is not merely graphic:
the end of the line
is a sign guiding the intonation:
a pause,
an inhale,
a sudden stammer interrupting the flow of speech for a
moment;
thus an uncounted text,
the text unmeasured
is rhythmicized
and
metered.
I want to write conveying this terrific boredom of human existence, this unbearable and
annoying ennui–too many are already doing it.
I said to my baby, baby,
baby, take it slow.
Langston Hughes, A Dream Deferred*
Andreas Friedrich drew a lobster as a vehicle in 1617. time
best
spent
wasted
don’t laugh: don’t forget that you will have to recite it all in church. ever since I met a woman
pastor in 2013, I had difficulties trying to restore that true reason why a woman could not be a
priest, if she is so inclined. (to be sure, a priest she wasn’t). the main reason I think was blood;
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there could be no blood in church, and a woman is a vessel of blood, leaking–the only blood in
church could be the transmogrified (wine) blood of Jesus Christ. real blood, particularly blood
of woman, is impure, venomous, and polluted; blood is the decay itself, putrefaction
personified.
self-epitaph. mortuary monument.
I erected a monument to myself, not of human making**
Alexander Pushkin in mimicking of Horace***
posterity!
she who lies here buried
platonically liked two Instagram filters (barely used them):
Earlybird (because it covered the image in a translucent, greenish, ghoulish patina), and
Sutro (since it made the picture muddier and moody, melancholic and mysterious, gloomy and
sullen).
that is everything I’d like you to remember.****
mausoleum
of the solidified self
and numbers. numbers look so Cyrillic. They gaze at you with their Cyrillic eyes out of a mess of
Latin-alphabet text. Cyrillic
surreal
cerulean,
celestial
Cyrillic
an old cage with silver strings: some broken,
some, bent
encloses a plant

_____________________________
*excerpt / typescript
** I erected a monument to myself, not of human making
Alexander Pushkin in mimicking of Horace
it should be remarked here, that the line is most paradoxical:
the poet claims he himself created the monument to himself
yet the monument is not of human making
(in the original, literally, “not hand made,” substituted by me for “not of human making” in the
interest of getting rid of all the swarms of associations, which should not be invited here even
by negation (badly done / imperfect / amateurish / phony / with a pretence on craft or artistry
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/ not meant to last) connected in the era of technological reproduction to all things handmade.
“nerukotvorniy” in Russian means “not of human hands’ doing” and hints at the divine source
of the creation.)
the only logical solution to this paradox is the assessment of the divine nature of the poet. he
claims to be equal not to human heroes but to gods, for only they could create a monument not
of human making (perhaps a mountain of disordered fragments; no, a grand system of the
rotating and endlessly reflecting line in line, ideally polished verse.)
further in the text of Pushkin’s poem, there is another startling picture: the monument’s
disobedient head rises higher than the Alexander Column [standing on the Palace Square in
Saint Petersburg]: the granite Column raised in memory of the victory of the Russian arms over
Napoleon, of Napoleon’s decisive defeat, that preordained not only his demise, but changed the
history of Europe; the Column which is a phallological symbol of the tsarist state power, a sign
of magnificence of the earthly realm. in other words, the poet, in his manic grandeur, probably
tangled in his morning gown, imagines himself not only above the worldly cesars, but also
above his own motherland’s, the empire’s, undefeatable martial potency.

***see famous Horace’s Ode:
Exegi monumentum aere perennius
regalique situ pyramidum altius,
quod non imber edax, non Aquilo impotens
possit diruere aut innumerabilis
annorum series et fuga temporum.
this poem has a grand history in Russian literature, particularly in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Mikhailo Lomonosov, Vasily Kapnist, Gavriil Derzhavin, Alexander Vostokov tried it and
approximated it for their needs (with little or no regard to the original and oftentimes without
mentioning of the original).
Lomonosov:
Я знак бессмертия себе воздвигнул.
Превыше пирамид и крепче меди,
Что бурный аквилон сотреть не может,
Ни множество веков, ни едка древность.
1747
here is a translation of Lomonosov’s text:
I built the sign of immortality to myself,
Higher than pyramids and stronger than copper;
Tempestuous aquilon could not erase it,
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Nor many centuries, and neither acerbic decrepitude.
2017
only 270 years before you read it.
****you asked why there are no lens presenting everything as one would expect to see it having
applied her favorite instagram filter.

invisible tattoo
yes be my friend
gladiolus darling
[glorious}
come to me in your otiose hour
and dine with me

remember that portal
of the ancient temple
where you grew breaking marble, so careful,
so frail, yet immortal.
like standard
like symbol
I would see you through and set in metal:
your every tremble
and every petal.
I heard weird sounds in the corridor, produced by what could be the tong clicking deep against
the palate of the mouth. with his door open, Sigmund was learning a new language. he could
not tell me what language it was because its name did contain a click he had yet to learn.
supreme ruling about - - it will grow
and glow
she ate only animal products because of ideological consideration: “while animals are beings
capable of experiencing pain and are at least aware, in different degrees, of their fate, plants are
completely defenceless and innocent beings. moreover, while you eat them, plants are still
alive. it is truly a cruel, senseless crime to eat plants.”
some semblance
of September;
for an accomplice,
a serpent
what about blotting paper?
futuristic vehicle
I imagined what kind of great prose he’d write if only he wrote prose.
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since he did not write prose, I set out to write his prose myself.
sometimes I’d write his poetry as well.
just because once you start writing someone else’s prose, it is difficult to refrain from slipping
into writing someone else’s poetry every now and then.
You are yourself the Western philosophy,
The Western philosophy itself, you:
Proud eyes, a slightly crooked nose,
And on the backdrop, endlessly unfolding,
Squares in chess pattern; exuberances:
Marble statues, columns,
Equestrian specters; petty tyrants in withered laurel wreaths;
Madonnas crying with ruby tears of a
Great translucency; a pearl dissolved in the
Vinegar-bitter wine, with which Cleopatra,
According to a rumor (well, a legend)
Poisoned her lover once.
“a fair dispatcher of morning prayers” Rabelais
aquatic
orangutan,
marine
animal
it’s about time you read Ulysses by James Joyce. one must say if one sits to the computers
indefinite number of monkeys, and makes them type upon the keyboard indefinite number of
hours, eventually monkeys–especially paired with spellcheckers–would produce great pieces of
prose and poetry. perhaps not Ulysseses in their entirety, as it was once predicted, but certainly
something overshadowing all previous literature composed by tireless humans, for the biggest
part of human history, without the help of spellchecker.
the greatest glory,
degradation
“how did you decide to get this tattoo of yours,” she mused, looking at his tattoo. “I would never
understand how people are so decisive as to make those tattoos. if I wanted to have a tattoo, I’d
spend hours, days, months immobilized, wondering. Dürer would have looked like a bad
drawer for me. you know what I mean? one has only so much skin. but I do know people who
did their tattoos from artists barely capable of drawing. they were happy. I guess that’s what
matters.”
if I ever get a tattoo, it’ll be invisible. I’ll tattoo the world on the inner side of my eyelids. I’d
tattoo my face on my own face in such precision that no one would distinguish the tattoo of my
face from my face itself. mad Euler diagrams in vain attempt to theorize the difference between
prose and poetry.
are you
honey
or you are
liquorice?
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the hermit lived on
locusts
and wild honey.
nothing else
ever visited
the hermit’s pious mouth.

the empress of emptiness and the queen of
the void
0
the empress of emptiness
and the queen of void
had an argument over
who would make an ovoid
crack first.
“I,” the empress of emptiness said,
“I,” objected the queen of the void
0
the empress of emptiness called
the queen of the void to the duel.
“ridiculous,” the queen of the void
said indignantly, picking up the long green glove
thrown in her direction
by the empress of emptiness.
the glove was so long that the queen of the void stood up, holding the glove with her two
fingers, disgusted, but the sleeve of the glove was still on the floor.
“my dear,” continued the queen of the void in a voice of tempered anger. “allow me please
by means of a reciprocate gesture
of good will and hospitality
to invite you for a cup of tea with an apple pie.”
“I baked this apple pie myself,” added the queen of the void with a remarkable (given the
circumstances) self-possession.
“and look how great my apple pie is,” she added.
“it is soft and round, and powdered with sugar dust
and cinnamon. it has a wondrous crust of the golden-brown color,
and
let me assure you of the supreme quality
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of my apple pies;
they dissipate in your mouth as soon as you lift the spoon to your parted lips,
if not before.” the queen of the void said,
the emeralds in her ears trembled in ire.
“ha,” said the empress of emptiness.
“I can see you through,” the empress of emptiness said.
“which isn’t a lot, of course, since there is not much in you anyway,” the empress of emptiness
said.
“you are but a ghost. look at you, you are drenched in void from head to toes.”
“you cannot insult me by pointing out my best qualities.” retorted the queen of the void.
the empress of emptiness slapped the mirror with her open palm; the mirror ringed
(inaudibly) and reverberated.
“fine.” the empress of emptiness said. “I accept your invitation.”
….
“admit it, darling,” the empress of emptiness said after she was done with her portion of the
apple pie. “the pie is poisoned, am I correct? and I will die on the eventide at the latest in a
torturous agony. but you will survive because, although you also ate–I followed you closely, as
you noticed–you have an antidote to inject into one of those blue veins of yours, the veins
which map your translucent arms so splendidly?”
“I think I already have a vertigo from this pie.”
(she added.)
“I might need some fresh air.” the empress of emptiness said.
“alright,” the queen of the void uttered, and clapped her hands twice. “bring the empress some
fresh air, but not too cold.” ordered she to a servant appearing silently in the room, as though
he unglued himself from the wall between the window and the lowered curtain. “warm it a
little bit if needed.”
“I am still expecting to hear your answer to my question.” the empress of emptiness reminded
in a petulant voice.
“which question?” asked the queen of the void. “I am sorry; I got distracted.”
“I inquired if the apple pie was poisoned.”
“ah, yes.”
“yes?”
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“oh no, of course not. it was not poisoned.”
“not poisoned?”
“no.”
“well,” said the empress of emptiness. “it is good to know. and what about our duel?”
“the duel has already happened.” said the queen of the void.
0
once the empress of emptiness came to a mirror and saw the queen of the void in there
0
the empress of emptiness
and the queen of the void decided
to conduct a small efficient war
against one another.
rows of paper airplanes aligned,
as well as ships made out of soap,
the empress of emptiness observed the horizon
in her mother-of-pearl-incrusted binocular, but
could not indeed see
the queen of the void.
later it became clear
that the queen of the void
forgot,
yes, completely forgot,
and slept through the morning
on which the theater of war
was to be unfolded, and things deployed.
0
“my dear, tell me quick, how do I
look; do I
shine?” the empress of emptiness asked
the queen of the void in a quiet, tranquil minute.
“you do,” answered the queen of the void curtly.
“and you, I must say, look not very well lately,”
admitted the empress of emptiness.
“are you sleeping alright?”
“yes, thank you,” answered the queen of the void.
“then this is not it;
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it must be something different then,”
surmised the empress of emptiness.
“it must be in your genes.
already
in such young age mid-day you look tired.”
the queen of the void unsheathed her sword
and decapitated the empress of emptiness
in but one steel blink.
on the empress’s face
a mask
of utter amusement and surprise froze.
“why should you always resort to violence though?” the empress of emptiness inquired.
0
the empress of emptiness called the queen of the void
on the pink phone, and, twisting the spiral cord
around her thin finger, asked the queen of the void:
“how do you do, honey pot?”
to which the queen of the void
answered: “do not call me via the pink phone;
you know that I hate pink. call me via the mint-green phone,
maybe then
I will inform you on how it is that I do.”
(“yes, and don’t call me honey pot, either.”)
0
the empress of emptiness saw
the prince of insufficient light*
and stuck her sharp elbow
between the ribs of the queen of the void:
“did you see him?
did you see him?”
“where?
and who?”
but the price of insufficient light
was nowhere to be seen.
0
“if I yawn,” the empress of emptiness said,
“I am afraid
I’d swallow flocks and flocks
of variegated birds,
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I would swallow the lake, castle, and park
in the English style
together with the gardener,
sheep, cows,
deer in our eminence’s forests,
the monastery
and nearby territories,
and so I resist my yawning,
I do not give in to the urge–
no historian would ever have the ground
to accuse me of indifference
to my kind, cheerful people,
the loyal servants of their empress,
the empress of all-engulfing emptiness.”
so said the empress
and yawned.
0
“if I were the empress of emptiness,
I’d choose you as my main addressee
and adversary.”
said the queen of the void,
“but I already have the main addressee
and adversary, you see,
the quintessence
of the enmity, the universal
nemesis–her eminence
empress of every absence
and every emptiness.”

__________________________
*the prince of insufficient light is a child of Scott Adams, the author of Dilbert comics.

o you my extraordinary obsessions with
Caesar
Trump would (perhaps) be “a good lesson” for Americans (G.B. attests. I would never put it this
way). The problem is, the learning will be conducted on behalf of the most oppressed. The
poorest will pay the highest price, as usual.
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Inauguration of the Ignoble
A sad time for Americans to keep getting accustomed to the unfading sense of shame they are
sentenced to experience for years.
I think all people of good will (or should I say, velleity?) should slowly, stubbornly work
towards the four years not turning into eight (or infinity).
the salacity of your “solidarity” is not at all attractive
Nope

NAH

No

Vagina Dentata
Is Our President
medium: salt, markers, greasy stain (she created a Painting to decorate the wall of the living
room)
in preparation to tomorrow’s march
march and parade
paraphernalia
a theater of protest
plumage
something that is always happening
tea ceremony
tomorrow
golden bees painted
something to live intomorrow
with the thinnest brush
some tomorrow
in existence; every bit of pollen
and excerpt of golden fur
ruthless
of the miraculous Führer
mercurial
marked separately
it was not a centipede briskly traveling her neck but merely a gold necklace moving. no need to
shiver, explained she to herself.
Caesar catching a locust
and listening, bending his ear–long ear–
holding the insect in the captivity of his palm,
trrr

trrr

trrr trrr

tr

trrr

feeling the thin legs briskly moving
with its tiny barbs scratching his skin
from the inside of the locust’s finger-clad cell
remembering the golden insect’s eyes
and releasing the critter finally
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amid
a meadow

the sky
so blue

I went to no march, of course
marches are not my genre
I detest the feeling of exilaration produced by the delusion of unity
Jeicob asked why I wasn’t planning to go, and I had to reply, knowing that he’s going with his
girlfriend, that crowd makes me agitated–a customary pulling on of a blanket of a fearful
feminine identity–
but in fact, I detest exaltation, and it’ll be there.
I could already see it in their eyes, an excited apprehension of a moment, all powers of light
against the dark Sauron Voldemortovich, the eschatological expectation of the much-desired
Armageddon; gimmeabreak. this
is not my cause.
when my most active, bright, and lionhearted Austin friends protested on the streets, while
most depressed, lazy, and cynical watched the inauguration in the space of their cozy homes or
offices, I had no hesitation abandoning it all for the trip to the school where, I learned, my child
hit another for no good nor indeed even sensible reason.
there
revolved slowly around its axis a small world, with a clock tick-tacking in the principal office
and someone’s insincere “Lattuce* Elementary is the Best School” embroidery on the wall; I
pretended to be a strict mother, but told him right away in Russian that everything will be
alright, and that I will always love him. he beamed, and a principal looked at us with a concern.
my son’s teacher was a sweetheart, she said he was immediately apologetic after, he asked the
kid to forgive him and was very hard on himself; someone told him in passing that they are not
his friend any more, and he was reduced to tears.
the drama was such that cutting it off we deserted the field of battle leaving the lunchbox
behind, abandoned a captive somewhere in the casemates of the principal’s office.I took the
boy to a cafe to eat, then we went to buy a wonderful tin box full of glistening Pokémon cards.
________________________
*please believe me and do not change here “a” to “e.”

expecting the birth of the dandelion moth

“you can entertain yourself not only by purchasing goods.”–“but also by purchasing
entertainment.” so much for anti-consumerism.
rejoice in Joyce,
sistren and brethren
I can’t; he’s juicy
pulp
fiction
through our eyes. to be a mother is to be blissfully delusional. she sent her husband a message
“darling how r u?”–“are you sure you sent it to the right person?” I asked students how many of
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them had ever worn cowboy boots, and approximately a fifth part of one hundred pupils did.
something to be said about performance of masculinity / femininity in Texas. cowboy boots are
such a charged part of attire. caterpillar. what an unusual narrative mode for you; this is quite
funny. weary of gravity and atmosphere on this planet. squashed jelly fish. jelly fish poured in a
high glass.
ghost
(ghost),
get lost,
lost
honey, are you honey?
honey, are you horny?
midnight writings are my favorite.
You are yourself the Western philosophy,
The Western philosophy itself, you:
Proud eyes, a slightly crooked nose,
And on the backdrop, endlessly unfolding,
Squares in chess pattern; exuberances:
Marble statues, columns,
Equestrian specters; petty tyrants in withered laurel wreaths;
Madonnas crying with ruby tears of a
Great translucency; a pearl dissolved in the
Vinegar-bitter wine, with which Cleopatra,
According to a rumor (well, a legend)
Poisoned her lover once.
“a fair dispatcher of morning prayers” Rabelais
I saw a January
butterfly
I shall serve you as an unbreakable machine.
a machine transforming butterflies into petals of flowers in the wind
and vice versa
producing jell-Os
out of letters “O”
O_o
demonic robot
deus ex machina
exudes / oozes
Für Elise:

[a sweet mechanism]
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drop
drip
soft hummers
strings
black, long
and white, longer bones
leave me,
an exigent étude
I am an ex-deus,
a faux seraph, a scrap
surviving exodus
from the machine’s warm, terrifying womb
somewhere not between the lines as much
as between letters.
funny and poignant
I like clear writing. clarity. a precious metal.
captivating. a great opening line. the text is dense.
“great expectations”
indeed there is no
dark or light
left or right
right or wrong
up or down
there is no “no,”
but a fall dilapidating gown
made out of leaves
stitched together by the tail of a fox’s apparition.
no talk on space could be done without a discussion of ruins. ruins are the margins of the space,
a space broken, or falling apart, a breakage in continuity, a whirlpool of things–discarded
objects, bricks falling out of order, fragments scattered; a space vexed and vortexed.
I wonder how much of a solitude is a longing of its eradication, and how much (of what is left,
presumably) is a desire for solitude.
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i regret ive never mastered this challenging art of writing without capital letters and
punctuation and lots of parentheses)) which should mean emotions not anything else))))) I
tried many times… No, again.
indeed it is not.
I noticed the date “1994” after an eternal poem
it struck me as impossible
whenever I spotted the date below an eternal poem
it was the year of my birth,
although
the date often started with 18, not 19.
but 1994…
and what a year it was
(just to be clear:
this is not a poem
but written in column
facebook status)
painkillers.
aggressive word. beyond aggressive.
sufferingmurderers
something German
Schadenfreude
I think I might need a glass of wine again. they did wear those strange dresses that required a
cloud of silk, and in those dresses they did look fairly strange for a human eye, like theropod
dinosaurs. she gave her daughter a tattoo set for birthday: an apparatus and samples of pork
skin. she asked but one thing: that her daughter did not tattoo her own children until they grow
up.
what are these
beautiful little
white birds; what are
they called?
don’t you look
into this lamp
with stained glass,
lest you see
carriages with fast horses,
[flying]
palaces,
placeless places,
[nemesis]
nameless names, and
silhouettes of equestrian ghosts.
cities burning
are not a novelty
for your seventeen-year-old eyes.
routinely made predictions. oh you are very welcome to write off whatever you find inspiring.
if you saw me in a dream, you likely saw one of my creepoids; beware of them, in no way they
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are I.
the sky looks like a sheet of a slightly wrinkled papyrus
it is not long before the scroll begins unrolling
Russian esotericist, keeper of clandestine knowledge, and gusli-player Alexander GnutovBayun asseverated that the human body consists of three parts: the lowest, from feet to knees–
the lizard / serpent (yashcher); the middle, from knees to chest–the wolf; and the highest, from
chest (including esophagus, throat, mouth, nose, eyes, brain) to hair–the bird.
attracted
and
reluctant
sad story. this story is so sad and has such big blue eyes that I want immediately to offer it
some tea.
dandelion
is about to turn
into chrysalis;
I’ll sit here
on the warm white rock
and wait until
the pupa breaks
and out crawls
a wrinkled-winged
dandelion moth.

a small glass coffin for a January butterfly
the curtain lifts
the word
makes its appearance,
it sounds
spontaneous
and rehearsed

a skeleton so thin–
black and pink lace and lace–
seems like a fitting gown
to wear tomorrow

heavy, dark
red
purple

Eros, erase
the trace of Thanatos
wipe from your face
this gloomy shadow
somehow
I do not know
erase
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dandelion, darling,
dare I say,
dare I say nothing
this is the spot
the point in space and time
where and from which I
emit my noise
fast blinking
cichlids: blue, bright-blue,
lemon-yellow
like parrots:
discus, angelfish,
green terror
Another January butterfly
Smashed by perilous wind.
I transported it–
A bright piece of dying flesh,
Ready for decomposition,
Organic matter–difficult molecules–returning
Into dust–
To the side of the road.
Colorful ash from its wings,
Glittering pollen,
On the button of my phone
Evoking the screen to life.*
____________________________
*люблю Техасские зимы за лимонных бабочек.
и пестрых; птеродактилия лилипутская – редкий вид.
недавно нашла такую на дороге, переходя улицу
то ли ее сбило проезжающим автомобилем,
то ли пришла пора ей заканчивать свою земную жизнь, но бабочка была мертвая – или
так казалось.
я ее отнесла в сторону и положила на парапет.
там она лежала, как собрание цветных атомов, готовое возвратиться обратно в своё
бесформенное,
редко и мелко шевеля (почти мертвыми) длинными тонкими лапами.
я подумала немного и переложила ее на траву. в траве ей будет сподручнее умирать или
возвращаться к жизни, я подумала.
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я заметила в траве муравьев, но они нашли бы ее и на парапете.
я нажала на кнопку телефона, будя камеру – и на кнопке остался след отпечатка пальца,
дактилоскопия бабочкиной пыльцой, изоранжева-красный след, переливающийся на
солнце, рассыпавшийся мелким глиттером, что твоя шанель.
я залюбовалась отпечатком.
но все равно я любовалась им недолго.

hortus siccus: succubus succumbs to
dessication
I collect a herbarium of letters:
dry mouths, accurately preserved antennae,
fragile wings.
form vomits numbers on a clean sheet;
form, form,
what’s that that you just did?
vernacular
clear cut
the lunar
jaguar
a short report from that edge of existence where stars turn into anemones and myrmidons into
mountains of scraps, and scraps into grackles’ wayward feathers
there is a creature, its countenance betrays for every impartial observer a peacock in it, but this
is not entirely peacock, every partial observer could tell,
for it has a lot of human features as well—
it comes from the nether to the keyboard, which is soft and is also made of feathers in its
iridescence (follow my fingers):
bright blue
turquoise green
copper orange (can you see it yet?)
[the feather’s
yellow aglitter (what produces this glitter,
breathing porousness,
I really could not tell,
durable friability,
perhaps the movement)
elastic laxity]
velvet violet
from-purple-black (Russian
okay, I seem to not be able to connect two words together in English without Russian. however,
take into consideration this: there are prefixes and suffixes in Russian that English does not
have, and so in the world structured by Russian there are all kinds of colors that English cannot
name, for instance: issinya-zeleniy: outoftheblue-green, or izzelena-cherny: outofthegreenblack)
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black (in short) emerging out of the deep purple
and finally simply black (no hints, no interference(s)
no impositions of
one color upon
another, no
spectral argument, no
psychedelic focuses,
nor rainbow disagreements)
this feathery creature with the human eyes (about the color of which I do not even want to
begin to think) is coming to the feathery keyboard
only
(solely)
to NOT type anything;
it enjoys (perhaps not really enjoys, perhaps it is completely indifferent) seeing others in their
respected agonies of writing, in throws of misery and fits of power, as it were; it merely
observes, surveys, monitors, examines, watches, scrutinizes, notes, inspects, and discovers.
a spherical observer in the protective vacuole of vacuum
in a shell
in a nutshell
in which there is a thimble
in which there is a needle
on which there is a swarm of loquacious angels, fluttering because they are pierced like bugs.
since angels barely weigh anything (perhaps a megabit of stored information), there is virtually
as many angels pierced with one needle as there are sand grains on any given beach.
this curious creature
is an observer
surveyor
monitor
proctor
guard
scientist
critical theorist
inspector
discoverer
voyeur
eye
ear
viewer
spectator–
in short,

a theatergoer of sorts
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a theatergoer in the absence of theater.
obscene.
a scene
a theater
is everywhere
by virtue of the theatergoer’s going
there
de-liquidate
the delirifacient
delinquency,
delineated
clearly,
clearly
defined,
turn it into
the kaleidoscopic deliquescence,
o eloquent, I acquiesce,
o delicate, soft fascist.
(their eyes were always open under the eyelids lowered. even under the eyelids,
their eyes shone in the dark like LEDs.)
he opened his translucent eyes,
transmogrified.
the princess was delighted:
she clapped her hands and laughed,
and even jumped.
she sometimes
missed afterwards
his fur, his tusks,
and most of all
his long, pointed, and swirling
tail–
that cutest
tail of his,
in which she could have fallen
asleep,
she dreamily thought (sometimes).
echo chamber
lunar}
Americana
(Americana
solar}
Americana
lunar and solar)
I recognize your voice through distortions and noise
communications through invisible borders
faceless hotel rooms
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a curl of her hair resting on her shoulder and shimmering in the ray, reminded me of a snake’s
tail
snake charmer
sword swallower
the word is over, sir,
and so is
the world*
I can see in it in my scrying screen
phoenix,
threatened:
ha
ha
ha
could you be
filthy
a bit
fawn
less?
I saw for a moment a February Finland with an orchid on a cold window; flowers form a
semblance of ladder on the stem. A garland. I wondered what color might they be, but since it is
not possible to visualize colorless orchids, I admit I imagined most common colors–they are
creamy white (with bifurcation of veins detectable in every thick petal) with fuchsia hearts.
otherwise
and periwinkle:
starry-eyed heart,
stares into itself
there is no border after which
the cute becomes macabre
the edge of sublime irony:
a blink
and a slowly decomposing head of orange
“unbelievably rude,”
she decided
and laughed
darling, goodnight
darling, moonlight
darling, good moonlight and moon goodnight
of course I am no
t enough I am me
rely a phantom. o
f course I am not
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фантом. фаэтон
Фета, фата морг
ана, amor fati, fa
tigue, a fire tongu
e, exterminating f
in the library’s reading hall
shelves and shelves of green and black volumes were,
each with “herbarium” on the cover
I opened one out of curiosity
before leaving
I hoped to see dry leaves and flowers
or drawings at least
alas
there were lists and lists
of the Latin names of plants
those were ideal herbaria
collections where every specimen is first and foremost
the word
and only inasmuch as it is the word,
the plant;
dual-natured items,
absent exhibits,
present by virtue of being mentioned,
that is to say exercising the only presence possible;
systematically arranged collection of absences,
hortus siccus
and dictionary,
where all the colors and forms are preserved impeccably.
ruins.
yet
she had two faces
lunar
and
solar
deer
red circle
moonlit field
with unsmiling eyes
the dawn hour
full lips
coming to drink water
brushes of
to the
fire for hair
round pond
each freckle
near that what once was
a map of a city
a house
with a temple
when her two faces kissed one another,
the stars were made to watch
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____________________
*Paolo Tedeschi’s poem “over, sir” is referenced here.

professed flame

on a brighter note,
kill your family
and then yourself.
“wear a sneaker that makes a statement.” I might, but it depends on what kind of statements it
makes and how often, exactly. too true to be true. “…outside the hospital they would throw him
in prison if he ever started screaming about all the things he felt everyone ought to start
screaming about, or they would put him in the hospital.” Joseph Heller. Incessant Selfies (also
known as Green Socks) selfie. I need to go the concert of that band before I leave Austin
when you get the Noble prize in literature, will you live in Switzerland?
will you return to Austerlitz for the summer break?
11 facts about myself? don’t you have enough of me? why 11? why not 10 and not 12?
1. I am going to write 11 facts about myself right now.
2. I was born. this is undeniable and had all sorts of consequences.
3. I had a dog.
4. I never had a cat.
5. but I wanted to have a cat.
6. a siamese cat; ideally, siamese cats.
7. siamese cats which are also siamese twins.
8. I do like strawberries.
9. I like strawberries from a perspective regarding their form. also, their smell. white flowers.
white green berries. glass-like gleam of the berries ripe. yellow kernels, each in its own little
dimple. antennae sent by the plant to the adjacent territories. heart-shaped rough leaves. I like
a lot about strawberries. taste, not as much.
10. I like laconic geometrical simplicity.
11. I wrote you 11 facts about myself.
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aggressively cute kawaii, performed [thrown] “assertively in your face.” if God wants me to be
an atheist, I accept it stoically without a whimper. after all, He must be an atheist Himself. every
time she applied to her face a foundation for make up–a “neutral” skin-color mass–she was
afraid she might erase her features altogether. some narratives are far more powerful than the
narrator, and, while one wants (I assume) to control one’s narrative, some narratives are so
strong that there is no way to control them. examples are: psychiatric diagnosis; rape and
repeated victimization that follows; embodiment of a powerful position and a position of
subordination. those are most vivid examples I can think of, but virtually any of the roles that
we play in the process of socialization, has existed before us and will exist after. how much in
playing of these roles is a “free choice of the individual” (to put it into the scholastic terms of
the Enlightenment), if the narrative possesses a kind of agency you could merely embody and
not rule?
I forget English every morning.
whatevar
whatevah
Jehovah
what coupons help in a parallel universe? are they used to buy bread and milk?

anatomy of hysterics
uncanny valley. spooky.
translucent
you are a bunch of hypocrites. you would swear you love me but still won’t buy my book. I am
not drinking that coffee with you, nor do I eat that cheesecake I promised you to share with you
one day.
what?! I cannot possibly humanly supposedly theoretically hypothetically reasonably wait this
long.
“vinyl” is veritably the strangest word in the whole English language. the more you look at it
the stranger it is.
I know you cannot marry me for a variety of overwhelmingly silly reasons, but buy my book.
It’s almost the same, only twice better. In fact it brings all the privileges of the named
arrangement but none of its horrific downsides.
I was about to throw a tantrum,
conduct a scene,
an instance of hysterics,
a scandal, but–
thank you who bought or plans to buy my book; when you have just published something, there
is always this great anxiety. *wipes out traces of cheesecake from her cheeks with a tablecloth’s
ridge*
I will drink coffee with you
and I will eat that cheesecake *another one* that I promised I’ll eat with you one day.
sigh.
Billy Collins, I hear–and he’s one of the most successful poets at least among those who look
like something recognizable as poets, for there are perhaps more successful ones, but their
identity as poets is under a sort of question, a pending identity, as it were–Billy Collins sells
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some 18.000 copies of his poetry books a year, and earns $44.000 a year of royalties–which are
ridiculously low numbers for one of the most famous poets alive of the huge English-speaking
world.
just how much more he’d earn if he wrote prose.
or how even more he’d earn if he wrote self-help books.
in some sense it is a privilege to be a poet in the Western society, to afford to be a poet. either
you have nothing and you can therefore afford to be a poet, or you have to have a lot–a
(preferably tenured) position in a good university by the very least, connections, time to and
understanding how to submit endlessly carousels of your poems to journals (might be a fulltime job in its own right), a lit agent at least, a publisher, etc., etc., etc.
poetry is a completely thankless trade, a vain business
(yet in another sense the most rewarding too).
hologram and flamingo,
superimposed
(I am looking for a title for my streams.)
hologram and flamingo:
invariance theorem
(another variant)
my writing career started in another language, another time, and in another country. there I
was lucky to be absorbed momentarily, as soon as I gave the first glimpse of myself, into
existing writing community. to be sure, an impoverished community it was, a community which
had next to no power, no assets, not much of a political voice or any other kind of significance
beyond its own imaginings, but a community consisting of viciously ambitious writers who are
professionals of the Russian letters for what it is worth.
this community is relatively small in comparison to English-speaking writing communities, but
it is also dense and centered around several dying literary journals. I publish my work in these
journals and used to have books coming out regularly from publishing houses which predate
on these journals as well.
the journals are treasures of writings that are barely read; their authors suffer constantly and
viscerally from being un-demanded by the society. plainly put, there are no adequate
infrastructures in existence, for the un-reader of said journals also exists, but laments the
absence of good literature.
this un-reader dismisses the journals without reading them, because journals are the remnants
of the previous epoch, surviving well into the new times in forms that seems to be outdated.
(the irony of it, however, that they are just fine–in the Western world such professional
journals look exactly the same). it is quite a world. pretty much everything I have ever written
in Russian is published, except for diaries and things like that–something that I write for my
own endless references.
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I moved to the English-speaking world in 2010, and struggled with the language for quite a
while (I continue struggling with it, every day is another challenge). here my successes are
quite modest, at least they are not in any way in comparison with what I had in Russia.
now is a luminous, liminal moment: I have everything in endless drafts. tons of work. I like this
work sincerely. my best pages are written in English, no doubt. however, there is a lot of
difficulties with getting it out there. everything requires another round of revision. additionally,
the services of a professional editor are extremely expensive, and I have to consult a highly
skilled native speaker professional for any of my writings I attempt to advance. I asked friends
to help me several times, but they cannot possibly run such a charity, and I am not entirely
comfortable asking them all the time.
…yes. this is about it.
everything that appears in this book (Holy Robots) at some point was given away “for free,” as
you put it, that is to say, was posted. I have no secret storages of writings that somehow exceed
in mastery or ferocity what you see every day. however, the preparation of the book does
involve selection, revisions, polishing, and, most importantly, building of sequences of poems,
which is a crucial part. I try to compose my books so that each division in them has its own
logic, and together they form a complex but permeable system. I believe the book should have a
breathing; for the poetry book it is extremely important to think about the rhythm,
architectonics, and harmony of the whole corpus of texts. I don’t know in what degree I
succeeded with my task but I tried.
a text into which it is easy to slip
my old-time dream is fulfilled. when I was asking myself many times a day if I ever master the
English language, the image of a remote room, the inhabitant of which would one day perhaps
listen to my words in silence, was something that kept me going.
don’t forget to write me an explicit report.
Holy Robots consist(s) of eight divisions: “Holy Robots,” “Necromancer,” “Emperor,”
“Missionary,” “Poems in a Male Voice,” “Alchemist,” “Paper Flowers,” and “Mirrors.“ Six poems
out of the “Poems in a Male Voice” series were out in Figroot Press web literary journal
December 2016. This is approximately one fifth part of all the Poems in a Male Voice. I am
happy with this book but I am also tired of it. It took me a long time to put it together because I
kept adding poems to two sections, “Poems in a Male Voice” and “Alchemist.” By the end of it I
was thoroughly exasperated. I hope I will never write another Alchemist poem or Poem in a
Male Voice. I am so done with both, I cannot even tell you.
The tomb of the unknown writer
Is a faceless obelisk
{obscene]
{obsidian]
Amidst a deserted landscape,
Surviving by pure chance,
Rising alone,
Throwing a straight shadow
Like a sundial
For no one to measure time;
No flowers,
And a path
[petulant}
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Overtaken by virulent verdure.
Infinite Jest traveled with me to Russia–Moscow and then Siberia–in 2013. It was the only book
in English I took to that travel of mine. I rather liked and disliked the book. It is a writing as
much fascinating as it is disappointing. Ulysses is another matter; one cannot really dislike it–it
is already pretty much a monument covered with beautiful stains of respectable moss. (Who
knew it’ll happen so soon.)
German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk’s masterpiece is a trilogy consisting of “Bubbles. Spheres
Volume I: Microspherology,” “Globes. Spheres Volume II: Macrospherology,” and finally “Foams.
Spheres Volume III: Plural Spherology.” Sounds like a life pleasantly spent.
“…what Clément describes as a punitive adoration of female singers: "They suffer, they cry,
they die.”“
–Alex Ross (”In Extremis,” The New Yorker, Jan.9, 2017)
very true
in regard to writing as well (Ross is talking about music)
the female writer is constantly on the edge. inasmuch as the female writer is her character, she
suffers terrible blows from life, even if as a person she’s perfectly fine. she follows through the
enfilade unfolding: from one excruciating story into another. it’s a never-ending cascade of
stairways, an endless kaleidoscope. the key is to sustain this spectacular falling for years
without (or preferably with) the harm to the mental health. everything should fall apart to blow
the reader away. if you don’t have tragedies in your life, forge them. exaggerate what little you
have. keep them fascinated with the tragic sublime. be a figure of constant emaciation. a
silhouette of the unbearable. sustain endless hysterics of writing. be a cascading cry, a carousel
of terrible losses. "wake up from a nightmare into another nightmare.” feed vultures of déjà vu.
pick worst lovers. pick lovers who would prostitute you on the agora. age tragically in one
night. age irreversibly. choose strong betrayers. arrange a failure out of the most enduring
friendships possible–a female friendship. bury relatives. divorce husbands. have a drug-addict
child. nothing is too gross. don’t forget to die from your own hand.

two faces of Psyche

if your plea has gone unanswered, she said in an inaudible voice, continue to serve me in my
silence like a little frozen soldier. drip, drop. surface of the pond. calm down the fidgety busy
animal of your mind and be mine like you know you already are. let go of your fear. watch it fall
down the abyss, rotating, like a paper airplane in a graveyard spiral, caught in the stream of air.
be a calm guard of my silence.
sir Isaac Newton’s knee
was easily bruised; an apple with a soft, quickly-browning side
in a bowl shone all by itself;
a blue shadow
spread from the balcony, a voracious evening about
to swallow a tablecloth, a carpet, and a long purple tongue almost
reaching the edge of the framed painting: a female servant
holds a tray of pears.
they seek this
or that
and all they see
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is
your holographic
monochromatic
frown
spectrality, if you wish. haunted places populated by roaming ghosts.
yes, I can claim your bored soul, poor child
and throw it into the woods
as you seem to be wanting so desperately
erase your pale tears from your green cheeks
a grand erasure
the desecrator of the sacrosanct
nubivagant deity is heard all over the earth.
when her teeth clutter, critters tremble.
halcyon hour
a violet halo in the purple sky
around the black sun
she had two faces

lunar
and solar
deer
red circle
moonlit field
with unsmiling eyes
the dawn hour
full lips
coming to drink water
brushes of
to the
fire for hair
round pond
each freckle
near what once was
a map of a city
a house
with a temple
when her two faces kissed one another,
the stars were made to watch

ruins
endless romance with language. language is the only lover I ever cared about. I blurred the
lines between the love letter and endless reflection on the clandestine workings of language.
it’s a love letter to love letters. I mostly write in a kind of trance. as I think in words or about
words most of the time (that is to say, when I don’t read), I am in a kind of trance most of the
time. a horrifying vastness of the English language. English has an enormous body of words.
part of it, is that the language is spread across different continents (thanks to the colonial
habits of the Great Britain), and experienced influence of a great many tongues. I encounter
new words every day. endlessly thrilled by the language.
for years now my Russian friends have been waiting until I return to Russian. I had an occasion
to witness that I had not lost a single soul.
but English proves to be a stubborn fur coat
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I hoped to let it slide
and it will easily slip
from my shoulder into Moscow’s dirty snow one day;
I start suspecting that this is not going to happen
unless I find myself in the Moscow’s snow
which might be a great turn of events
I imagine my English castles abandoned with the same ease that I had my Russian mansions
abandoned
I wonder
send me
an anemone
(awesome!)
of your kiss [please]
in a glass chest {box]
only
hermetically sealed.
its wavering petals would bloom,
its tentacles and eyes on podia
tenaciously refrain to dislodge their kaleidoscopic segments
in the library’s reading hall
shelves and shelves of green and black volumes sat,
each with “herbarium” on the cover
I opened one out of curiosity
before leaving
I hoped to see dry leaves and flowers
or drawings at least
alas
there were lists and lists
of the Latin names of plants
those were ideal herbaria
collections where every specimen is first and foremost
the word
and only inasmuch as it is the word,
the plant;
dual-natured items
absent exhibits
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present by virtue of being mentioned
that is to say
exercising the only presence possible;
systematically arranged collection of absences,
hortus siccus
and a dictionary,
where all the colors and forms are preserved impeccably.
ruins.

deities are ordered out and a flower

absolute narcissus in a dimly-lit room. saccharine daddy. no one is ever as sexy as their bikes.
waiting. for? the moment of American resistance: representative letters’ writing.
letter writing. what else. selfie with a behemoth
a letter to a politician could be written in a number of ways:
- as an ambigram (reads “Trump”; turned 90 degrees, reads “Ceasar”);
- in black via black;
- in milk across the sheet that already contains text, like Lenin famously did in the tsar’s prison.
placed under the lamp by loyal Nadezhda Konstantinovna Krupskaya, the letters in the book
revealed themselves between the lines;
- and alike methods.
liberty and justice for some.
I’d name the day
unamendable
lovely cupid, go–
cure yourself
sweet

yes,
cupid
is a
creature
alas
defined by its plight.

little golden arrow
a golden bow
light sandals

eery} (Eeris)

(Eos)

(Zeus)

(Whoever(

idle deities, everyone–
take

your leave

there is this sense of urgency that keeps growing over the course of the last several months–the
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comet is very visible in the sky, her fluffy tail hosts holographic dust–soot and glitter–
ammoniac dispersing, melting beautifully as it gets closer and closer to the blackened sun; it
flies towards my open window and I, nor indeed the humanity, could not do anything about i;
its advent is well predicted, fully known, calculated in advance, and the spectacle of its
unfolding all across the sky is rather thrilling. the apocalypse, should it start, must have begun
and ended with a cup of tea in the innocent garden, yet here I am, looking at the comet–thank
you, gods, thank you, nymphs, for making it possible; it is a cheer to live today, I am glad I was
not dead yesterday, but I will be tomorrow. in the face of such catastrophe writing for the first
time completely loses its significance yet acquires a new absurd density, for
the time is limited from now on, therefore
the reasonable question to ask is:
what to spend it on, and love for the first time as well does not seem like a wise option. I had no
interest to watch history in the making, yet
as a idle passer-by I was made to
become a witness no matter where I hid myself. desert with its huge multiple eyes in the sky
and in the cactuses alike, is not a safe harbor any longer, a shelter no more–again, after I saw
the grand collapse already, or so I thought. turns out, that
was but a rehearsal before the grand collapse that I am to live through. how swell. if only the
comet did not approach so quickly, if only
I did not dream it approaching while it already hit the earth, and the resounding blast wave
spread across the land, overthrowing realms as paper doll houses, and burning people as paper
figures scissorred accurately for the entertainment of the heavenly child.

dada tricycle
dada tricycle
imagine the disappointment of the cosmonauts who arrive to the moon only to discover the
broken telephone booth, covered with layers of dry moon dirt. the ideal labyrinth is only
partially of human making, since it is a structure constructed not as a labyrinth, but ruination
brought it into a state of maze. the human-made labyrinth traces the human understanding of
what labyrinth is, and the labyrinth of ruination is unpermeable. what is a flâneur in American
cities, all geometrically spaced, streets and avenues crossing one another at 90 degrees? what
happens to his (sic) arbitrariness of movements and voluntary submission to distraction? let’s
not dwell on decay.
I’ve been so talkative
[unnameable]
unpardonably loquacious
[amoeba
a locust in the mechanical bush
and anemone]
branches rotating ever so unnoticeably;
uninterrupted little vehicle of endless procreation of
locusts
the quote
цитата
цикада мёртвая:
dead cicada.
incessant selfcitation, self182

cessation, selfinterruption.
liquid citrus in a glass carafe.
a certain volume of
voluble lips,
lips marked by a ready flow of speech,
the speech
about to launch
itself,
[galleon}
the speech of goalless repetition.
where am I from? where I am from.
the only error-free answer to this question is,
from my mother’s womb.
transcend everything.
boom!
everything is
transcended at once
a miniscule room
with miniature furniture
if I ever have to do a manicure
it’ll be in the corridor

women’s march

women’s march: women, mysterious beasts, plants in cages, sapsexuals, tarsexuals, tinsexuals,
cryptosexuals, parrots, ferrets, and fawns parading the streets of the cities taken over
by
all kinds of different creatures: men, animals known and described,
ghosts, antisexuals of different categories, hateful papers, tears in jars, and finally the iron
giraffes.
what was seen in Austin and other cities on that memorable day, is called “political affect.” and
a belated one, at that. I am sympathetic with everyone who experienced a surge of solidarity; it
is a, no doubt, pleasant feeling. it did remind me the anti-Putin demonstrations of the “creative
class” during the winter (way below freezing temperatures) 2011-2012 in Russia. absolutely
impotent gatherings conducted with a sole goal for those who participated to feel slightly
better about themselves. zero political program beyond “let’s be good.” perhaps you may cut
one of your breasts. complete bankruptcy of ideas beyond political nostalgia for what never
was. it is scary to think that there is literally nothing to oppose to the mechanoid Trumps’ super
appealing agenda of white supremacy, state power, glory of the whitewashed past, and
patriarchal norms. nothing except for a handful creative sloppy placards* that are not that
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creative in the first place, and convey in forms of enigmatic messages the petty feelings one can
not in all honesty share. Trump is a malignant robot. he is a symbol that empires resist
dismantling. empires want to take a haughty pride in their colonial past, present, and future.
something that is not possible to be, is overly pessimistic. whatever dark thoughts you had, the
reality is far worse–and in so many unimaginable ways–always. it’s the only safe assumption.
what I adore about American nightmares, is their elaborate detail: Melania Trump’s newly
created profile on the White House’s website is a promotion page of the lowest quality, The
Washington Post reports. the USA’s starry-eyed capitalism has long been a caricature on itself;
why cannot it finally be made painfully obvious for anyone who would look?
so Dada; so postmodern
is this true that the Trump’s administration fired all the foreign ambassadors of the US? I hear
he accepted the symbolic gesture of resignation of the ambassadors that they give with the
beginning of a new president’s term. all of them are dismissed? at once? is this true?
there will be many “is this really happening?” questions in the future.
I listened to the Complaining Radio,
the Radio Contemplating,
that very same Contemplaining Radio
in the tense rotation on which
there was a new album of a singer,
I cannot remember her name now,
but at the time she was famous;
her album was called The Complaint.
it consisted of several tracks: first,
the Soft Complaint, then, a Harsher,
and then the Harshest Complaint You Would Ever Hear,
and then the Harshest Complaint in Existence.
when it was shut down
and replaced by
the Optimistic Radio,
the Radio of Euthanasia, Purity, and Young Blood,
the Will-To-Live Radio,
no one was game to complain.
especially considering
that nothing has changed, really nothing,
not even a cup in the studio,
and the chief editor remained the same.
what a poignant regret it is Hilary is not in the office, is it
not? the whole parallel universe now unfolds quietly in the world absolutely inaccessible for
the miserable mortals stuck with the embarrassment of a president. modernity’s paranoiac
sensibilities.
unbelievable. my pre-paid suite in Hilton Hostel did not have a bathroom, I found out during the
check-in, and I was offered to upgrade my accommodation and get a nicer room. I had to pay
additional $20 a day to have a bathroom in the room?? Capitalism, whatcha doin’
Russian writer Nossov created a fairy tale for kids, where Neznaika and his friends had to pay
for a bed in a hotel room additionally, having paid for a hotel.**
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the reality outstrips the most acerbic Soviet satire on the Capitalism.
she is gathering everyone to write angry letters to the representatives in congress. great idea. I
don’t have my representatives in power, so instead I’ll be writing letters to you. perhaps angry
letters, we’ll see. I can’t promise you such luxury though. it’ll likely be merely lukewarm letters
of cordiality and compassion. perhaps I need an app that blocks every content mentioning
Trump, including this remark. perhaps I can numb a part of my brain.
a line of ‘science-inspired’ jewelry suggested you’d wear
cell division in progress
pendant
and bacteriophage
in sterling silver
Chrome’s feature, titled, not without self-irony, Make America Kittens Again, substitutes Donald
Trump’s portraits for kittens’ images. I am giving it a run. four years is a long time, and eight
years is even longer than four years. now that the Trump White House senior staff has private
RNC email accounts, Hillary Clinton’s deleted emails are sent into their zenith, where they will
be read by Zeus crying at human stupidity. I can’t help but admire the level of cynicism. the sad
irony, specifically designed for angry pro-transparency voters. the issue of The New Yorker for
the January 30th, 2017, came out with no Trump on the front cover, I got the impression, after
quite a period of time–the very next issue will be with two Trumps on the front cover. it
was the only issue of The New Yorker for the rest of the year without Trump on the front cover,
I suppose.
impeach a peach.
the peach
is unempeachable.
ah but what about you, my love with tenderest petals? should I throw you in a paper bin or
you’ll rot there?
________________________________
*placards based on Margaret Atwood’s writings…this is why the political protests do remind
me about the anti-Putin demonstrations in Russia: slogans accessible only to those who read
(much respected by me, of course) a generalized Margaret Atwood
a club of well-lettered protesters, whose desires and aspirations are completely obscure to the
far greater circles of outsiders
**Neznaika is an agent of futurity. “Как в наши дни вошел водопровод, сработанный еще
рабами рима”, Mayakovsky. when, in my childhood, I read children’s books with obvious
political messages, they were boring. we did read plenty of them, did we not, kids of the Cold
War. arguably, ideological messages packaged in stories for kids now, are more subtle. while it
was quite boring back then, today I recollect Neznaika regularly with a sort of pensive
nostalgia. and Nosov, it turns out, was an unwilling prophet. a prophet subverted.
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haiku

it looks like a bad haiku
yet it is a great haiku

it looks like not a haiku at all
yet it is a haiku

she was about to leave when she spotted the sign on the door:
in order to abort
order, embrace
the incongruity.
the optimal optic
would be,
myopic.
pick me
a
way

to

say
claim
allege
utter
defend
declare
suggest

anything
something limping distorted infallible producing the pond
on the surface of which the yellow leaf gradually lowers
its gossamer body, its ultimate absence in which its
presence is but a moment, a fragment, an excerpt of decrepitude, would be (already answered)
“yeah, I was waste-listed for this position,” he admitted
it is fair to state that everything that one wants from the text is
sex
yet text
is the only thing that is guaranteed to deny sex.
sad–but entertaining–paradox.
if you fall in love with an account on social media inhabited by a human being (which, I read,
happens fairly often despite the apparent absurdity of such an event), and the person then
deletes their account, but remains on other social media,
what do you do?
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she’s nowhere to be found, virtually as good as committed suicide, killed herself;
there is nothing any more to sustain your love–for while on say tumblr she posted magnificent
poems containing universes, dry grass blades, and such, on facebook she is preoccupied with
kittens, and on instagram–a blow you suffered–she has even posted a give-away picture of a set
of steel manicure instruments–the pettiness of this persona of hers makes you start suspecting
you fell in love with a contrivance. of course you want to be generous and pretend to yourself
that the manicure set means nothing and is even an endearing thing, but it somehow
unpleasantly does [mean something] and it is somehow yet more nonsensically not
[endearing]. now suppose you are in a conversation with her that lasts months, no, two years,
and have never met her, and in her trivial conversation she is nothing of that poet you fell in
love with, now what do you do with that?
it might be a matter of laughter, but I would not be surprised to learn that this is a majority of
today’s romances, one way or the other–for the blissful lack of physical body in proximity and
still getting everything that humans are liable to slip into dreaming about sounds like a win-win
to me. but this supposed moment of dissipation of the persona troubles me.
so you want me to compete with the pink-fingered Aurora (Eos)
and defeat her
me, a mortal actor

the self-contained luxury of esoteric fascism
“imagine a man of his age risking what little life he has left for something so absurd as a
country.” (Heller)
while the sentiment “Anne Frank might have lived in Brooklyn now and be an 80-y.o.
respectable Brooklyn woman, but she was denied the US visa” is very clear to me,
the “Brooklyn” part is what makes me question this sentiment
as if it is only Brooklyn–of all the US–that is a suitable place for Anne Frank
and the most terrible part, is that it might very well be so.
today’s Brooklyn is, evidently, a very Anne-Frank-friendly place.
it is easy to be friendly to Anne Frank today. especially in Brooklyn.
carry your inner Brooklyn in your heart
indefatigably

[imaginary Brooklyn]

yet the Syrian refugees, denied entry to the US
having green cards on their hands
is a different story
inasmuch as Brooklyn is a friendly place
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the positionality of the hypothetical Arab in the modern world is altogether different from the
positionality of the hypothetical Jew in the modern world
not to mention that Syrians come in different ethnic backgrounds and national affiliations
different histories
different sensibilities to the cultural figures set in motion in mind of the hypothetical
Brooklyner
it all is horrendous to be sure
one could only wonder if there is a little child writer amongst those people stuck in the USA
airports
and if it validates everything in a perverse manner
as if we only can be capable of appreciating carefully trimmed writers
attending to European standards of being humans
a child already and inevitably enveloped in the political and literary contexts, the discourses
and their perpetuators and perpetrators, performing multiple political and cultural and plainly
human violations
another curse in haste sent into the useless, irresponsive sky.
finally I feel like home in the US. well done, mr president
“illegal immigration” is not a target of Trump, as became crystal clear by airport detention of
green-card holders. green cards=>their status in the US was legal. the target is people(s) of
“wrong” races.
I hope I will be deported or denied entrance to the US one day. to be sure, it’ll be a drama for
me and my family. yet such is the sacred duty of every honest noncitizen as revealed today.
history is coined today
said my imaginary
Marx
looking like philosopher
Daniel Dennett
too, in the
sheen of his rarefied beard*
phallogocentrism,
said Derrida (what did he know–almighty phallus precludes these beings from knowing
anything(
as facebook reached the definitive completion of becoming a police machine–with border
patrol checking facebook accounts for undesirable political messages–let’s remember this day.
there was a lot of speculations and evidence as to how facebook controls and polices citizens.
and it’d be naive for the state apparatus–unimaginably naive–not to. were you a state
representative, would you refuse to use such an endless source of most intimate information?
of course not!
yet this
is taking it to a new level
“it’s official”
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“it’s a boy”
“it’s a beast”
what do I do? the answer is of course not to abandon social media and nook into a corner
but
to use platforms for more open and straightforward political commentary
between silence and speaking out time and again one chooses speaking out
not because it makes so much of a difference
but because thus one earns self-respect
loyalty to oneself
even though I often find myself sadly devoid of the pleasure of aligning with American
elites, whether they are the establishment or the opposition. particularly in this dreadful time
when everyone starts speaking in slogans. the very mechanisms enabling free speech and
exchange of ideas, are simultaneously the mechanisms of controlling with lots of fear devices
embedded that promulgate self-censure or cautionary gestures such as “friends only” settings.
and why? well, it is because if you were to express yourself freely without reservation, you
should first resign from all the positions you are currently holding–at least,that is what people
believe;
and who could tell them that they are wrong?
not everyone is capable of becoming either a homeless body or a mini Žižek (some would
argue, those two figures are in some sense synonymous, but they are not: the first figure is the
figure of the radical renunciation of societal etiquette, and the second is performative of radical
renunciation, in which absolute conformance is deftly packaged). Trudeau looked great on the
backdrop of mumblers consisting of the Western politicians of all ranges. a new Western
masculinity of sorts: kind and soft, still performatively masculine. in this sense, Trudeau is very
much like a naked-torsoed Putin, a statue of Putin. the next Canadian Prime Minister would be
a loyal Trumpist, because Trudeau has such a beautiful chest and wide shoulders–he should
have looked less of a politician in all the maleness of this role.
another spectacle to watch would be, a quick drift to the right of the Democratic party. half a
year, and you would not tell the tomorrow’s democrat from the yesterday’s republican.
“conservatives,” in their turn, would evolve into something which eats werewolves in the full
moon. I told my husband six years ago that the revoking of the birthright citizenship would
happen on our memory. one could never err predicting the worst.
back to being an unrelenting misandrist,
I guess
even the best among men are still men, and thus
deserve contempt.
“yes, I am a hatred-spewing feminist,” she said and turned into a dragon vomiting fire.
the main concern is to not
wake up, come to the mirror, and see a face of the fascist in there
one day
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“There are many who do not know they are fascists but will find it out when the time comes” Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls (thanks to Liz Lewis for the reminder)
to take a refuge in madness seems to be an appealing option these days
only
it, like any other eccentricity, is a luxury
for a dispossessed, displaced human being, madness means a series of terrors enacted upon
them, and then the quick, violent death–and I, not being such a dispossessed individual, will
merely spend several months taking the vertiginous drugs after a short incarceration in a
pristine laboratory-like clinic.
yes, I am the same
self-centered, narcissistic fascist. I am the heartless sadist, a servants to the esoteric ideas of my
own superiority.
that’s why Trump is crystal clear to me, and, the whim he is, it is merely a historical whim also
that I cannot praise and laud the vulgar fascism that he propagates.
with the methodicalness and accuracy that befitted fascists (something close to this W.G. Sebald
once said, I cannot find the exact quote, said with a cold, lingering surprise–the writer whose
oeuvres are one vibrating (vibrant and reverberating) lament and repentance over the crime of
the Nazis, the lament never expressed directly and straightforwardly, but gently, in all sorts of
circuitous ways, allegorically, if you will, yet that surprise of his pierced me as my own icy
surprise: it could hardly contain admiration
“Every woman adores a Fascist” (Sylvia Plath)
no
Everyone adores a fascist
yet of course
oh of course
everyone is repulsed by a fascist,
you would want to say, yet
a month ago I did not read objections
to suggestions that Hitler was a
brilliant politicians, and no one
questioned–among those who
consider themselves sane–
or asked on Quora,** if
Hitler really was that
bad
surely bad but
not that
bad
that’s because things change quickly.
and I am the worst fascist (well, I am a femi-Nazi after all), who is ascribing the name of fascists
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to anyone who is regretfully male or - - - (the continuation is not important).
_______________________________________
*Daniel Dennett’s treatise “Darwin’s Dangerous Idea” I read after I was lucky to meet Dennett
in person at the Philosophy department of the Lomonosov Moscow State University where he
first gave a lecture and then was greeted at our division (of the History of the Western
Philosophy). He was there in all the shine of his white beard.
His crisp ideas are generally well-known. In his ardent atheism, Daniel Dennett goes as far as to
use a metaphor of humans being robots of sorts, while the true subjects of evolution are genes.
Being a consistent evolutionist, the philosopher nevertheless uses the expression “Mother
Nature,” which shows, despite the intended irony, how difficult it is to change the language
practice (linguistic ideology) even when one tries to repudiate ideas behind said
practice. Dennett very well might be a deist after all. I perceived him as a part of that front of
atheism which includes Richard Dawkins. Admittedly, new atheists “can’t be sure that god
doesn’t exist.” It is evidently as difficult to be a consecutive atheist as it is difficult to be a theist
in our times. And why? Because the very nature of “God” (as a term) is a linguistic fallacy.
Another reason of why everyone is merely lukewarm, is that humanity inhabits the posthuman era. Human is at least two centuries outdated, and there is no one coming to take on
their place.
**On the February 9th, 2017, the website functioning as opening space for questions and
answers, Quora, “collapsed” (made invisible) my answer to the question formulated as follows:
“Is the story about Hitler and the piano wire hangings a myth? I’m aware these hanging occurred
but I’ve read that Hitler asked that the hangings be recorded for viewing. This seems to clash with
what I’ve read about Hitler and his tendencies to witness atrocities authorized by him; that Hitler
had a very weak stomach for actually wanting to see brutality.”
My answer was: “No, Hitler was a nice weak-stomached kitten, everything too harsh that is said
of him is but propaganda.
I hope I answered this question in the mood of the times and can be a Standartenfürer of
tomorrow.”
(To clarify, it is a historic fact that Hitler watched the executions conducted through hanging,
on video. Plenty of sources there are to support this. But for the shift of the linguistic
framing the actual fact is not important. It suffices to say that the repetitive expression of the
disbelieving doubt–no matter how irrational such doubt is, after everything that had been
conducted under the orders of Hitler–is enough to signal the change in the atmosphere, the
change difficult to catch, and these doubts–well-meaning and seeking the historical truth,
ostensibly, doubts coming from the good Samaritans–will reoccur time and again, until they
will reach their halt, which is also their climax. And the notched wheel will skip a bit: the
perception of historical figure will shift undeniably.
Intelligent people will ask: but what proofs do you have? Just as my friend, a literary critic and a
writer, asked me once: “But what proofs do you, you yourself, have?” when we spoke about
Stalin and his atrocities. And I did have plenty. But this is not the beginning of the conversation.
This is the end of it. After this type of question, no amount of proofs could possibly doubt the
doubt. Cogito ergo sum? No. Cogito ergo non cogito. He did not express doubt–he stood for the
new order, in which Stalin was the great leader of the great country. His cogito was non
cogito, for non cogito ergo sum in such a world’s (re)ordering.)
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a cup of cappuccino “to go”

“The goddess [Athena] climbed up eagerly beside lord Diomedes in the chariot. The oaken axle
groaned aloud, weighed down, bearing the fearful goddess and the finest man.”
—The Iliad, Homer, Book V, in Ian Johnston’s translation
fearful goddess? what an adjective. truly Homer is the greatest poet amongst semi-gods and
mortals
I think I won’t sleep tonight.
sleep is outdated
and overrated.
a universe was created out of the body of the first human. sources agree that the first human
was a man, but some insist on hermaphroditism. his hair became forests, his eyes, lakes, out of
his throat the volcanoes were created, teeth served like mountains, hands turned into rivers
and roads, stomach gave place to fields and meadows, and so forth.
Luke Skywalker walked a soundscape of the city
alone, absolutely alone.
the red and yellow sand, a stream against the stream,
crossed the street and intermingled;
here is a blind door: glass, stained with fingers,
dactyloscoping glass, as it were;
seems like the right place to request a paper cup of cappuccino “for here,”
no, to go.”
the difference between you and I
is that I cut you (lightly), knowing why, how, and where’s the limit to it;
and you attempt to respond without clear understanding of any of that on your part,
simply because it hurts.
you are a blindfolded fencer.
and I saw others, many times, in this kind of movement you body now involuntarily produces.
the narratives, the discourses that take over the human beings from the earliest of ages, are
truly terrible
terrifying and horrendous
a feeling of I-don’t-want-to-partake-in-such-a-world-unfolding is familiar to all the living
beings, at least in passing and at least in childhood
sure enough, every single being is a victim of these narrative
these discourses
yet there are also beneficiaries of said discourses
said narratives
the beneficiaries of their own victimization
well I am
a beneficiary of my own victimization
F
I regret
O
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this earth
I cradle a remorse for it
I profess a hard feeling of love.
a hard feeling.
you would need to believe me.
have to
trust me.

A

M

the misandry police doesn’t even pay attention to what is actually being said, but works around
already existing circles like good automatons, yet think they can offer something to the
discussion. the vain entitlement at its finest.
“I beg to differ”
she said in a venomous tone,
and I understood
that it was not an act of begging
but rather a brisk demand

[or spikes}
with prickles, at that

when both epistrophe and anaphora are present in the same fragment, the figure is called
symploce. a plum falls in the grass with this sound: symploce.
pretty sure it’s a verb.
I wanted to have a bird
with a small red head.
I would feed it with crumbs
of my sweet, poor bread.
I would ask it,
bird, bird, do you like
to be my birdy bird, do
you like it; the bird
would tell me “I do.”
I would ask it, bird,
do you want to have a cage,
a small cage in which silver strings
alternate with gold strings? the bird will answer, “of course,” take off, and disappear.

conspiracy theory

and what is to be changed that much after the mind collapses into schizophrenia?
nothing ceases functioning with an advent of disorder.
perhaps to the contrary, narratives (ways of talking) explode exponentially
there are strong and weak narratives
failing and readjusting themselves successfully
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overarching and minor
accepted and weird
and so on
I can’t believe I wrote this
sometimes you’re looking at your own text and asking yourself:
what
the hell
is
this?
Electra is an eccentric (geek);
her views and preferences when it comes
to tea
are
eclectic, to say the least
why should sex
be such a big deal, of all things?
there is next to no gap between representation and existence, “these days,” I am compelled to
add, but what about the yesteryear? was it ever any different?
subtle
buddhist
subtext
bullshit
“and… bread, please.“
"bread? which bread?”
“this thing.”
“this is a cake.”
“I know, but the word “cake” makes it worse. I’d rather that’s
bread.”
poetry is the only survivor
amidst everything dying, falling apart, slipping into disuse and decrepitude
there are things that reemerge
permutation of form
perhaps the question to ask is, at what point non-dust becomes dust
the question
not unakin to the questions that troubled philosophers of all times:
when could the shrub be said to be blooming?
is it when it has buds?
when the first flower opens?
several flowers?
how many?
are two enough?
are three needed?
half of the flowers?
all flowers?
when everything around is covered with petals?
when there are still several flowers left in the shrub?certainly not when there are no flowers
left
detective noir
the best theory
is a conspiracy theory.
do not agree to consider
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any other theory:
that’s exactly what
they want.

poisoning of Adonis
magnificent babbling
may my immodesty
be easily forgiven
[earache}
arachne is a symbol of the supreme gaiety
inscribed in a circle with an easy geometrical precision
if anything should serve me as a reminder
of your love and my immortality, biaxial,
this mural might; I’ll wear it in my memory
and hold it with an even absence of effort
throughout the duration of my journey,
an arrow-straight trajectory:
forwent anxiety / nonlaughing ataraxia
it was a muddy shallow river, infested with caymans
feasting on god knows what
corpses
or polyethylene
replete with
reptiles
reptile festivities
and the reason to keep a corpse around? to kiss it on the blue mouth?
slaughter and forget; done and done.
“and in the morning, rolls into the sea the girlfriend
his happy, stabbed cadaver”*
(Vladimir Mayakovsky)
shivers and shudders,
frail shrub
a rare sufferer
suasive susurrus
asinine canine-muzzled
a robot deity
the irresponsive idol

lol

“lol” is a person drowning,
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you once said,
I do not think I ever looked
at it in my previous
blissful obliviousness
without an urge of saving it
out of white mass of ocean
of the blank page
vertigo
a tin can is gilded by the sun
is gone
imagine
all agog
diagonal
alter ego
Adonis’s majestic echolalia
your thin, sharp nose is an excellent vision.
I rather liked making entities parade
in front of you; your empty gaze reminded me of me.
a redoubt of ghosts.
when in doubt, disperse them with a wave of your
transparent hand.
human being is a bunch of longings
and a pair of lungs
every gulp
of honey
should leave
a scorching taste
of the most poignant venom
on your lips; drink, please.
___________________________________________
*translated as a rule in a different word order, I imagine
but after Cummings one can allow oneself more freedom in this regard.

a text which contains only shh and nothing
but shh
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I am the last surrealist
to die a surreal death.
she considers a series of cheerful auto-epitaphs
chewing her quill pen
a quill pen plucked out of her white wing of course,
from where else.
but the first spring breeze
prompts her to write love poems instead.
a tremendous loss for the future generations of aeroichthyologists.*
the only person I have ever been in love with is I, and if you knew me at all you’d say the same:
the only person I have ever been in love with is she.
the only limits of your freedom is what is allowed yourself by yourself.
which is not to say necessarily that it makes the limits wide at all
to the contrary perhaps; we are the ones to allow ourselves freedom most reluctantly. others
would give us much
much
much more than we would.
that
again not to suggest that everything that they’d give us we should take.
my feminism is rather skewed–I do not seek to empower women
I seek to empower myself
(what a wonderfully masculine word: empower)
and if other women see me and decide they can have the same, I am glad
if not–well, they know better than I do what it is that they want.
died on a duel
between a tricycle and a clepsydra:
a stray bullet.
it is unknown what is the woman
who is the woman
outside of the male gaze
if she exists at all
and if she does
then what forms does she take
is she liquid?
is she solid?
is she gaseous?
is she transparent?
is she opaque?
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certainly she’s not attractive,
because there is no one to be the subject or the object of attraction outside of the “male gaze.”
I can only see myself directing at myself the male gaze adopted by me so splendidly (don’t you
think splendidly? I think I have a better male gaze then the majority of the men I know.)
I can not see myself with my own eyes for I have none.
I am quite certain I exist outside of the male gaze.
but what I am outside of it exactly?
how do I know? in the phallogocentric systems of coding and decoding - - and the very idea of coding and decoding is an idea coined by the Western philosophy, in other
words,
by the all-male panel
spread throughout many centuries
with very few female names: but then mostly great mistresses of great philosophers.
endless blankness
I caught a transparent fish
but could not really tell
if it is still in my hands
rejoice in joyce,
brethren,
and let us drink
the high glass
of orange juice
under the succulent plant,
the pointy leaves of which
prove it to be agave;
the agape is waiting;
his mouth agape,
a puny amoretto
stands, arms akimbo;
he did not grasp a grape
in a grape arbor.
(enters a
Demonic Self)
A demon of the twenty second level:
A sleek tuxedo
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And
Rather elegant hooves.
on the big round square
at the summer
children cried to one another.
the cheerful game,
sounds
entering my room
through heavy curtains;
but since I did not know the language,
I heard the cries of birds.
I wish
to issue
a complaint,
she hissed through
pressed teeth.
be my
translucent ghost
my furry, snowflake beast
who sleeps on the floor without a grumble
be a creature
without hesitation walking through the walls
[please]
my lady
is a malady
malaise
my
my
nuisance
an orphaned eyelash
a leash
a lash
a “shush!”
at least I shh
_________________________________
*for of course this crying, flying, and feathery fish has written quite a number of love poems
already, and very few auto-epitaphs, if any.
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a February dream in San Francisco
I wanted to leave your page
but changed my mind.

spontaneous linguistic observations on relative uncountability of some English nouns
on the plane Austin–San Francisco 3/2/2017, a flight attendant, native (“accentless”) speaker:
“How many sugars?” (sugar in packs).
Nah. Even San Francisco won’t detach me from my phone. I solemnly swear to that
birds in the city
the sky is immediately different
somehow more open and more troubling
this is as much as I will glimpse of San Francisco today
oh wet, cold, and windy San Francisco
to scratch the surface of it only to be denied it. to glimpse a view from my “upgraded room,” to
look for several days at the lacerated skyline *implacable emoticon laughing through tears*
my dreams came true: I met S.O.! not only he’s a star in our field–there are many stars–he’s
very special: he’s the only potential opponent whom I fear. I would not want to come across his
way; he’s a murderer, an assassin. slaughterer.
ha
my tomorrow’s presentation will be a blast. it’ll bring burning-oil tears on your eyes.
San Francisco… a wonderful place to write about Siberia
his questions were so self-centered they did not need question marks.
I was falling asleep in San Francisco without losing the awareness of where I am. The city was
framed in three huge windows in my room; every one of the three windows had three sides,
presenting by itself a part of the octagonal if the octagonal was to be drawn in full. I was aware
that I am sleeping in the intersection of three octagonal ; and in each of these octagonal’s three
existing sides, the downtown of San Francisco was displayed in its noisy glory–several oldfashioned skyscrapers; stone houses that remind one about New York and Stalin architecture
at once; something from the frenzy and intricacy of Florence was in it, too; but most of all the
skyline reminded me of a drawing I made as a child, where a woman in a high conic hat stood
on the balcony and looked at the exact same city: multiple levels and different angles; big
square and high narrow windows; arcs and spears, standards billowing in the wind. what to
say about such city? it is decidedly European and also it is small and cozy. but maybe it is also a
megalopolis stretching along the coastal line for hundreds of miles with cardboard houses and
ruins on its dispersing into nothingness outskirts. right outside of the central window of my
room (I dreamed) was a little square in trees, with a murmuring fountain–as little as it was, it
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was the very center of the city, of the state, and of the universe, and people who crossed it knew
about it, and they danced;
they laughed;
they cheered; they sang songs on the go. as they went–for
every living being on the planet should have crossed this very geographical spot–they knew
that they are never to return to this place; they knew that this is their heyday and the climax of
their meanderings; the ending after which there is only a slow downfall gaining motion; the
peak of their lives, and the grand destination of their peregrination. as they went, they
represented a small discordant orchestra, a cheerful disharmony the emitting of which takes
years of meticulous preparation; at the same time, the cacophony cost them nothing–it was
radiating itself through them, effortlessly and in the spirit of overabundant energy. all the
buildings around, thoughtfully distributed by the generations of architects in a semblance of
arena, fell on the backdrop yet partook in the symphony, emanating each an inaudible, low,
vibrating note. they were flat and they were multidimensional too, and the grand, opulent cloud
towered above them. two smaller clouds, on the left and on the right of the main one, were
more of smokes than of clouds–they did not have any form, but were disheveled–they
represented the dispersing and dissolution, remaining, nonetheless, as they were.
as I was falling asleep, I continued to grow surprised how this magnificent vision in the central
window of the room, the soundscape and a landscape, supported with two other part-octagonal
sides of the triptych, on the left and on the right, was something that did not interfere with my
dream at all. what I dreamed was exactly what it was outside. yet had it been on the outside,
had it been true, that would have prevented me from having a dream. among the impossible
dreams the dream of not having the dream was the least possible. however, the outside world
flew and folded seamlessly into my dream, whereas in my dream I remembered that this is not
the dream at all–but whether I kept my eyes opened or shut, and whether I was falling asleep
or remained vigilant, there was exactly the same picture to observe.
the incontrollable dissolution of the anthropologist after the talk
the only way to walk in San Francisco is to dance
Trayvon Martin would have been 22 today.
back to my monastic self
his lips broke into a semblance of smile
short walk
too short
yet at every step I was reminded of a city of:
indeed,
what to recollect,
London
what to recall about
Rome
the city of San Francisco
Novosibirsk
Moscow
except for how quickly it
Vladivostok
disappeared and with such
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Kiev
Helsinki
New York

certainty, as though
it never existed

and I am forgetting a few cities of which I caught an eyeful on the San Francisco
streets,
where
perhaps my walk*
never once was I reminded of San Francisco.
I will be reminded of San Francisco
in London
Rome
Novosibirsk
Moscow
Vladivostok
Kiev
Helsinki
New York

and also perhaps

being banned on a social network
for the second time
by a funny interlocutor
or
a phone conversation
and a perpetual wish
you were here

(to name a few places).
in San Francisco, too, I will be reminded of San Francisco.
but not of this San Francisco–of another San Francisco.
namely, I am bound to be reminded in San Francisco of
the San Francisco 2017.
about to blink in the airport
and to un-see
San Francisco

rescue me
afresco
imp me

Time does not exist. Time is merely a concept, an abstraction that is useful, a working model
that allows us to drill our way through reality, to bend things at our will. And we are so
spaciously-oriented in our thinking that the idea of “time traveling” even merits existence.
Absurd.
the crepitating crust
of earth cracks, the breath of magma
rising to the brim.
glittering August dust,
the sweetest dust
is melting
on your pink narrow tongue
while your face
is shade by shade
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etiolating
______________________________________
*my walk was quite an event; something that is recollect-able. a re-collectible of sorts.
Кофе в “Синей бутылке”
В Сан-Франциско я увиделась с поклонником своего поэтического дара, аккуратным
восьмидесятилетним (кажется) соответственно не очень молодым уже человеком,
который во время оно работал архитектором, а затем стал заниматься изданием какихто журналов таинственного профиля и так далее.
Он пришел ко мне на выступление, а на следующий день мы договорились встретиться
в Ферри Здании – здании вокзала местных катерков и трамвайчиков. Какое-то
Беньяминовское место: слонялись и тынялись там явно не путешественники, а просто
горожане и гости города. Фланеры. Я катила свою легкую сумку на дребезжащих
колесиках по брусчатке Маркет-стрит минут пятнадцать, озираясь по сторонам в легком
радостном удивлении провинциала.
Мы встретились возле “Синей бутылки” выпить по чашке кофе. Оказалось, что кафе – не
кафе, а просто стойка, покупаешь кофе в бумажном стаканчике и идешь на все четыре
стороны: счастливая и беззаботная. Я с нежностью подумала о дедушке – наверняка
пересчитал последние доллары в бумажнике, чтоб хватило пригласить меня на чашку
кофе. (На самом деле я так не подумала, потому что мы давно друзья в инстаграме и я
видела интерьеры его дома, но для усиления драматического эффекта это сейчас
просилось в текст, будто бы подумала я именно так.)
– Нет, это займет вечность, – сказал мой приятель, отстояв в очереди минут пять, пойдем(те) лучше в другое место.
И мы пошли в другое место, моя сумка перекочевала в его сухую руку. Другое место
было другим местом: в нем та же стойка соседствовала с длинным узким столиком,
вокруг которого кучковалось шесть узких деревянных стульев.
– Я надеюсь, мы потом пойдем на улицу? – спросила я.
– На улице очень холодно, я замерзаю. – ответил мой приятель.
– Хотите, я вам дам свой плащ? – спросила я.
– Нет, не надо, – сказал он.
И мы вышли на улицу. Дул холодный ветер, птицы, похожие на граклов, но совершенно
точно не граклы (мельче и толще граклов, как будто граклов сжали и скомпрессовали в
специальной компьютерной программе) расселись вокруг соседних столиков и уставили
свои желтые круглые глаза на нас, единственных посетителей сего богом забытого
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заведения, в ожидании, не перепадет ли им крошек от печенья моего друга (так как я
ограничилась кофе – угощаться печеньем за его счет было неудобно, а за собственный
неловко).
Мы разговорились, само собой – на горизонте нависал огромный мост над заливом – и
он сказал мне, что вот Австралия прекрасная страна для жизни – с достаточно богатыми
университетами, голодными до интеллектуалов европейской муштры, поскольку никто
к ним в эдакую даль не едет, и интеллектуалы в особенности.
– Конечно, не едет никто, – сказала я. – Представляете оттуда на конференцию в Штаты
слетать?
– Но зато там значительно теплее, чем даже здесь, у нас в Калифорнии, – ответил мой
приятель.
(Этот разговор возник в связи с моей недавней жалобой, что при Трампе остаться в
Штатах преподавать в университете, как мне хотелось, будет, похоже, гораздо менее
реально, чем было раньше.)
Выяснилось, что у моего приятеля четверо детей (“Моя жена была плодовита”, сказал он
то ли жалуясь, то ли хвастаясь), и я спросила, чем занимается его жена. Жена оказалась
домовладельцем – она владеет и сдает в аренду 2.000 квартир в кондоминиумах
(малоэтажных домах).
– Что вы говорите? – удивилась я. – 2.000 квартир?
– Ну, она не всеми ими, собственно говоря, владеет, – скромно ответил мой приятель.
– Так вы, стало быть, богатый человек, – сказала я в удивлении, которое, признаюсь, мне
навряд ли удалось скрыть, и быстро поправилась. – Конечно, это не мое дело…
– Я и сам владею примерно таким же количеством квартир, – ответил мой приятель.
Не знаю, что это обо мне говорит, но я осталось под впечатлением от этой встречи –
главным образом, конечно, от “Синей бутылки”, куда я была приглашена сначала и где
не было столиков – благо, в другом месте столики были.
Эта встреча навела меня на мысли – о бренности мира и, в частности, о том, что я
совершенно не умею тратить деньги. Стоит в моем кармане завестись каким-нибудь
десяти долларам, как они моментально потрачены на кофе в фарфоровой чашке в
бессмысленном заведении с нелипкими столами. Никогда у меня не будет двух тысяч
квартир одновременно – только последовательно, да и то не в собственности. (Я сейчас
приблизительно в середине этих двух тысяч – в 975-ой квартире по счету, наверное.)**
__________________________
——————————————
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**I hope I might be forgiven for transforming a real meeting into a piece of writing

reluctant and uncertain admittance of love
что за чушьъЪ
how many times
should I tell you:
don’t fly
don’t fly
love me tender
love me true
never
let
me
go
oh my darling I
love you–
or I do think so.*
homemade
marmalade

[wobbling]

Mallarmé
god is
a lame
lamb
alchemist / moleskine note
a weird transformer:
the head of a frog,
tail of a rooster, body
of a snake.
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to boil it
in a cauldron
(tomorrow)
my aunt Insomnia Ivanovna shuffled around the house in noisy slippers that she had decorated
herself. they had fur edgings; she had kept this fur for years before she had a great idea to
attach it to her shoes. indeed, in fur
those shoes looked as of they were alive, two small brown animals sweeping their tails around
the house.
writing disappears: disperses into the unintelligible, and does so forever–across a longue
durée, until it’s not writing at all but merely a mumbling moan- - bubbling magma,
a cry interrupting itself,
many times.
hiccups of hysterics
oh my fucking god
the worD
preveNTS
itSELF
FROm
MAking
sEnse
conveyor belt of endless sense-making.
forging.
it does not matter how much I am given: it will not be enough.
instruction: how to pry open pomegranate. seventy-pages manual. “the book I’ll never write,”
blah blah blah
illustrated: schemes, charts, figures, tables.
imaginary cats springing in all directions, some running under the bed, others hiding beneath
the table, under the fringed tablecloth, looking from beyond of the woolly threads without
blinking
how silly it’d be
to imagine you
love me
so the elevator goes down, not up.
&quoteI love you&endquote
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condescending
incandescence
efflorescence

[marble statue]

I do like the theory that words do not matter
and what matters is the rhythm
maybe this is not a sustainable theory
but I like it
maybe words are envoys of rhythm
and thus matter
at least inasmuch as the rhythm matters
but words
have more to them than just rhythm, don’t they?
in fact so many things
such a hard luggage
yet
they do not matter, mysteriously, just now
watch me denounce
their meaning
terminate
blink and that’s it
words scorched, naked
shieldless, helpless words
one curls between the table and the wall
another rolls to the corner
to dwindle there
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to die out
between the remnants of insect, fragments–
its parts
its notched wheels
its wobbly springs:
wings,
legs,
antennae

_________
*in a general way, to some degree / certain extent, or I am of such opinion.

a garden of ghosts

I planted a ghost in my yard
a garden of ghosts
I will pour them with moonlight for a better growth
speedy bearing of transparent fruits
I shall
violate my words
and throw them into dirt
I am I unless
stated otherwise
I am a universe
itself,
myself
a universe
why
me?
alas
as is
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alas
as in
alas
it lasts
as lists
it lasts
at least
it lasts
the only medium in which
I could have written “I love you,”
is a brick of soap
and the white tiled wall
allegedly
angel
latex; no–
no longer
if

I

could

keep

silence

silence

would

have

kept

me

I would sustain my living on two crumbs:
one, shared with furry birds,
another, with the disembodied tongue of flame.
I would have done it
as I had had it done
if I was not afraid
to find myself
[white]
in a sterile room.
see you
in demolished
Disneyland
discoloration
slides
propaganda
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Narcissus
susurrus
froufrou
have you seen Narcissus?
where is he?
who are you?
is the absence of memory
a rectangular
black
picture?
sacral space of the temple; tombs with female silhouettes stopped mid-collapse, in their silent
crying over the graves–a mosaicked floor with a crack running across the whole width, I
imagine. strange why one can never dwell in such spaces and why should they be quickly
substituted for something else.
“ok,” he said. “back to nihil.”
it is a wrinkle on the surface of existence
a transparent kiss transmitted through wireless network
“oh
you were so hot.” exterminating fire.
nothing adorns a woman like
her lover
her son
her husband
her position
her former husband
her past
her title
a president
her future
her profession
of a country
her family
or enterprise
her hair
her purse
her make up
no
no
her garden
her trained, attended to, her dried, her cared-for body
nothing adorns a woman like the Nobel prize in literature
chemistry
physics
better yet
a scare
diamonds
a bevy of female friends
a mansion
a green lawn
a poodle eating noodles
her daughter
her pierced nose
her purple hair
no pink
her long eyelashes
nothing
nothing
no
thing
adorns a
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sonogram of a siren’s cry
I love you
but
I love you
yet
I love you
you are
you
I am
I
ah
I wish
why would you complain
that I don’t write you
while I
write you,
I wanted to ask
but
is this true?
what a question.
how did it dare to be asked?
could it be untrue?
well–it
very
well
can
be.
but it can’t be
no, it can’t be
it cannot be
and it is not.
I love you
still
I love you
though
I love you
not
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what is that
that I wish for
in “I wish”?
I wish
I was
you?
nonsense
I wish
you were
I?
absurd
I wish
I were I
and you were you?
but already
you are you
and I
am I,
what is there
to wish for?
absolutely nothing.
here is why
the wish is so helpless
so desperate
rises in such desperation
only to plummet
into such impossibility:
the wish already materialized
is absolutely impossible to fulfill.
absolutely vain.
barely articulable.
not explainable.
indecipherable.
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absolutely vain wish.
not a wish even at all
but merely a caprice

“go there, I don’t know where,
and bring me that, I don’t know what.”

an unfulfillable longing
a yearning inexplicable and having no rationale behind it
unreasonable demand
and unlawful ruling
that’s why (no doubt)
the poem is broken on
“I wish”
without any continuation
and no rational explanation is given
and that which is given
is not rational
and does not explain anything at all.

you tell me I’d be the harshest authoritarian ruler in the world
why
darling
why?
can’t you see I am ice cream
I am dim
the only emperor is the emperor of ice-cream
the only emperor of ice-cream is made out of ice cream
very
unfair
very
unfair

I would not have wanted to die.
if this is possible,
I’d like to postpone the event.
knock-knock.

starving
for
you
you give me so li
t

a
h
so
little
and I ask for
so
much

t

l
e
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I might be good at complaining
at being a plant
an eggplant in particular
particularly good
I might be great at being
dark
blue
I might be great at melancholy
very performative
if that’s the word
beast
(I am halfbird
sure it is the word)
half-thing
half-thing
[half-woman
half-woman]
I might be good at
enumerating
impossible beasts

I might not be

Bakhtinian carnival outside
C.C., quoting the interview with Yevtushenko:
“RG: What was the longest poetry reading in your life?
Y.Y.: In 1963, when I read my long poem, Bratsk Station, in full before an audience of workers.
It was a venue for about 800 people, but they put speakers out on the street, and people stood
and listened there, too. It was a very chilly day in April. I read for four-and-a-half hours without
a break. There were children in the audience as well. That was one of the happiest days of my
life. What is any Nobel Prize worth compared to that?”
C.C.: Think of the children Zhenia!
me: I wonder if people could leave without consequences.
And maybe they could.
[yeah, I mean, they could
Something to investigate.
but they would have been missing
Something–
the Event in their lives: to hear
Yevtushenko reading a poem about
them, the work of their lives
(I am assuming), essentially]
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C.C.: Yes! I have a picture of these poor kids forced to wait around outside during this moment
of grand oratory. Or maybe outside was a Bakhtinian carnival and they just told Yevtushenko
that many people were there listening intently.
[I am inclined to believe this story; people would stay and listen. oh you do not know the spirit
of enthusiasm and unity that did emerge on those meetings and that (not everyone) but many
shared in their most sincere; “It did happen once and it will never be repeated on this planet,” I
was told by the worker; he meant a spirit of the construction; the zeitgeist; he did not even
seriously regret that it won’t be repeated because looking out of the 2010s, it did not seem
possible at all to him–it felt more like an extremely lucky combination of unlikely events]
I think of your little anecdote, of the sand clock broken
once I saw Yevgeniy Yevtushenko,
it was in Saint Petersburg in 2003. I worked as a spoke person for the organization The Best
Managers of Russia. the organization dreamed of itself as about a club of nouveaux riches,
which mission was to reincarnate “noble gatherings,” referencing the gatherings of nobility
before the Russian Revolutions of 1905. according to its grand task, the organization conducted
great meetings of businessmen, and the poet Yevtushenko (enjoying the all-Russian renown
ever since he obtained his tremendous–for a poet–fame in the Soviet time) was there among
the invited to this selection of the chosen.
he was dressed as a peacock of sorts, in colorful clothes–he is somewhat known for his
extravagant apparel style–and several times there he spoke to me,
nameless “girl from the reception” (I imagine).
I remember there was a staircase, all in gold and mirrors in heavy frames–the gathering ran its
course in the palace Tsarskoye Selo, and everything there is full of grandeur; in those peacock
clothing he was descending the stairs and I was ascending; he looked me in the eye and told me
something very strange that you would nonetheless expect a poet to say, something like:
“and you,
cinderella?”
he was 71, and I was 24. I wrote poetry. I knew of course that I would never obtain
Yevtushenko’s fame, but with an arrogance of the youth I could attest that I did not want any of
such fame either. having written a couple of crooked lines in her notebook and imagining the
world at her feet, I guess, the new poet is inevitably feels towards those who are much older
and much more famous than she could ever hope to be, a superiority mixed with pity.
a part of his fame was, haters would claim, in Yevtushenko’s loyalty to the ruling power and his
ability to quickly respond to every movement of the political winds. Yevtushenko wrote about
everything, and wrote exactly what the zeal of the moment demanded. he is a tragic figure in
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fact. what opened him for me was his (probably occasional) lament on his dispersing of his
talent. along the lines
I would never edit all those lines I published so hastily
(I do not recall now verbatim).
he had tons of lines indeed in the worst taste imaginable:
It seems to me
that I am Anne Frank,
transparent
as a branch in April.
and I love.
and I do not need phrases.
I need
us looking into each other.
and alike terror.

“all fresh and roseate”
I like the sense of poignancy with which Venus in Furs enveloped me
the plot of the book is a realization of dreams of a particularly gifted dreamer
who seduces the woman he is falling in love with, to perform a role of a dominant for him
which she refuses to embody at first
and
through his persistence
and arguably also through her own predilections
embraces then.
the realization of his dreams surpasses his expectations so that he’s crushed
completely crushed and “cured” from his perverse inclinations.
after she betrays him completely,
after his successful rival whips him in front of the woman he loves,
no more he finds any of that appealing
and even treats his female servant to threats and blows himself
recently I read somewhere a little bit of critique on this eternal book (eternal because, despite
or maybe because of all the abuse portrayed in it, it is filled with poignancy and even in its
inevitably misogynistic undertones
there is a true love reverberating to a human nature, and female in particular,
and there is a surprising coda, the proclamation of the need of equality between sexes), a
critique almost anecdotal because it represented four curious perspectives:
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a feminist

claiming that Wanda was the victim of abuse
because she was being made into a dominant figure
by her pseudosubmissive lover;

a gay theorist

claiming that Severin accepting blows
from Wanda’s new lover
was the final goal of his own contrivances,
despite his “I will not permit it”
for his was secretly gay;

a Russian
nationalist

to which
a Ukrainian
invented

claiming that Russia
has invented everything worthy
of detailed attention in this world,
masochism included,
for there is a plethora of references
to the Russian glorious imperatrixes
who treated their favorites as gods;
objected, claiming that Leopold von Sacher-Masoch
was a Galician himself
and therefore the Ukrainians
masochism,
because Galicia, where he was born and worked,
at the time a province of the Austrian Empire,
is now a part of Ukraine

the persuasive image of
the absolutely despotic
maddening in her fragility and cruelty
tyrannic beauty
is

as
much
of

an

in different details of clothing,
all either fur
or trimmed with ermine
one could write an essay
on the symbolism of fur (or different sorts of fur)
alone in this work, for Wanda’s master
wears sable, and she herself
appears to her slave in a dream as a “she-bear,”
an awkward form of saying
"female bear" which in German is but one word–Bärin
that one could count on

entertainment
as one may count on
on this “funny ball of clay.”
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Wanda von Dunajew, the central female personage in the novel, was also the scenic name of the
writer’s wife
she left memoirs, in German. a memoir that presented a curious mirror to what was written by
her husband
opening further questions on the agency of woman
and whether our free choices are free in any meaningful sense
or what does freedom mean
[desires}
the book in short is a tale about our dreams taking hold on us
I guess
first we’re reluctant, then we grow to accept them
and then they are our second nature
course much more than that
tale of sacrifice and transfiguration
of our essence
and tangible

but it is of
for it is also a
malleability
material

and yet immaterial and intangible
and, as any text, is simultaneously much more and truly less than it could ever be written about
it

commentaries

+incest
all kinds of sexual play with offsprings are a taboo in our culture. a cultural taboo means, there
are cultural reasons for it not to happen, to say “cultural” is not to diminish the power of the
taboo. “cultural” is important.
in the Middle Age, it was a custom for mothers and women who had access to the young boy’s
body, to play with his genitalia. in Rabelais, governesses dress the little boy in the following
way:
“Which codpiece, or braguette, his governesses did every day deck up and adorn with fair
nosegays, curious rubies, sweet flowers, and fine silken tufts, and very pleasantly would pass
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their time in taking you know what between their fingers, and dandling it, till it did revive and
creep up to the bulk and stiffness of a suppository, or street magdaleon, which is a hard rolledup salve spread upon leather. Then did they burst out in laughing, when they saw it lift up its
ears, as if the sport had liked them. One of them would call it her little dille, her staff of love, her
quillety, her faucetin, her dandilolly. Another, her peen, her jolly kyle, her bableret, her
membretoon, her quickset imp: another again, her branch of coral, her female adamant, her
placket-racket, her Cyprian sceptre, her jewel for ladies. And some of the other women would
give it these names,–my bunguetee, my stopple too, my bush-rusher, my gallant wimble, my
pretty borer, my coney-burrow-ferret, my little piercer, my augretine, my dangling hangers,
down right to it, stiff and stout, in and to, my pusher, dresser, pouting stick, my honey pipe, my
pretty pillicock, linky pinky, futilletie, my lusty andouille, and crimson chitterling, my little
couille bredouille, my pretty rogue, and so forth. It belongs to me, said one. It is mine, said the
other. What, quoth a third, shall I have no share in it? By my faith, I will cut it then. Ha, to cut it,
said the other, would hurt him. Madam, do you cut little children’s things? Were his cut off, he
would be then Monsieur sans queue, the curtailed master.” (Rabelais, Gargantua and
Pantagruel.)
Descola describes in The Spears of Twilight the Achuar father applying his mouth to his little
son’s genitalia by way of expressing tenderness and affection.*
Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson’s work on Balinese culture revealed that mothers played
with genitalia of their sons, deriving entertainment from their enjoyment and disappointment:
she’d play, then she’d stop, and the child would cry.so much for the “cultural” part of the
“cultural taboo”: in different cultures matters are viewed differently.
as for the “taboo” part, it does not fade out even should we know that it is predicated on our
socio-cultural upbringing and indoctrination. there is no “rational” reason to not play with the
genitalia of our children, yet we do not do it, because our morals preclude it. it is called
“socialization” and is extremely important for one’s own well-being. and no, god forbid, I would
never as much as think about touching my child in any non-appropriate manner.women
orgasming from their children’s sucking on their breasts is something not being publicly much
spoken about. ditto for the majority of female, particularly bodily, experiences. to talk about it
is, as well, something of a taboo. I deem it not only acceptable, but necessary to cross the taboo
on speaking freely about anything I have ever experienced. if in our times it is a crime to be a
woman voicing herself, I cannot even begin imagining what kind of censure our mothers and
their grandmothers suffered and obviously internalized.
(this commentary is specifically designed to elucidate the cultural implication of the
experience, dare I name it, of the female experiencing orgasm because her nipples are
stimulated for hours by her baby, a note, furthermore, containing an explanation, that in no
way did I ever embrace it–although, I think it is beyond doubt that I do not owe anyone this
explanation too.
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___________________________________
*the household Descola described also had a bird performing the functions somewhat close to
what dogs perform in the majority of Western cultures–a stooped, funnily-silhouetted trumpetbird:
“These birds are the size of a hen but with very long legs and, if caught young, are easily tamed.
With arrogant dignity they then parade their elegant ash-grey, olive-gleaming plumage all
round the immediate vicinity of the house. Despite its pompous but elegant bearing, the
trumpet-bird loves to play watchdog, announcing the arrival of any stranger with the indignant,
shrill cry from which it gets its name.” (1996, 50) (digression, but that’s such a poetic
fragment.)

++“lllah”
refers to the syllable used to denote the sixth note of a familiar scale: do, re, mi, and so forth.
ideally, it should be pronounced as the note it is attributed to.

+++ball
I chose to supply ball with two commentaries. the first is related to the jestress, which was
expected to appear but did not. and the second commentary is related to the roar, chaos,
roar invocation.
poet Massimo Stirneri honored me with the question: “political affairs: could the joker’s wife
become jokeress?”
I did have a moment of hesitation pairing the prince and the princess, the duke and the
duchess, the count and the countess, but not the joker with a jokeress. (“jokeress” is not in
dictionaries as of 2017, although the word of course exists.)
the joker is a somewhat tragic figure of solitude and laughter, cynicism and secret deep feeling.
as the majority of figures of solitude and romantic struggle, it is an inevitably male figure.
this having said, jokeress should come to light. but since “joker[ess}” is the title obtained
independently, I think not as a wife of a joker. she’ll appear, appareled in green and red, as an
autonomous actor, for such is her nature and wont.
as for the roar, chaos, roar and its three versions.
the form defeats its content, clearly.
while the summoning of chaos it is,
the chess-like geometry of text precludes chaos from roaring. chaos hesitates; it is about
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to unleash its roar. it wishes it could do so, but it couldn’t, it cannot. is not this the greatest
enjoyment?
because of the strange difference between spaces (I assume) on different devices, the sides of
the parallelogram may appear uneven. the parallelogram with one side bulging, could even
produce an impression that there is an explosion about to happen, that chaos could contain
itself no longer, and is about to burst.
my wish is to remark that it was not an intended effect, and I’d like for all the sides of the
parallelogram to be aligned, visually, wherever possible.
the formula “roar, chaos, roar,” appears to me so transparent that I was certain someone had
said it before.
it simply should had been said already.
my brief search does not confirm it though, which seems odd to me.
dd
d
I cannot believe I am the first.
I am almost certain this is a male feeling. (wax stamp broken)
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